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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Catoosa County, Georgia, and Murray and Whitfield Counties. Georgia
(South Chickamauga Sample 1)
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MAP INFORMATION

Map Scale: 1:50.000 if printed on A size (8.5" x 11") sheet.

The soil surveys that comprise your AOl were mapped at scales
ranging from 1:12,000 to 1:20,000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for accurate map
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL" http:I/websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov
Coordinate System: UTM Zone 16N NAD83

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of
the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: Catoosa County, Georgia
Survey Area Data: Version 7, Apr 21, 2008

Soil Survey Area: Murray and Whitfteld Counties, Georgia
Survey Area Data: Version 8, Jan 3,2008

Your area of interest (AOl) includes more than one soil survey area.
These survey areas may have been mapped at different scales. with
a different land use in mind, at different times, or at different levels
of detail. This may result in map unit symbols, soil properties, and
interpretations that do not completely agree across soil survey area
boundaries.
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic'Soil Group--CatoosaCounty,•Georgla,. and Murray and Whiiifield
Counties, Georbg!

South Chi•kamauga Sample 1

Hydrologic Soil Group

§k____________ RatingM -Caos out,.o

Mauntyol~~name. - ~Acpqs I AOi K Rerenf o !O

,nB. Allensilt.loam, 2 tod6percentslopes B 53A 0.6%

AnC Allen sit loam, 6o1010rperceit-slpps' B 08419! .O09%

AnD Allen slit loam, 10 to,15 percent slopes B- 54:3 1;6%

AnE Allen silt'loam, 15 to 25 percent: slopes ýB! :53.6: 06%

AoC2 Allenblay loam, 64t6o10.percent s.opes, B' 371. 0.4%

ApB. Apison lam, 2to 6 perce nt slopes. B 84.2 09%

ApC Apison Ioam, 6 to l'ýpercent slopes, B 200.3 21%%

ArCQ Armucheechannery siltioam;64to 10 C -64.2 0•7
perceiht .•lop~s.. . .

BoE Bodine cobblysllt 16am,,10.t6o25,percent, 8 3.4 0:0%1
slopes,,stony

Cb Cedartluff.loam, occasionallyflooded ýC,. 279U. 2.9%

Ce Ch6nhebýysiltylom'm occacibnally.fiogded' C'. 42315 44%

CoB Conasaugaslilt'10am ir to 6, prcernt C' 741' Q:8%
.slopes,

coCý ConasaugaslltloamO jtol opercent i 1.7 0.0%
slopes

CUB Cunningham siltoam, 2:to 6 percent C 32.6' 0.3%
slopes.

CuC Cunningham silt lbam.,o •l0 percent C ;37;9 064%
slopes

CuD Cunnihgham sIltloam;,10 to 15 percent; C .64.9, 0.7%.

CXD2 Cunningham sivtyclay !oam, 6 to4!5 r C 0i2 0.0%

percent slopes, eroded

DaB. Decatursil(lloam; 2 to 6,percentslopes B 3 ,38.5 0.4%'

bAc Decatur slit'loa'mn; 6&to"1&-lperceht slopes 6 B 11. 9. 0.-1%1

DcD2 Deca tursltclaloan l't 6 -1 15i5:pbht b .12.4' 0.1%
slopes, eroded

DeC Dewey siltlo0ami,6'to'.10 percent'slopes B T73 0I %

Em Emnory silt loam RB 13.6 0:1%

Ei Ennis 'gr•illysilt*loahi;o'0t,3 percent B' 105.1 1;1%

slopes o0ccasionally'flooded

EtB Etowah' loam,2 to26 percent slopes, B -129.6: 1.3%

EtC Etowah loam, 6.tob.I 0percent slopes B 19.0. 0.2%'

FeB, Fullerthn gravelly tit lolam•2 to 6 percent: ,B -2_,.5, 0.0%'
slopes

FeC Fýullertongravelly'silt loam, 6to 10 B 69.0 0.7%
percent slopes,

U•SDA Natural!Resources
Conservation Service,

,Web Soil Survey 2?.1
N~atibnal Cooperalive'Soil'Survey

12/1912008
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydfologic Soil GrouP-Cato6sa County, G6ordla;and&Murray.and Whitfield
Countibs, Georgia

South;Chickamauga-Sample 1

;yrologc $oil roup.ý, -U,______

M ,i n Mapvntyioi,< a itiname ~ Ratpg I_ '.- ________

FeD Fullerton gravelly.silt'ioam 100to 15, B 31.7 0.3%'
percent, slopes

FeE: Fullerton graviellysiktoam, 15t040 B 8:2 :0.1%
percent'slopes

FrE2 Fullertongravellysiltyclayloam;,10to 5 B " 37.7 0.4%
perqcn.tslopes,`eiroded_

HOB Holston firnesandy'lo i-n, 2 ,to6.(pqercienit, B 1 ,137 1.2%/.o

slopes

HoC Holston'fine.sandy loam, 6 tol Opercent, B' 82.2 019%,
slopes

LeB Lyerly.slltyclay'.loam, 2 to06'* prcent D 439.0 4.69ý'
slopes

Lee Lyerly silty clay loamn,:6 to .10 pecent D. 64 2_ '0.7%.
slopes

LrC Lye.rly-Rbck-0ut--0p cp6mPle• 2.to 10. D 71,:8 0.7%
'percent slopes

MsC Minvale-Shadckgravelly siltloams[6 t1t10 B 155:31
;percent slopes

MsD Mlnvale-Shack:gravelly~siit Ibams, 10 to BR 190.5 2.0%,
1.5.percent'slOpe.• s

MsE Mihvile-Shack'grav.eVyly.llt"l6ams, 151t0 B ,43;2; '0.,4%,
:25 percent.slopest

NaD Nauvoo.fine sandy loam, 10'to15' B 28.6 0:3%
peicentslbpet

'NaE Nauvoofinh sandy loam, 151t 35' BI 183.0 1.19%.
percent slopes.

NeF eleia stony fineusandy Ioam, 25to 45 B 300.7. '3.1%,
.percent slopes, very,.stonyo

* R6A- Romesiltlban 012 162e6cent slopes; B 22.7 0;2%.
occasiona'lly floodedd

RoB: Rome silt loam.:2 ýq 6! percent slopes. B 269.2 2.8%

SmB. Shack-Minvale.gravelly silt arams, 2-to 6 B . 39§4 .0;4%
______ p__ .per t'ntbopes

TaB Talbott sllt'o1am 2to 6percent soPbs C G .57.6 U 0.6%'

TaC, talbottsillt loam, 6 to 10opercentl6peas C€ '72.4 0:8%

,TbC2 Talbottsilty clay loam,'6 to ioperceni C 83.3 .0.9%1
* slopes, eroded

TbD2 Talbott'siltyclayloari, 10 to 15 percdient C' 108nd0 1.1%:
slopes, eroded

•TgG. Tldlngs-,Go!rgas 5omplex; 45 tol7d0 :B' .244;'.1 2:5%
,percent slopes-

Trop Tldlngs-.Townleyicomplex, 10t025, B 173.5" 1:.8%,
percentAslopes.

TmF Tidings-'ow6!jY comP!ex: 251to45 1B3 604.7 6.3W.
percent slopes

TC '. Townley silt loam, 2 to'0,ipercent:,slopes C . 92.0 1.0%

USDA Natural Resources
a ConervatiOn'Service

Web Soil;Survey 2.1
National Cooperative Soil Survey,

12/v19/2008
Page'4 ofr7
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologlc Soil Gr0up-Catoosa'County, Georgia, and Mui•ry~and Whitfield South.Chickamauga:Sample:l
Counti.s, Georgia

yRtit, AceinAYk ..Peren~ofAOij
'Mapunit myilil j, Ma-ntnm,66,1

TnE Towhley silt loam,; 10 to625 percent C 166.6 1t7%
slopes

ToC2, Townleysilty clay loam, 2:to 10 percent C 235 0.2%
slopes..eroded.

ToE2 . Townley siltyclayloam; 10Jt25'percent C: 02" .0.0%,
slopes, eroded

TpA Tupelo siltloam;,o0to•2 p6rcnt s!lopes; 'D, 36.4 :0.4%
rarely~flooded .

TuA Tupelo silt loam,ý0tto2:percerit slopes, iD 116:5 1.2%
frequently,,flooded

UPF Udortti-entsPits'complex,.gentli sloping 0.3 0U0%

to steep

W Water :20;16 0,2%

WaA Wak loam,:0,to 2 percent slopes& C, 151.0 1.6%
ocda~siloo~lly flooded

WaB Wax loam, 2 t:6 percent slopes; r arlY ,C 15.2 0;20/6
flooded

WhA Whitveli, loam, jibto3percent'slopes, C 53:5, 0;6%
occ~asiona!ly floded

Stibt6tals'for SOllSurveyArea 6,166.6 6398%

,Totals for Area of Interest, 9,646.6 100..0%

o .. ''. r M aWhitfleld'Counties ,,G orglao

Map unit symfbol• ; ,• Map unit'name,1' AO•S• ;-"• "':

AbB Albertville silt loam, 2 toj6 percentislopes' C' 78:5 0.8%

AbD Albertville silt loam,'6;to,'15 percent' C 51.8 0,5%
slopes

AnB. •16n'lqam,,2.to 6 pe.rcnt'sl6pes B .73.8 0.8%

AnD. Allen loam, 6.tow. percen i 16pes: B' 1212[ 1.3%.

AnE Allen loam; 15to 30percentislopes B: .26:2 0:3%

AuA 'Arkabutlaslittoam, 0to2 percentslopes. C' '64"5. 0.7%
0cca sionall afpY sloo.ded O

CaA 'C, pshaw s It loam, 0,to 2per•enitslopes ,C 4,1.8 0:4%

baB " CapshawSilt loam, 2,to06 percent slopes ,b' 8.0 O1%

CnA Chenneby siltoam, 0'to'2percent: C, 267.7; 2.8%,
slopes. ocbcaslonallyflodded

CiC Cohiasauga siltibam, 6to10 percent C .2 0.0%
slopes

CxB 6unningham silt-loarn, 24to 6percent; C: 2.2 0.0%
slopes;

cxo Cunningham silt loam, 61.615 percent C '394:9 4.,1%
-slopes, 0

CXE 'cunninghamsilt loam, 151t0 percent C 53.4
-slopes,

CxF Cunningham silt loam;,30 to&60 percent, 360.9 137%
slopes,

USDA NaturalResources
W Conservation :Service'

Web Soil Survey 2.1
National CodperatiVeSoil Survey,

12/1912008
Page 5,6f 7
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydro!0.§c Soil Group-CatoosaýCounty,:G•0rgiaý and Murray and Whitfleld
Counties; Georgia

South Chickamauga Sample 1

DoA Docena~slt loam, 016 2,percent slbpes,. c 15.7 0.2%
occasionally flooded

OsB Docena-Conasauga~complex: 2 to6• C 110.3 1.1%
percent sl6pes

EnD Endeis,sllt'loam, 6'toi15.percenfts!0pes C 82.1 .. 9%

HrF Hector-Townley-Rock outcropo6mP!ex. D, 56;3 0.6%
5'to 356percentslopes.

HsB Hostonfline sandy loam,,2,to.6percent B .146.9. -1.5%
sl6pes,

HiD Holstonflne sandy '" da 6,tol 5P•ercent B 62;7 0:7%
slopes:

KtA Ketonasilt loam,:O to2,percentslopeS. D 27.7' 0.3%
frequently flboded

MoF MontevallUverychanner loam. 30 to60 D 169.9 -1t8%
percenti -slo~s_______

M1D Montevallo-Townley complex; 6 64to5 - 18:8 0.2%
.percentislopes

MIE: Montevallo-Townleiycomplex, 15,1to30' D0 220
percbnt slopes,

NaD Nauvoofine'sandylar*m,6to 15 percent B -48.: 0.5%
:slopes

NaE Nauvoofine sandy loarn,.15 to;35 B 72.6 0:8%
percentslop es

NeF Nella gravelly fine sandy loam, 301660' B 143.81 1.5%percent:slopes

SaA Sequatchle;loam, 61't6, percent elopes, B 7.9 0.1%
_ occaslonally flooded'

SB Sequatchiebloam, 2,to 6 peicent slopes. B 1.9.1%

SpD Silpsey fine sandyloam .4tq'15 perd•nt B 144.5' 1.5%
slopes

SpE Sipsey fine sandy loam, 15 io 30 percent' . 75.2b 0:8%
______________ l~es;

TnB TownleyMsilt lam, 21tob6percent Sl•ps C. 11.4 01%

TnD Towniey silt'loam; 6 to 15 perent slopesý P 265.6 2;18%i

tnE Townley silt loam, 154o.30 percent, C 1115.0 1.2%

slopes
ThrE To wnleyisilt~loam, 30 toAsipercent' •C 73.8 0:8%.

W Water** 4JT 0:0%

WaA, Wax flne;s•ndy0loam, to 2percen C 6.2 :0 1%

,slopes, dccas6ally" flobded,

WtA Whitw6el silt lam; 0,toJ2percbnt slopes TC 28.3 0
occasionally flooded

WtB Whitwell:silt loam;,2 106 perce9t slopes C 22.3 0.2%

Subtotalsf0rSoll.Survey.Area 3,490.0 36.82%

Totals 'for AreaofInterest .9,646.6 o100:0%

US50DA NaturalResburces
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey 2.1Nation'al:C0perative Soil Survey 12/1912008
Page'6;of7
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydr0ogi~ bSdi GrbUP- CatOsa:Coui~t• Geb'ri§a1, and Murrayand Whitfleld South Chickamauga Sample .1
SCounties, Georgia

Description

Hydrologic soilgroqps are based on estimates of runoffspotential.:Soils are
assigned",to one~offour.groups according to the. rate of water'infiltration when the
soils are~not.protectedby~vegetation, are thoroughly. wet, and receive precipitation.
from.long-duration storms.

The-soils in the UnitedS'tates are:assigned tb'four, groups (A, .B,'C. and D).and
three dualdclasses (A/D, :BID, and -i3D). Thegroups, are defined-asfo0lows:

Group A. Soils having, ahigh. ihfiltrationrate-(low runoffi potential), when thoroughl!y
wet. Theseconsist ma Wilr.ofdeeip, well drained to excessively drained sands-or
gravelly, sands. These;soils have a highlrate of watertransmissi6n.

Group B. Sbilshaving-;a,moderate infiltration ratewhen'thofoughlywet. These
consist chiefly ofmoderately deep or deep; moderately welld-ained or welldrained
soils~that'have moderately fine;texture~to.moderately coarseitexture: 'These's6ils.
have a moderate: rate ofwater'transmiions'.n

Group C.;Soils- having a slowihfiltration rate when thoroughlywets:These;consist
chiefly of-soils;having .a ayerthat'impedes-the:downwardmovem'entofwater or-
soilsOf.moderatbly fine tbxtureOr fine texturee.Thesesoils have~asslW rte ofwater
transmission,

fGoup.D';. Soils•ba'ihg:avery slowlinfiltration;rate (high. runoff iotentiali when,
thoroughly. wet: Theseconsist'chiefly of-clays' that haveaahigh shridk-swell
Potenti;l,: soils that have;a high water-talkie, soils: that have a claypanýorclay layer
at- or near thesurface, and~soils-thatf are shallow-over,.nearly iUnpervious& material.
These soils, have.a very:,sowrateýof iater, transmnission.

If a soillis~assign~ed.t0oa dualhydr6lbogi'c group (AID,.B/Dvor CID),Athefirst letter'iS•
for'drainedareasandthe'second'isf6rundrained'ar'easv.-'nly thesoils'that'in'their

natural~conditibn are in group;D, arezassignedlto,ýdua~lclasses-

Rating Options

Aggmrgation; Method-: DominantiC-onditioni,_

'Component,'Percent Cutbff: None&Specified'

Tie/breakRuYe:- Lower

D Natural Resources" "Web SoIl'Survey,21 12/1912008
-" 'Conservation Service, ,NAtohnalo,.obperativSboII SU1rvey Page67 tf,7'
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Catoosa County, Georgia
(South Chickamauga Sample 2)
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Catoosa County, Georgia
(South Chickamauga Sample 2)

MAP LEGEND

Area of interest (AOl)
F- Area of interest (AOl)

soils

Soil RatingsSA

~BD

- D

Not rated or not aalable

Water Features

m Oceans

-.. Streams and Canals

Transportation

. intestate Highways

. US Routes

- Major Roads

MAP INFORMATION

Map Scale: 1:51,500 if printed on A size (8.5" x 1 1) sheet.

The soil surveys that comprise your AOi were mapped at 1:20.000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for accurate map
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL httpJ/websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov
Coordinate System: UTM Zone 16N NAD83

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of
the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: Catoosa County, Georgia
Survey Area Data: Version 7, Apr 21, 2008

M Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey 2.1
National Cooperative Soil Survey

Page 10 of 28
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologl&,Sdil Groupý-Catoosai County, Georgli South'Chickamauga Sample`2.

Hydrologic Soil Group

- , Hyidrolog I'dl8'ollpr-uSummary by,•M apUntCatoosa 'countyGeoria• -

AnB 'Allen silt.loam, 21o,6 per cent sl0pe B 53.7 0.5%

AnC Allensilt loam, 6 to 10 percent slqpes. 'B 77.5 018%

AnD Allen'siltloam,10 to i1percent slopes 6 ii5•o 1.2%

AhE Allen silt.loam. 15 to.25 pecentisl6pes- B .34.5 0:3%
ApC Aplson'loamn,6,tb 10 percenit slope B '38.4 0:4%

BoE Bodine coblbIysklloam, l0to 25 percent *B 172 A02%
•slopes,:stony

BOF bodine cobbly silt'loam, 25 to.60,percent B &1525' 1.2%

Cb Cedarbiuff loam, occasl6nallyftfdldbd d C 1i46A1 .5%

Ce. Chenneby silt Ioam,.occasionally flooded 'C 588.4. 5.9%

CUB Curningham silt loam, 2,to 6 percent C 13A9 0.1%

CuC cuniningham siltloam,6 to 1. percent 'C 80.6 0,8%
slqpes

CuD 'Cunningham silt loam,100 to 15'percent C 83.4 0:8%,
slopes

CxD2 unninghdam siltyd cla'6a m,6 to 15 C 12:4A 0:1%perqcntslopesderoded

DaB Decatur silt'loam,;2t,(o6percent slopes B ,18.4' 1.2%

IDaC Decatur silt loam, 6'to 10 percent slopes. B 67.7- 0.7%

DcC2. Decatursllty clayloari,6t010pefcent B 15:0 0:2%
- opes, eiroded

DcD2: Decatursilty clay loam,. 10 t0jo 5percent B 59.7 0.6%
slopes,,eroded

DeB Dewey'silt loam, 2-t0.6 percent'slopes B ' 9.10 0:2%

Em EmnVry• sllt, loam B 24.81 0.2%
Es Ennis gravelty, silt loam,,0 to3 ,per ent B 392:8 4.0%

slop'esoccasionally flooded

EtB Etowalh ioam;2 to 6 percent slopes B 177.8 61.8%

EtC Etowah loam, 6 to 10 p ercnt'slopes B 323- 0 3%
FeB Fulleilt6r graVýe!y si oam 2to 6 p6rc&it. B 24.5 0U2%

slopes

FeCd Fullerton'gravelly:silt loam;, 6to-10' B 140A9 1.4%
.percent slopes

FeD Fullerton gravelly-silt I•aM, 10 t6,15 B 33:6, 0.3%
perent 'slopes

FeE. Fulierton gravellysil~tloam ,15.to, 40 B 51.3 0:5%
percent slopes

,S13 Natural Resources
Conserv~atI.on Service6:

Web Soil Surey,2.1N ational CopperatIeSil.bS011Siney 12/1 9/2008'P5age 3 of 5
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic 'Sdil GroupýQatoosaqourhty. Geordla: 'SouthChickamauga Samnle-2

oaouyGoga S611 Grup _r .C n
Ma u It nameAcres AOý ŽPercent of AOl, ,

M ap Runlt syf bo• , n Iý,.... ... . ..,.. . .....

FrE2 Fullerton gravelly siltyclayloam 10 to 2511 B 119.5 1.2%
percent slopes, eroded

HoB .Holstoi. fine sandy loam,-2to:6Wpercent B. 101.2. 1.0%
slop•es

HoC Holstoniflne sandy.lbam 6,to!0 percent B 41.5 0:4%

slopes,

Ke Ketona'siltyclay loam, frequently flooded .D 21.7 0.2.'

LeB Lyerly, silty, clay loam, 2to 6percent' 0D 403.2 4.1%

mlopes

LeC Lyerlyil.ty .clayl0am, t6:1o Opecent D; 12316 1T.2%
slopes_

LrC Lyerly- Rck0utcrop complex, 2 toi0 D. 420.8' 4`2%
p~er~nt s!6peS,

LuC .Lyerlý-WUban laridt.omplk ,.2 to610: D 2835, 29'9%
percentslopes-

MlsCý MlhvaIe-Shack gravelly silt Ioams, 6 to10 B 767.7 -7,7%
percent'slopes

MsD Mlnvale;ShaclcgraVelly'silt loaris,10to B 7354 7.4%
15 percent slopes

M'sE, Minvale-Sthack gravelly,:sllt oams, 151to 'B 572.6 5.8%
25 percentusiopes . .....

NaD Nauvoo fine saOndyloam10to15 B- .63A 0.6%
pertcentslgpes 

_

Nat Nauvooflne.sandy6loarn, 16t&35 B 261.3, 2:6%.
percent slopes

NeF Nella'stony fine sandyýIoam,.25 gto" 45-, 'B 277.7 J28%.
percent ,ldpes, 6 &yy stony

RoA, Rdmesiltloam Oto2percent slbpes; B , 454.8 -4.6%"

occasionallyfloodeid
.RoB Romesltlioam, 2 to0 percent slopes B 338.9

Stb Shack-Mihvale gravelly silt Ioams, 2 to 6 B, 1141.6 1.1%.
percent slopes .. .. _ _

TaB TlbottUslltloam,2.td6 peircentfsl6pes C6 12:8. 01%

-TaC Talbott.silttlbam, 6 to-l():percent slopes, Cb 56.0 0.6%

TbC2 -Talbottsllty;lay'loarh, 6 toO1 percent C 10:.0 .0.1%

* slopes, eOd ed
TbD2 Talbottoillty;clay loam, 10 to 15percent 'C -27.4 0.3%.

slopes; eroded'

TgG Tldlng s•Gorgas:cormlex,-45 foTO . 323.3- 3.3%
perceht slopes

TmOD' Tldlngs.Towniley 6omplex. 104to 25& ' 638.0 6:4%
pjarcerl.s opes,

TmF Tldlngs-Townley, complex,25 to 45. B 838.6 8.4%
percent slopes

TnC Townly silt loam,:2 to.10percentslopes C: '8.3 0:1

ThE Townley silt. 10.b l tO .l25 gerc.ir6t. C ,57A 0.6%,
slopes

usD Natural Resources
"Conservation-Service

web-S0l Suwey 2!1Natii 0al Cooperative-soil Suivey- 12/19/2008
Page4of 5
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic'Soil Group-Catoosa'County, Georgia, Sbuth Ctickamatga.Samjlle2

Hydrologicllo I Grou um ybia!Un t•Catoosa-Coun•;;oýg

ToC2 Townley. slltyýclay loam, 2,tolOpercent" C 0.6 .0.0%
slopesj eroded

TpA Tupelo silt loanii,O to2 pe-rceqntslopes, D 16:4 0.2%
rarely f!ood d

TuA' tupelo silt loam, .0to:2 percent.slopes. D 4.3 010%
,frequently flooded

UpF Udorthents-Pits complex, gently sloping .95.1 1.0%
to'steep

W Water 117.0 1.2%

WaA Wax loam, 0,topercent slopes, C 8.8 0.1/
occasioinally floOded

WaB- Waxloam,2 to6 percent'slopes, rarely C 5.7 ,0:1%

WhA Whitwell loam, 1 to3 percent slopes, C .90.7 0.9%,
* occasionally'flooded

Totals for Areaof Interest 9,943.0 100.0%

Rating Options

AggregationMethod:: Doniinant;Condition

Component Percent Cutoff,'. WNoieSpecified'

Tie-breaki Rule:, Lower

USDA Natural Resources,
Conservation Service

Web ,SoilSurvey.2.l
'National Cooperative Soil.Survey,

12/19/2008
Page 50fo 5
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Catoosa County, Georgia
(South Chickamauga Sample 3)

b

345623"

34" 52' 30"

34" 56 "r'

34" 5Z23"

F.
N

Map ScMe: 1:51,500 It prirfed on A sz (8.5" x 11") eet.
,Meters

Ib
b

a soo 10= 2.000 3.000
Feet

0 2500 5.000 10.000 15,000

UMD Natural Resources
NO Conservation Sece

Web Soil Survey 2.1
National Cooperative Soil Suwvey

Page 14 of 28
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Catoosa County, Georgia
(South Chiocamauga Sample 3)

MAP LEGEND

Area of Interest (AOl)
E Area of Interest (Aol)

Sons
Soil Ratings

M A
D JD

- B

EC

*m

Not rated or not avaible

Political Features

States

E Counties

Water Features
Oceans

, Streams and Canals

Transportation
Interstate Highways

- US Routes

Major Roads

MAP INFORMATION

Map Scale: 1:51,500 if printed on A size (8.5" x 11") sheet.

The soil surveys that comprise your AOl were mapped at 1:20,000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for accurate map
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL http:IAwebsoilsvey.nrcs.usda.gov
Coordinate System: UTM Zone 16N NAD83

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of
the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: Catoosa County, Georgia
Survey Area Data: Version 7. Apr 21,2008

Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey 2.1
National Cooperative Soil Survey

Page 15 of 28

1211 92008
Page 2 of 5



CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic'Soi Group-CatoosaCour6tY, G'ebrgia South•ChickamaugaSample 3

Hydrologic Soil Group

"K .. ';'' .Hyrol o ua'Caos CountylGeorglaW. r...

BoF Bodine cobbly silt loam,:25:to 60 percent B1 63:33 .7%
ýsldpes, 

stdny

CaB' CaPsh-aWSlltsloai 21to.6perbentslopes IC', 137.7 1.5%

Cb Cedaibluff,1oamoccasionallykflooded C 172.6 1.8%

Ce Chenneby silt loam, oc£•.Si6nallj.flood6d C 450.6 4:8%

CoB3' Conasauga:silt loam, . to'6 percent C98:9 ... 0
Cos, .opes.

CoC Cdrasaug, silt~oam, Sto 10'percnt C 141.4. 1.5%

CuB& Cunningham siltbloam, 2.to 6'qpercent C 49.8 0:5%
,slopes

CxD2 Cunningham silty clayloam,'6 to, 15 C 27!0 .0.3%

percent slopes, er6ded

DaB Decatur silt loarn, 21t6`6percent slopes B 22-6 0.2%

DcD2 Decatur siltyqclay loam, •lOto 15.percefit B 134
.slopes, eroded

DbB, Dewey silt;16m 2 to6 percentslopes' B 50.3

DeC Dewey slit'loam, 6'1t11?0 percent'sloes B 50:1 0.5%'

Em Emory~silt loam B' 10.0 0;1%`

Es' Ennisgravelly silt loam, 0 to.3•percent, B 17,0 1.9%'

slop3s9 Ioccasionally fl0oded:

EMB Etowah loamn,2 106percents~oi~s - B .212.6' 2.3%s

EtC Etowahf'loam, 6 to 10-prcent-slopes B 95:4 1.0%.

FeB Fullerton gravellyS i loam, 2 to 6 percent. Bý 15.9 0.2%
'slopes

FeCS Ful!erton1g.92%elly silt ldarh 6'to 10 B -2876

'p e rce n ltý lo p e s 
8 0 9...

FeD. Fullerton gravellysiftfloam,1'0 to 15r B 1?2.3 1.3%'
ýpercentfslopes

FeE Fullerton graveily.silt•oam, 15 to 40 B 92.1 1.0%"

perce ant'Slb~pe.9.s1
FrE2 l B 12:9 0J%/

'percentslopes,, eroded 
,

HoB Holsionrfine sandy loaml2; to6'.percent B I30:1' 0.3%

slopes

HOC Holstorn'flne saIndy loaw,6"to 10 percent B. 3:4 '0.0%'
slopes 

3.4_0.0_

Ke. "Kelonasiltyclayloam,,'frequentty flooded A. 41;2 0.4%;

LeB Lyerly. silty'clay:loam, 2 to6.6pe rceni: 2 6142 27:7IS
_slopes ""___....

UI% Natural ResourcesConsei•aaion Service
Web Soill'Suvej 2.1

Nation5lCooperatlVe Soil Survey-
12119/2008
Page 3'of 5
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Cato6sa CountyGedrgla South:ChickamaugaSample.3

'Ay nv Caos6ýonij6;ý

Map unlt~s~yrnib6 unit _an,, _A _ tront oAOl

Lec Lyerly ilty Cr.y loam, 6 to 10 pecen.t D 556.7 5.9%

sldpes

LrC Lyerly-Rqck,0utcrop complex: 2AtolO D 469.7' 50%
percent slopes

MsC. Minvale-Shack gravellySiltlIoams. 6to'10 B '438T 4.6%.
percent slopes

MsD Mtnvale-Shd gkrav~eHllYilt Idamns; 10ot6 B 379.1 4.0%
15,percent, slopes

MsE, Minvale-Shack gravelly slitloams; 15 to:' B 725:2. 7.7%:

R0A Rome siltl1oArn.,0b t2 percent slbps,, 'B ,383M 9 4.1%
occasionaWly'iflo6d ..

RoB Rome~silt loam, 2"066 percent: slopes. B .37&8.8

SmB Sliack-Minvale graveliy-silt10ams; 2;to 6; B 79J7 0.8%
percent-slopes

TaB Talbtist llt;loarh, 2t 6 percentflopes C 215.5 2.3%

TaC Talbott silt loam, 6 to "0,percent slopes' C 1281 .1.4%

TbC2 Talboti siity,dcay loam.,6 to 10percent, € 37.5 0.4%:
slopes, .eroded

TbD2" Talbott slltyt claylo0m,'10 to'15.ercent ý c• 15.2 0.2%

TrC 'Townley siitloam,' 2to,10percentslopes C 40oi 024%

TnE Townley silt'loam ;10toI25 percent C 2.5 0;0%
slo-pes

TOC2: 'Twnley's lty dcay'loami, 2160 10'Percerit C 22i4 0.2%
slopes,.eroded

TOE2 Townley silty clay ioamr 10 to 25 percent C 1346 1.4%,
slooes. eroded

TpA Tupelo siltloam 1Oto2 percent slopes, D 304.0 ' 3.2%
rarliy flood.d

TuA Tupelo siltlIoamO to 2.percent.islopes. D! 119.9 1.3%
frequentl.iflooded, "___ _

UpF Udorthents-Pitscomplex, gdntly, sloping 3.4 0.0%7
to steep:

W Water 1105 §1.2%

WaA Wax:loam,;0•to;2'percent slopes, C 47.7 045%
occaslonally` flooded

WaB .Waxloaam,;2 t0d6 percenitslopes, rairely, C -33.4, 0.4%
flModea'

WhA "hitwel loam.Ylto3 percent slopes, C 18.8 0.2%
occasIonally flooded

Totals for Areadf Interest 1 9,438.9 ' 00.0%

Rating Options

Aggregation Method:. Dominant:Condition.

USDA NaturalResources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey 2.1
National Cooperative'Soil'Survey

12/19/2008
Page 4;of5
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Groupm-Catoosa County, Gebrgia South Chickamauga Sample3.

Component Percent CutMff: None.Specified

Tie-break.Rule: Lower

Web Soil Survey 2~1
Natural Resources
Conservatio" Seilce

Web So11 Survey 21l
National Cooperative Soil'Survey

Page 18 of 28
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Hamilton County, Tennessee
(South Chickamauga Sample 4)

*0
*0

t.4

35 3T 27'

34. 59P 43'

3S* 3' 21*

34 59 37r

b

* N

A
MAp Slew 1:495 001It pried anA sin (&5'x 11e*) set

Meters '.4

0 500 1,000 2t000 3I000
Feet

0 2,500 5.000 10,000 15,000

MSDA Naturai Resources-" Conservalkin Service
Web Soil Survey 2.1

National Cooperative Soil Survey
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Hamilton County, Tennessee
(South Chickamauga Sample 4)

MAP LEGEND

Area of Interest (AOl}

E e of Ins (A)
Soils

Soil RatingsSA
ND

m-B

EC

n D
Not rated or not available

Water Features

m Oceans

S Streams and Canals

Transpotation
Interstate Highways

. US Routes

* Malor Roads

MAP INFORMATION

Map Scale; 1:49,500 if printed on A size (8.5" x I I ) sheeL

The soil surveys that comprise your AOl were mapped at 1:15,840.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for accurate map
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL http-JANebsoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov
Coordinate System: UTM Zone 16N NAD83

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of
the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: Hamilton County, Tennessee
Survey Area Data: Version 6, Sep 25, 2008

Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey 2.1
National Cooperative Soil Survey

Page 20 of 28

12/19/2008
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydr6logic Sol'Gi'oup-Hamilton'County, Tennessee South-Chlckamauga Sample4

Hydrologic Soil Group,

Myrloglc SoIIGrou --Summary, byjMap Un- y~HydroW
f pnlsypb'oI 'M~apruuit'ri nam i~tnk A, eslwAOI': Aor, __P-cntL~

AeC Allen loam, ,3 to.12 percent slopes B '53.0 0.5%

AeD Allenloam, 12to25 percent slopes B' 132.2 1.3%0

'AeE Allen loam,;254tA0, percent slopes B 72.7, 0.7%

'AB Arents 27.07 03.3

AuDb ArrnucKede.ilt ldam,.10 t0&25pare•nt C! 297ý.6 ý3.0%
slopes

AuE' ,Armuchee slltloam, 25'to 40:percent C '155.0, 1.6%
slopes

BoC Bodinecher.t•silt'loar,;5tot12lpercent B- A1425.0 14.4%

BoD Bodlne chertysllt loam. 12 to.25 B 1-!13 1.1%
percent slopes

BoE Bodine cherty sit loam,'25 t45 Bý f045:2 10.6%
percent slopes,

.BuF BouldinGilGpin complex, 2b to 60 B 17.6 0.2%
percent slopes,

CaB' ' Capshaw silt loam, 2 to 6 percent C' '237.7, .2;4%
_____________ slopes

CbC - Colbebt silt loam, 2 to 12 percent D 788.2' 8.0%,
slopes

CcD Cdolbert-R-ockoutcrop complex, 5 to 20 b 1.2' 0.0%
peircent slopes

C6C C6ll=ged0l1sllt loam,`2 t0.12 percent G 81,4 0.8%.
slopes

*CoD Collegedale'silt loam,12:to 25 percent C :0'0'
slopes

DeB, Dewey silt loan t0.6 percent siopes B :156,2 1.6%-

DeD Dewey silt loam, 12 t' 25 percnt B. 127.8 1;3%
slopes

Ec. Emory slit loam. B 2. 0.0% O

EdC" Enders slit loam, 2to:1 2,per'cent C 59.3 0.6%

EeD' Enders silty!clay oam, 12Jt626 'C' 24.9' 0:3%
percent slopes;keroded

En 'Ennis chertysllt loamh B; 18625 !.9%

EtB' Etih siltloam; 2to5 percentsl ds B 413.3 4.2%
rEtD Et6wah:silt loam, 12 to 20 percernt ' B' 9.5 OAl

slopes

FuB Fullerton chertyslitloam,.3 to'7 B 723.7 13%
percent'slopes

Natua•l Resourceis
Cofiservatilo Servi•e

Web:Soil Survey. 221
'Nation'al Cooperative Soil Surveyý

12,g1912008
Page 3 of 5t
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

IlydrologIc SolIGroup-Hamrlton Courty.'Tennessee Southt Chickamauga Sample 4,

•antian ~ . • •, o;Ratiin•... -• :Acresin1AO/• ,'

FuuD Fullerton clierty.61it loam.,1 2 to 25 B 674'.,5 6.8%
percent slopes

FUE Fullerton'cherty:sliltloam, 25to:40 'B 3258., 3'3%
perrent'-lopes

Gu Guthrie silt16a4m, . 34.6 6.4%

Hat Hamblenslit loam C 395; '0.4%

HcD Hanceville Ioam, 121to 25'percent, 20:5 0.2%
slopes

HME Hanceville.0am, 25 to 40. percent B 313.5: 3:2%.
,slopes.

HuB Humphreys chlerty:silt loam, 1 to'6 B' 0.0 0,0%
percenVAslpes

Lo L6belville cherty' silt loam C 21117 0.2%

MnB Minvalae.chertys gilt loam,-Ito 12, B i98.51 1.0%
percentislopes

MoE Montevallo'shaly siltloamt20to 45, D 6570, 6.6%
percent.slopes

NsB Nesblttagilt 166m; 2.to 6 percent slopes B 4 0.14

RED Ramsey. loam,84tb 25'pbi-nht slopes D 105 0.1%,

RcF Ramsey-Rockoutcropcomple M1 .to Db ;63,8 0.6%
70,percent slopes.

ROB Roane chertyrsiltiam;-2.to.61percent. .176.7 '1:8%
slopes.

SeB Sequatchle loam.'2 t ,7M9peicentsloes: )B 35.9 0.4%

St Staser, loam. B. '33.0 0.3%

TaC Talbott silt loam, 2 to.1 2percent slopes, C 866:8 8.8%

-TaD. Talbott sltltoam, 12 to 25percent 47.3' 0.5%
slbp es

TriD •Taibott-Ro ckputrop pcomplex; 5:to25 C 245 0.2%
percent slopes

Tu 'Tupelolsllt loam, 0to,3-percentslopesý 0 . 183.9 1.9%

w NRI'1982.water' .166 0. .2%

WaB Waynesb 0roloam, 3to 8;percerit B 28.3 0.3%

slopes,

WaD Waynesboro loam; 12.to,25'percent B 1.7 0.0%
'slppes_

Wh WhitWell,0loam, C .1015 0.1%

Wo Woodmontsilt loam. C 4A' 0"0%

Totals for Arealof Interest, '91886.: 10.0%."

Rating Options

Aggregation Method: Dominant Cond itioh

Component Percent Cutff." Nbnb Specified

U .DA Natural'Resodrces
Conservation :Service

'Web:Soil Survey 2.1,
Nati0nal CooperatiVe Sbil Surby

12/19/2008
.Page'4,of 5*
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Hamilton County;, Tennessee South Chickamauga Sample 4

Tie-break Ruleb: Lower

•DA. NaturalResources
CbnservatlonSorvlce

WebSoil Survey 21

National Cooperative Soil Survey

Page 23 of 28
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Catoosa County., Georgia
(South Chickamauga Sample 5)

6

34W 59' 3a'

34 565 51"

34-59V23

34 55' 46"

N
Mhp Scala: 1:48,300 If printed on A Ize (&5" x 11) shet.

Meters

b

0 500 1.000 2,000 3,000
Fet

0 2.500 5,000 10,000 15,000

Natural Resources
Conservation Servce

Web Soil Survey 2.1
National Cooperative Soil Survey

1/23/2009
Page 1 of 5
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrologic Soil Group-Catoosa County, Georgia
(South Chickamauga Sample 5)

MAP LEGEND

Area of Interest (AOl

E]; Area of Interest (AOl)

Soils

Soil Ratings
* A

-B

B/D

lia D
Not rated or not available

Political Features

S States

ED Counties

0 Cities

Water Features

m Oceans

-• Streams and Canals

Transportation

Rails

. Interstate Highways

S US Routes

. Majo Roads

MAP INFORMATION

Map Scale: 1:48,300 if printed on A size (8.5" x 11") sheet.

The soil surveys that comprise your AOl were mapped at 1:20,000.

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for accurate map
measurements.

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL: http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov
Coordinate System: UTM Zone 16N NAD83

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of
the version date(s) listed below.

Soil Survey Area: Catoosa County, Georgia
Survey Area Data: Version 7, Apr 21,2008

Natural Resources
Conservatlon Service

Web Soil Survey 2.1
National Cooperative Soil Survey

1/23/2009
Page 2 of 5
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrolog•i Soil Groijp-:Catosa Cotirty; Georgia SouthChlckamauga-SampleS5

Hydrologic Soil Group

,.. Hydrolqogic,€SolGrourp-SumrmarybyMapUn!t -•CatioosaiCountyiGeorgia

'M~~~~in~~~t~~iAl _________________ RtigPrento?0IM oi~~mb61l. il eap~uIilt~nanie~ - ______Ratng ..I Aceslin:lA•OlL

AnB Allensilt loam; 2 to %6bprentsl~besý 1B; .T;7 0.8%

AnC ,Allen silt loam. 61to,1( percent slopes B" 133%

AnD lAllen siltloam..10 to 15.percenrslbpes, & '99.0i 1.0%

AnE 'Allen silt loam, 15fto-25 percent slopes. B. .- 163.3 -1.6%
AoC2, I Allen clay16am, 6 to 10 pefcent slopes, ; B7 0.7.°/o

ApB 'Apison'loam,i2`toq6 percentslopes - B .............. 48;0.j 0.5%

ApC 'Ailsonloam,.6to -10percent slopes BU 134.2

Oercent slopes

BoF Bodine cobbly.silt'lo~m. 25 to 60 percert' BI 227.9, 2.3%
slopes; -stony " " - _

C€B 'Capshaw silt.loam, 2 to'6 percent slopes: C 4.2 0.0%.

ICb Cedabluff Iloam. occasionally'flooded c' 3:40

Ge- Ch6nnebysilt loami occasiornally flioded.jC } *827.1 1 .8.3%

0CB Cbnasaugiasilt lo•am !1" t peI' cent IC 27.4 1 0.3OI

slopes -- -

CoC Conasaugajslltloam,:6 tolO percent.Ic 8'3C 0;1%
slopes.

CuB Cunningham'silt loam 21to6spercent ,C• 155.7 1.6%.
sl~pes

CuCd Cunningham silt loaei;.61o10 perceht I'C 244.62 '.2.5%
slopes

CuD Cunningham silt loam, 104t 15'percent C [ 62.0 0.6%

CXD2 .Cuhhihgham silt 4 16yKoafi 6:to 15 Ic . -24.° .022%,
percent Mlopes., eroded J _____ _______ ________

DaB Decatur silt loam, '24.6 percentOsopesý I-B. 36.6 0.4-6

DaC. Decatur silt loam;,6,toAO percentrslopesg• B. - 422. 0:0

DcC2 Decatur silty clay loam, 6.10 10percent jB 34.31 0.3%;
slopes, er~oddd

DcD2: Decatur silty'laVy loam', 100to.15p0ercefit.'B .80;9 0-.-

DeC Dewey silt loam, 6,to 10 percent slopes B4 0.

Em - I'Emory~siltloam .13- 2i21 0.2%t

Es Ennis graelly silt loam; 0'toi3 percent. B '162.0 ,16%'
,slopes, occasiornally flo0•odo

:EIB 1Elowah loam, 240o 6 percent sopes B ______125:71 1,36%

FeB Fullerton gravelly silt larm, 2,to 66percent. slopes, 8B 6.0 :.0. 1%!

NaturalResources
Conservation,Service,

WebSo il.Survey 2.1
National Cooperative!Soil Survey

'112312ý009
.Page',3 of 5,
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed Attachment 12

Hydrlo1gic Soil Group-Catoosa County, -Georgia SouthfChlckamauga.Sarmple,5

Hydrologli; SolI,.Gr~up-Sii~rnmary byMOUC;M6aCuiy eri

.Mapunitieymboi'.MapfuJnlname' ';atlng. Acres|ln:AO! Perqentiof AOl

'EeC Fuilerton-gravellyslit loam,6:6to 10' B 46.4 0.5%
perce6nslopes.

FeD Fullert6rn graVelly~siltloam, .1010 15 B, -80.7 .08%
percent s.opes "

FeE. Fullerton gravellyVsllt.loam, 15 t040 Bg 92.80 49%
percent slopes

F'E2 *Fullerton gravellyslty clayloam, 10 to 25 B- 12.6 0.1%
pe cent'slope s;,.*6ed __•

HOB H61ston finiesandy loamm. 2;to 6 percent *B 150.6, 1.5%.
slopes

Hoc H o ston fine'sandy loam, ,6to 10percept, B 61.6, 0.6%'
LeB slopes

, eB yei-ly"sillyi day loam, 2:tor6'pefcent D :3;0. PI(0%

LrC Lyerny-Rqck outcrop:compllex, 2 tb 10 D ;79.4 0.8%'1 _percent slopes;

MsC Minvale-Shackgravelly.slt loams,6 to 10 B ,484.0 4.9%0

MsD MinialezSha6Wgravelly,silt 10am-'s,,O t0 ý B' 45310 4.6%-
15,percent sl pes _ _ _

MsE Mlnvale-Shack gravelly~sIltloams, 15 to ' 4. 4.4
'25 1 percent slopes: -

NaC Nauvoobfine sandyloam. 61to10'percenit B ' 83.2. 1 8o/ý
slopes ,

NaD Nauvoo fine:sandy!bam, 10to 15, B' 429:8 43W

percent.slopes

NaE Nauvoofine sandy loam, 15,to035 B- -103.1' 1.0%
percentslopes

NeF Nella stony fine sandy'loam,,25'to 45 18 '215.1! 2.2%
percent sl&vI y stoy

RoA Rome silt 0lam, 0to02 peicent.slopeps I 'B 45 5 05%'
'occaslonallyf°ooded '-

,RoB Romesiltloam, 2Ito:•6percent slopes, B 77.2 0;8%

SmB. Sha'ck-Mhivale giavilly Oilt loariis,,2't• 6 B, 185.8 A,97
_____________ ercent sl6pes

aaB Jalbait silt loam, 2:to;6'percentslopei 'C• 23.,1 '0.2%:

TaC Talbott silt loam..6 to ,10 percent slopes C: 3512 '0A4%,
TbC2 Talbott silty, clay.loam, 6,to 10:percent, CI 25;4 i0.3%1slopes, eroded,

TIJD2 Talb6tt'silty clai.loam. 1016,15 'pgrbcehitf C. 57 881 '6
*slopes,.eroded'

TryiD Tidings-Townley, complex, 10:to!25 B F281;8 .2.8%;
percent slope's

TmF Tidings'Townley complex, 25 to145 B -1i!i15.i 11.2%
percent ~lopes f I5%

Townley .silt loam, 2ýtO1 Upercent slopes , '642.4 ,6.5%'

USQ' Natural Resources
Conservation'Servlce,

we6 •sil'S'U're0§j2 1
Natilonai Copýerative:Soil SurVey

1/2312009
Page 4 of 5
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Hydrologic Soil'Group-CatoosaCount.y; Georgia South•Chlckamauga Sample,5*

.• - - '•HydrologibiS• IiGrotip- Summ'~aby1Ma~p•Unlt'--CatoosaC;OUntyGepogia __,____-____,. ___

:Map~unit~syirbolf :,Map'uhIt name), Ratig, AcresIln AOl, Percent ofUOI

TnE Towrley silt loan,:,10 t0o 25percent C: 721.9 7.3%
slopes.________________ ________

TnF .ITownleysit loam, 25to 45'p6cent 1C 90.7 1.9%
slopes ........ .___...___

ToC2 Townley silty'clay loamy,2 to 10 percent, 1 6: 14.5& 0.1%
_ slopes' eroded

ToE2. Tdwnleysilty clayo6am, 10 t625 percent CG 16.6' 0.2%
slopes% eroded

TpA Tupelosilli.1am,.0.to 2percentslopes,. D 34.7 03%
rarelyflooded "

TuA jTupelo silt loamj,0 t0.2-percent siopes,, D 29:7 1.3%
frequently"6flo6dd _

UpF Udorthenlslits. complex, gentlysoplqngt 2.424 0.0%.
to stqe p . . ... . . .. .... "

W •Water, 44.6 .04%

WaA Wax loam,'0 to 2 percent slopesj. C 233.1
occasionally flooled

WaB Wax loam. 2'to:6 percentslopes, rarebl C. 57.6 0.6%
floode~d

WhA Whitwell loam, -1 to:3:percentslopes; C' 42.4 0.4%
occasionally'floodbd

Totals:for Area of lnterest 9%923&6 '100.0%

Rating Options.

Aggreg-tibn, Method:. Ddminant Condition

Componet Percent Cutdff.. Ndne'Specified

Tie-break Rule: .Loqwer

NaturaIResources
Conservation Servce.

WeNbn 6Soil S urveo yur2.v1,
Natibnal Cooýpera'tive SoilSurvey.

1P23i2009.Page Sof5.5
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Land Cover Eastern Tennessee Valley River Watershed

LEGEND

1 Forest (65.00%)
Agriculture (19.00%)
Urban (9.60%)

Grassland-Shrub (4.00%)
Water-Wetland-Barren (2.40%)

N

+
0 12.5 25 50 75 100

miles
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PREDWCTlNG THE RUNOFF FROM STORM RAINTFAIL.

T~b' ~ ad~ydoi.~~ S~u.1. 5,W~aRc Thpin W*~hipnxtfl" C,

ABSTRACT

The tstimation of the volume of zrnoff to be expected from a given volume of ranfWaI]

ha ah rfment•a 2raiem in flood forecastmng Such estimates are necessary befor ,the

unit ]hydroprph [1] or other techniques ceA be used to pTedict the streamflow hydrogra-oh,

The authors 4amcrhbe the technique mow used at the Rtiver Yorecast Centers of the U. 8.

Weather Bureau for eviathmsig the eaeat of season, antecedent conditia S, duration of

TainfrD snd raenfa almonto in deterxinIing the portion of ths ainfa.l cot•ibuting to storza

-runoff [2J. Rpeial p-roblems encountered In gtood forecasting ax e amphsiered. The teah.

=ique, developed and tested over seveal years, yieldn a high degree of accuracy in esa•ated

rundflf, Althouh prLepared by empirMIl proedUres, the close agreement between• elations

for baei= of siil hydrologic chamsotisses esuggest that rational parmetAers have been

adopted. The samlarity between relations Aso ehmplffies the -wok. required for their

prepartion.

METHOD OF A.POACH

.Many aricles have appeisred in the technical

litexature desc-bimg the application of ikitration

theory to the problem of estimating storm run-
off 13]. This is considered by many 4ydrolagists
to be tF rIinlannal and, when considerin

heavy, intanse rainfall over a =mall hmogeneouý

area, it cma be used to advantage.for so pecial,

ized puposes, However, the. hydrologic char-

acteristiis of a nature] basin exceedinigs, few ac.es

in area ae so -raziable as to. make such a rational

approach exceedingly wmplex- When the usual

viatons i storm mcterstasi are sapexim-

posed, the solution becomes virtually impossible

tmless an unustally dense network of precipitation

Stations exists. Moreover, the direct Opplication

of tht in•otrarkan theory cW be utilized to de.

terroine only the mr.facaunoff component of the

lood hydrograph. Iivaforecasting -.eq res t3at

the total flow, including interflow and ground-

water flow~, be estimated and tbese two latter

cormonanlt constitute a major portion of the

flood hydrographs_ or some basi., An. even,

more important' cnsaiideration in forecasting, how-

ever, is pea& Time is not available for the de-

taed consideration of large basins by tire ational

cam. I .0.. MrS 21, i.
Nf tb ei.of-,l.Sjesle.EauutU~Yae o~ Ih

The diffclties encountered in faeating largent-
nral basins in strict accordance with the ikfiltm.,

tion theoary have led to the use of infilt•ticm in-,

dices; such as the 0- and W-iiadices f3j,, Since
these indices must be eorelated: eMpirically t

flctows representing moxistue deficiency of the

basin, thefi use cannot be considexed rationaL

There is Mo ardvmatage in the use of such indices

over a direct corrlation of runoff with appropriate

factors. The use of such arbitazy indices foz

comnputing runoff zomppictes the solution witjh-

out enhazcin the accuracyor rationsliaftgthe
approach. After extensive stuay the We.thez

Bureau has adopted a gral.hica correlation of

rn=off with selected pnniset as the 2o=t sawi..

factor-y approach for forecastixg prposes.

SELECTION OF PARAMETERS

The most important problem in developing a

technique for forecasting runoff is the selection of

.the proper paramneters to be Used,, Runoff is. the
factor' wih~ios required in the rirepazstioni of xiver
f0rCast S. 0owOver, since runoff is ths remidual

after the demands of interception, infiltrartion, ana
depression storage have been satisfied, there is

some logice in using the differn e between :ra iefall
aCnd uiof as the depen~dent variable- is dif-1eni-,

ambiguity of this termn the authorts tý:cefer the-term

11basin recharge,, Maowing t~he basin ~rechaxgc

E.....

1ii~!!:
a*4•D .". i I
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and The .--I , xunof can be computed by dieo

.F. the purpose of fO& t-•irg, , ofF is amsume
to fail into two classes:- (I) b'4s mr g.ouandwat
fbow, .and (2) datt flIno. Many methods have
been IU99Pzted ft' the eeP axatinn- of these two
compýfleits i the hydroggph. The seletm-=
of method is not as upotrt, as the 03nsitent
use of a sing, mefhod hro•,ghout the stncb.

The, method used by the Weather BMSSU is
show in f6gare L The curve AR rep-esens an
Otwasioxj of the recessicm einihg iniox to. ths

stznw point B being direeaty lnder the pea. Th.e
otrgi& bn BC intmerseto the bych-ogmAh at -a
point si-dys after the crest m- eftc, the end of,

rm -ooducing zainfaL The value of % is
awmned emstant, hr auy basin, bti is vaied
aocdrab to drainagge sres. Wh~ie basin slope
and other •aeto should be wmodered, the val-d
of % is not pwacuhmlly ca1tWc. If the deaiv~ad
rdi.ian is tD be used in cuninoon with a imit
giaeph) then th ane tfife bafe ahn~cd, of course
be, ued in both sualpes. MTe =% bmdad
by the hydog~mph auid ASO cauverte to inebe
deph over the bween is camsidered to be the stAk
rmxne. Mhe basin recmhage cts re an amitad
by direo mbmotion of zmof .rom rsinfal

ffuh amnount df basin reehamg resulting horn a
giver storm deeds upon (i) the mnistae

feu o, the bazin at the begining- of rainfA,

menA. (2 h G =atmWilesti an& cas naw

taedics can be daeunamiea fivan an adequate
noiwn of precd'itstion statlons the d&met
detazznmafron of rnwistme oa it aw throul~ut
a, basin is aemfteme diffinkt R.labile paiat-
obsmrn&* o soil moistunre are pbmiLae, but

latlonship for TN River Watershed- Attachment 15

San iitegted value (over area and toughout
depth),- is required in I. medium zreogmdzed

Iom i't =&rjred phy~ieal diseontinuities, f=the
emphasized by cultivation and vegetal coverx.
Moreover, conditions above the soiljl sm e.
must be Consid-red, i e.., storage cpaci7y oi
depresdonts and. vegeta, cover '(intexteDtouO.

N aomeous meaureabk faetons bsve bea. Used.
as indices to moistur condition, notably (1)

daps mmi~ last rain, (2) adiharge at begfin3Ing of
tite storm, and (3) antecedent precipitationi. The

firt of these is obiawly kinseasitive aad should
not be used if scowrte resUt ame required, The

second, bhse flow, is a reasonebly good inde= in
hmnid:ind sub-hwmid 2eiOnU, but it is afected by
season aad it does wt ne lt d% changes
caused by rains during the previous week, Ante-
cad~at iPi4tation is Univeralwk ascahrle =An
yields good remults urovid~d the iuds is properly
defived and is ueed in rzumrtmldm w eaao. of
the year or temperatme.

7he aateoadent O'pai55rsO31 ihidO is gvnrally
defoed by au eq mU= of the ty

Whas P, is the i=un't of prmiitsfion ihich
owtea i days pio to the stanz mnder conaids-
tiO3, hj sa 26 MtAnt Wbieh is UMiwEd to bS SOzne

fietonoftimesuc aesN=1,9, &A the nvmnalof
terms is BxbihrSiY selaed.. If a d -.t~day

ru of the e ina t r 4e a nis the em i
rmve forecasati, There is considerable advanutagge

the ate=&. of interest.) -awMrift6 toe a logw~ibiile
recession rather than as a, recipoeol. In other
words, dutbag periods of no iaepitstiion

where 9 is the =nber of days between . anid the

hinisal indez re. Letting t q*a unity,

Thus, the index far. muy da•y Is eqal to tat vf the

jp~rqMM day mirl~pfied by the fzckkr E. -If rain
o•mcm oa n dW, the amount cl rain. observed is
added to thýW idex as is showa. ia ftge 2. Si,

za -e of thoeaian, t i vat 4tan Mta-
cedent indax oi "precipita =*innomi ruank" or
bazen saha.ige, should be more saafntY than
predpitwtn onrly. This eIlmmwit requires Onu-

5 t"rl f

2
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J siderwly more computations, however, and its

use is probably not justified,
The effeat of a given m..nount =nd distibution

of antecedent precpitation upon storm maoff
obviously depauds gp an. the .xent-to wji&~ :it

*has bean *bssia~ted through evoaporation. trau-

S- atia.1, etc- While & could he assumed to vary

as a function Of pan evaporation, air temperature,.

dewpoint or vapor pressure deficieny, much of

the vaistaion in evp-taspiratlon is of a. seasonsl

nature Sad the introduction of season (or week of

ye a) ito the torrlattion has been f•oud ghly

satisfaeta There is an added advanfage in

Using season as a parmetar in that it .zeects

vaiiationis in surface conditions as rated to famin-

ing pra ime, vegetation, ete.
earetically, the value of the reoession factor

k should also be a functon .f the piiograipbc
ters~t~i~sof the basin, but experienae has

shown that the factar is not ios-r.luee range

from 0.85b o 0.90 over most of th eastern and

eze al portions of the United States.
T•hi a C-esdient p-eapitaion indez can be com-

pated either (1) from avenge daily values over

the basin, or t2) :rom daibl precprtation at the

varioans staon, and then avraged.-

To utMw Ike advantages of th logarOntci

recessin, the omputation of tbhe zndAx must be

l carriet tfw• d throughout &,e pariod of record

being analyz& 7he index value for any day

thearstically depand upon antecedat prsaipit.

tion. Over On Winite p6IO&, .owavar, if SOme

reansabe initial 'vlue is nsume tbe emputed

index will &wey appr•ah t•e.true value within

severil weelm It has bei the practice either

(1) to be& the computations at the end of a dry

spal (priort o the iaststormanalyzed) with an

Sssumed low vaule of the fidex, or (2) to begin

the ootupixtaus two or three weekb in advanze

of the &st stv with an assunnmd value equal to

the norm•l 10-day precipitation-for the season

(wblch approziinaes the areroage xadea value for

the area).
In oomputing the data !or a particular storm,

the indez at the beginning of the &iat day of. It

is use& For exnarnle, an index value of Ls.8

would be used for the storm of the 9th and loth.

in 4ura I. The computation can be rapidly i

perdomed with the aid of ac (f, g. 3), or j

an initial inde the -value t days later (assuming

no rahnfal) can be rzad directly.
In any discussion of antecedent precipitastion,

a questkon immediately wises 2 egairding snowfill

If the water equivalent of snowfall is added to

the index at the time of its occurrence, its esect

on a subsequent rain storm will be over-enplha

sized if rerooved from the basin through evapors.,

tion and underestimated if melted at a later date,

In the. usual sequece of eveats, evaporation orom

the snaow surface is not far different from surface

Mpcxation following a rain and, consequently,
snowfall acmrobably best be consideled to have

been appIed to the basin on the dUy it melted.

rather than when Zleh

PBEPARAITON OF DATA.

In general, .etruded comPeu storms should be

broen into as .many sho•t, unit storms as can su,-

ceesfully, 15e saeconiplishod tbrough hydrograph

Fxvzae 2.-Variadin df fziedeut inde" vth daily

3
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analysis Having decided upon the storm period, fj&Miy of curves repIesentin the various weeks.

the amount and duration of ninfall are, computed C',='t B, for plOktti computed M l observed basin

and tabulated far each stoim.. While data axe irechaige, is placed with, horizontal scale (comn-
an ~undfreahsom.Wiedahs' ehgis g place Cl= ho Azn s mate( -

genexaflyi sufficient to acc'mtely determine the puted) matching t of Chrt A to facilitate

average duration of' tainfall over a basin, this plotting.. Points labeled with duxation aae then

factor is not critical and can be adequately derived plotted in Chait B at the observed. rechuage on the

by examiutiaon of available six.hourly rainfall vertical scale and al a computed value on the

data. In the development ol the relations to be horizontal scale conesponding to that delternined

described, the duration was defined as the sum of by entering Chart A with antecedent index and

those siz-homuy periods with more thm 0.2 inch week nunibm. A. smooth fmrnfh of cu-ves is than

of rami plus one-half the iutevening periods with drawn which i-epresent the effect of duration upon

less tbmO.2 inch W. he eerimentaJinflltion basinrechsrge. The combination of Charts tmnd

data hi fU rates commonlyT n excess of 0:10 inch B constitutes a graphical zaatin for estiinatg

per bour after saturation, relations developed to rechaxre from antecedent index, week, and stor=

date consisteWty show th the portion of basin dcluxaion. Storm precipitation is then. inlaodueed

reahaage whirh sees to be correkted with dura- (Olit 1) by (1) plotting computed rechrge i.

tion takes place a rates in the order of 0 0 inch (from (Oarts A and B) w. observed re6IL-ge (on

per hour. The difference between these rates is harizontdl scale), (2) labeling the polnts with rain.-

largely accountable to inteýflow, intorelations, fall amount, and (8) fitting a family of Mu-ves.

and the method of hydrograph separsti. Chrts A, B, and ( constitute the first approxina,
tion of the relation involving the selected parae-

COAXIAI4 GRAPBMCAL CORREXATIOtzbON 1), a plotting of observed recharge
tNL.. that omput•ad from Charts A, :B, &ud C, is

Th the previous disusginn reasns w•r ad. shown to iLdicate the o-4.-1l cozeelation of the

vanzed. far the selection of -five variables to be relatiom

inalud& in, teer i n recharge, ante. Since the parameters aVe intercorrelated and

oedent precpitatian inde sesaan cu. week of yeaw, since the first charts ware developad idependet

stom duration, and storm ra4Al. Whle anely- of ikaetrs subsequently introduced, tests should be

tial correlation could be uwed, the existance of made to datermine if revisions of the charts could

joint functions complicates the problem to such an bimprov the relstion, i. e., the p•ocess is nec

exient that the selecakon of an appropriate equs-. one of successive approximationa. To chech the

tin is ernly d di~ t,. Ezekiel [4] describes 7 cm-urs of Ohaxt A, the assumption is ma•d that

method, of g-aphical ometion. ,hc yields the other &harts are cormct, 'ereiaor, the

anx~at reaults foar some probleniias but tire cosaxal horizantal coordinate fti an adfusted, point (in

method is more :fleible and yields correspondinjgy Chart A) can be determined bly entmilg Cb~at B I
bettr resultý for runeff co•reltions because of the and 0 in reverse order with observed recharge,

jontrelatiminvolved. sinfall amount •ad du:ation. 'Me ardlinte for

The eo w lnmethod [9J of gmphicaozrelationis the adjusted poiat coxresponds to the observed

based on the pren 'se thatif anyimportant factor is aecedent precipitation index. T. o'ther words,

omitted frum a relation then &e scatter of points the week-curves must be revised to fit the poiMt

in a plotting of obsered values of the depandent adjusted in this mamer if Ze reation is to yil a

vatiable w. those omputed by the reltimn:w be com.ed value equal to the observed,, T1he

zA least partWay explained by the omitted !actor, secand-approximatiin curves for dumtion a=d

In other o ds, if te points of such a plotting are .sat precipitatim and all subsequent spproximn-

labeled with cozresponding vd-uss of the omitted tims aea made in a si11ar ia a. In ea s c.se

eator, a fanfly of cuves fittig the data, = be the points era ploted :by entering the cr se-

-sed to mloiVy or correat thz values computed qaenoe from both ends with observed valueps to

from the oiinal relatio. determine the adjused cmordinates,

parmameters, a thnee-veable relation is A-st de.- snted in previous paragraphs is of general appli-

veloped (fig ) by () plot-tingantecedent cation and can be used as desribe&. I develop-

precipitation wi . basin renhmage, (2) Iab•ling the ing the oslation Loi basin e ohargeower, car-

pomlts with weel nexnbU, and (3) fittn a-smooth tam rnodfifcs~iioxis simpliy teproceadure an~dre-

4
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V) I~ T).

ELL ±li zz IZ '4I
.4--- MSIN'RE(ZIARGE (inches)

... . --- I

L J

It

"4 oa•MPITElj

BASIN RECHARME {Inches)-.....

2

FxwUzS 4. ---,B281U Mehsae zMIatUo for tba MMOzOaY Ri-Var at lug PBdge, Wd,

s*t in the dizivatio of the fiW relaotion win&
few~ex appramaiaons Sinzs storm prci~pit~zticm
is eztrerey im~G Jt, thke'firs, plotexg, of (2hwt
A. wil show so Jt~e coz~elation that the cntl.
tion of tim cumv h.ml~ib iseteay - fdx Txý-
trdcdi~ng atom. rixiufER in the first plottmag -woulud
Imipro'v the Wi~aiori 1 bat there is also an ia-
portalit itaget in hsvwg- this parameter in the
last dmr of the sequenrA--namsy, tihe posm-ibity
Of OýMpwubg. :mnoff ia exceas of rainfall =nd of
COMPEUdg, Nwga1-e Warunes oWLrunolt is 1.

Moreovor, th~e =maragment shown in figmrs 4 re-
sults M. the detamrniatiou of a~ Uimied index of

ivitWe !xaoistu-xv condi~tioai in the flimt
adeoded ad-r~utae Min f oreasat app~ie~tion,

If the flmt pottiasin Cat Ais imited to thiose
stomws hsevirig a amount of rainifall 'witbit a.SO-
imed A~ss ktei-ml (2 to 4 hirichw, for exan4Ie),
the eoznefrutiou of the ciirves is dwzphifed pro-
vided. there gare eamfi~e data . Ao~awy, only
limited d.ata axe required Amnoe the gemmia type
of =rv~ature amd, convargence can be determined
ftcam thieareticaJ reasonizigg. Morsover, the re&-.

.trea, and once enci a, resiation is dVe oDe all
crefamiles but one ca= be used as the Amrt-

Page 6 of 12
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epprobdmation curves fox any other basin in
area. In fact, a single relation has been fol
applicable to as many as six or eight tribut
drainages within az iver basin

As stated previously, coIrelStions made to d
-indicate that, MtoUM duration, as determined in
arbitrary manner, is not particularly effective
determining basin recharge. An assumed spaci
of one to two hundredths inch pei hour generi
proves satisfactory, but the assumed curves shou
be checked by plotting after the cuive families
Charts A and C have been finally determined

Examkation of figure 4 will show that the e='o
of the points with little runoff (recharge approaci
ing predpition) are considerably magni&
whe• routed back through the chart sequence
described for the development of the seconcd-sa
proxination cu-ves. Therefore, if this approsc
is used, it will be Iound that the curves c=n b
more readiy determined if low-runoff points ar
omitted in the plotting As an alternate ap
proach, the required revisions of the curves oar
be detersmned qualitatively by labeling tb4
points of Chart D with week numbe, or duratior
to detemize if there is any residual correlation.
A third approach, also qualitative, is illustrated
in figure 6, where the errors of the relation are
plotted against antecedent precipitation with
weeak number as a parmetez, BEither of these
supplamentayry plotitg indicate in which dire-
tion the airves should be-sifte& For example,
figure 5 indicates that weeks numbered about 5

, through 8 should be shifted to the right for high
akteceden ýindex snd to the left for low. The
degree of shft indicated by the .plotting can be
reflected hack through the chat sequence to
determine anproximately how much the curve
should be shieted

AYPLICATI0NS OF DE-IVED RUATIONS

In preparing =ver forecasts, runoff is the con-
trolling factor rather than basin recharge. Since
raifal end recharge deiiaTine runoff, however;
the curves of Clart C in fgure 4 c&a be converted
to read runoff directly as showm in bgure 6:
Moreover, the charts can be suerimposed (fig.
7) to cotsearve space without reducing the scale.,

requires that rinmoff increments be estimated for
succemive time periods throughout an extended
sto=m. This can be acoomplished by computing

-6

the ... -- ... "f" I &I ".A- f M .

Ind# 
I~f,* 1t0.S IAý NOV5

mX

a~te 10Sf7fki

l0.wee m~ Jm

andd

Idp.nt
of S2

0 ao zoo 3=~ 440

Idra £IV -DMustation of method for x~visou of
LB week mue'us.

a runoff depths from accumulated precipitation up
h to the termini of the designated periods, and. sub-
e tracting successive values of runoff,, As an alter.
e native, all precipitation prior to the reiode of

interest ce be considered to be a otecedent pre-
I cipitation, and the storm rainfalls for the period

3used to compute flia corresponding increment of
k runoff. For forecast purPoses, where timne is of

the essece, the firs method may be preferable.
The second method, on the other hand, giveas
more significance to time variatons of rainfall
intensity and may, therefore, provide fh m•rme
accurate computations. However, the relative
accraces of the two tecbniques, are also dependy
eat upon the adequacy of the assumed weights
for =nteedent precpitation, the siherst method
is in accord v'ith the analysis used in developing
the basin. odlation. w I

Since it is irrlueosswhle to segregate the water

passing the gaging station according to the
portion of the basin in which it fael statistican
derived runma , relations muit necessarilo be
determined froma basin averages of the parameters..
Unfortmmtey, because of the hiher order aud
ohrit functions iovolved, a xelationo which is

based on stones of unifom- areal distribution
will yield runoff values which aer too low when
applied to storms -with extremely vneven distri-
bution. This can be demonstrated by computing
the runoff for four, ad, and eight inches of atorm
precipitation, assuming all other factors to remain
constant. Wlilli six is the a~erage of four a nd

three values of precipitation do not -bear, a cor-
responding reation. An uneven distribution of
antecedent precipitation Izoduces similar results

'I

7"
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l~i~am fi,-Rmwff ze6Von for Monooasy R17w~ at Jug BrIdgeM, A

ji, however, the runoff relations aexebased a~n data
zepr~eseinljg remwaoD.h usiiorm Conditioxia, they

cnproparly be usea to C nyptet the rnaof in &ae
vicinity of eachi af the resimfl stations,. The
averag of sVIck ooixputea values v94 in general,
more niearly a.pprozach the observed ziine. Iii
other words, if eitha, skomi or antee~e~at ,pre-
cipitatiozu is higly yvwiable. from mne portion ol
the baesin to &uothsij, then computed vauoff

- ., M-H.-

averagNed.id16

DEFI,(•ENCIES OF DERIVED RFAATIONS

,Reatiow d the ye deswcibed yield high
correltion for moet beasW eand pro~vide- a. simple
mathod of coropatkgg rampff, but they., irexe-
thals, .ba~ve ewtain d jenidead wbia~ shaould

-not be overlooked.. st r3,•, ia •tm.sitY is

Gmittod; second frome eol ob viates 'tbeir diret
wes; said 1tbrkaw, nwfoalhas not 'been~ coemderod.L

,o dred, aVeragp intenSity fo~r the entirB staru

7
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period is an integral part of the reations. How-
ever, the computed runoff for a 5-inch, 24d-hour
storm is independent of intensity variations
witbin the period. As mentioned previously,
the storm can be treated as several short periods
of rainfall, conmidering all rainfall occuxring prior
to any specific period as anteedent precipitation
While inmten•ity variations can be given consider-
ation in this manner, neglecting intensity kz-
parently causes serious enrM, in total storm
rumoff only when intensities are so great through.
out the entire storm that rainfall Xums off too
rapidly to alleviate the moistue deficiency of
the basin., Erperience has shown that the
relations yield fair results during frozen conditions,
provided that the weekly curve representing
.ma•lmlum runoff canditions is used, regardless of
the date of the storm. Storms which are pre-
dominantly snow present an entirely diferent
problem and. are not considered here. Ii only a
slight snow cover remains at the end of the storm,

the estimated water equivalent can be sub-
tracted from the observed storm precipitation.
Snow on the ground at the beginning of the
storm should be included in the storm preci-..
itation (rather than antecedent precipitation)
if it is dissipated. during the storm.
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•:.: -. '.O •: Alber -:8• F.• 
DATP.- June .8,, 1950 •".. .7To 

Atlbhmrt 16Fr

..".*• SR' "' OM{ .: x..R :Engstrom-and A•. J., Cooper........,-"..:.

i~i:" subjBct: COTfRENCE •WITH U .S .;. B.., W•AShINGTON, hAY 30 AND JUNIE 1 ON .FORECASTING-

100 ..PROCEDURES 

-
STAT

Al -r 
-:8 -.... 

.- 
Jun 195

TROIA.. R.... Mn 

.to 

an:.J.Coe

'The writer -anmd Ai. J. Cooper -spent %ay 30 and June 1 -dis-

cussing -forecasting .,procedures with U. S.. Weather -Bureau personel ..

Washington. 'Our .pri d"cip l-disoUssions were on their :method of

dev61oping rTain ll-trunoff Trelations .-and on routing _prooedure.-with

,.major emphas'Is on the 
use of their Electronic Strealow •naogue. .e

were impressed enough, with their rainfallerunoff .procedure -o feel

-that .it ý shoild. be trized -,out in ýour own studies. The lectronic £trea-

flow Analogue in its. present form is unable to solve problems -. .

extreme backwater-and controlled outflow and it could not be used :for

reaches such as our Kentucky Reservoir except for special cases of

fixed headwater elevation. It does seem probable that a -circuit ýcold..'

*be devised -which would solve more complicated conditions.. In: s•

presentform it should prove valuable in natural flow computations.,

predictions of tributary flows, and predictions of inflows to.many -of.

.:our tributary reservoirs.. It is our opinion that such a machine would.....:

be very -valuable in the work of the Forecasting Section both for stu.y -

and prediction ,purpos-es and that it should be available in-the 8e.oti.on.. 
,

"even if similarequipment 
is to be provided by the U.S.W.B. .for the

proposed unit in.Yno.tVile.

Upon arrival, a. few minutes were spent with Mr, Bernard,

Chief, Division of Climatological and Hydrologic S-ervices,and a some-

what longer time was spent with him before leaving on June 1. Ou :

discussions on procedures were held with his assistant, Mr. Liis-ley, a.

with Mr.. Kohler and 'ir. Nordenson of the- Procedures Development Staff......

A considerable amount of time was spent going over their

method of developing rainfall-runoff relations. This method is ex-

plained in a paper entitled "Predicting the Runoff from Storm Rainf-l•:;.-

by Kohler and Linsley., a copy of which vas obtained. This method takes

into account four factors: antecedent precipitation, week of the yeaT;

duration of rainfall, and -amount of rainfall.. These factors are

correlated in a co-axial relation against "basin recharge" which is

the difference between rainfall -and surface runoff or is equal to

ground-water runoff plus loss. After development it is converted into,+

a direct relation against surface runoff. The Weather Bureau has

adopted this procedure gas. standard. They say that for their purposes

it is the most satisfactory relation they have been able to develop,

that it -seems to work equally well for areas in all parts of the United

States, and that it is relatively simple to use, once developed..

NOTED
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.-S7ANOARD FORM MO.84

wjic I moi~dm UNITED STATES GOVERN 2pTw

.TO Albert . . Fry 
DATE: JuLne 8, 1•950

.,ILOM :R, Fngstrom and A. J-. Cooper

S SUBJECT: CONFERENCE WITH U..S...W.1.,, WASHINGTON, MY 30 AND JMM :1 -ON FORECASTING'

PROCE~DURES

-It is probable that the Use of the. "anteoedent precipitatjo9

index" .may give abetter correlation than our use of ground-water flow -"

MThe meekly seasona-l :index -would ,be a refinement of our ,meithod of

-.di'ing the year .into winter and ,simmer season but defining 1-t may

requiire, analysis of -a longer peYrod of-reoord than :we.have -used.

Thei~r standard prooedurei , to -use •10 years of recoxd if available. .

Ground-water runoff is not eovered in their procedure since., they-. are

f•oeoasting crests -primarily and in their separatioh of the hydrograph

they assume ground water to -recede until crest stage is reached. 'I"

''' seems probable that a similar Co-axial relation could be -worked out

for ground-water runoff based on the same factors.

The Electronic Routing Machine was set up in the office of-

the Procedures Development .Staff and 'we were given considerable ezTplaMa-

tion of its use and a demonstration. We also inspected a number of

routings made directly from effective rainfall on the ground -which'

shcwed the acouracy which was obtained.. Only one inflow graph could

-be put into the -machine but a -third unit, which was almost ready-forx..

uae, will permit an .additional:-inflow to be introduced which they

believe should improve the accuracy of results. In discussing the,

routing of natural flow on the Tennessee River they thought it might

.be possible to route Chattanooga in a single step and certainly viith a "

machine which could introduce two inflow graphs. We discussed the

possible use of the machine for more complicated routing procedures,

suoh as routing our Kentucky Reservoir. They stated that it vias not

possible to take care of the additional variables introduced by con-

trolled outflow. They had not attempted to work on design of a more

complicated circuit but Linsley states that when he becomes established

at Stanford he might try to get the electronic department there to

investigate possibilities..

We were'also shown a newly set-up procedure for predicting

crest stages for points for which the time of concentration is short

and the forecast is made by non-technical personnel. A copy of the

paper explaining this procedure with accompanying tables was given to

us. (Development of Forecasting Tables for the Flood Warning Service.)

This procedure, although interesting, would not have any application

in our office.

Page 2 of 3
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'"TANDAFD FORM 'O.64

Oice,, MVem0randzim -;, UNITED 'STATES GO 'MEN

,TO Albert S.. Fry
DATM: JUne 8.- '1.950

.,FROM eL R, T'strom awd A. J. Cooper

.suJDjECT. CO•NpEPNCE 'WITH U.,S.jW.B.., yfASBINGTON, maY 30 AND JUNE 1 ON FORECASTIN

PROCEDURES

Mr,. Bernard, in our short talk before leaving., mentioned the

tentative plans for the establishment of a river forecasting unit An

Knoxville -equipped vwith one of the -now electronic madhines and .stated

that one of .its expected uses .would probably be to compute atuvral-

flows on the Tennessee River. He also stated that they felt that .in

the -river basin developments 'being established throughout the counto.ry

that. the function of !orecasting 6hould be handled by 'the Weat.her.%

Bureau 'and he presented us. with copies of his talk to the Coljmbia.

Basin Inter Agency Committee entitled "The Role of Forecasting im

River Basin Management.,'

LEE -FNH

-i
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STREAMFL0 FORECASTING AND WATER DISPATCHING

FOR TVA RESERVOIR SYSTEM

By

Le Roy Engstrom , H. ASCE; Jackson H. Wilkinson 2 M- ASCE;
and Alfred Blickensderfer 3 , A.M. ASCE

INTRODUCTION

The day-to-day operation of the TVA reservoir system is largely

dependent upon a knowledge of the streamflow to be expected today, tomorrow,

and ten days from now. This is true during the shower periods of spring and

summer as well as during periods of flood flows. It is also true during

periods of drouth. The dispatching of water for flood control, navigation,

power, or other purposes requires accurate estimates of the daily amounts

of inflow to each reservoir in the system and of the transit of releases

from each reservoir through the system. Estimates of streamflow must be

revised daily, or more frequently during storm periods, to adjust for the

effects of additional rainfall or to improve estimates on the basis of ob-

served data. This is necessary during periods of high flow -to ensure the

proper operation of the system for flood control. It is necessary during

pemods of normiil and deficient flow to provide adequate depths for naviga-

tion and to ensure the maximum utilization of available water for power

purposes.

WATER CONTROL ORGANIZATION

The operation of the reservoir system, shown on Plate i, is under

the direction of the River Control Branch of the Division of Water Control

Planning through the Office of the Chief Engineer in Knoxville. The River

and Reservoir Forecasting Section of the Hydraulic Data Branch of the

lHead, River and Reservoir Forecasting Section, Hydraulic Data Branch,
TVA, Knoxville, Term.

2Staff Specialist in Water Dispatching, Hydraulic Data Branch, TVA,
Knoxville, Tenm..

%ydraulic Engineer, Hydraulic Data Branch, TVA, Knoxville, Tenn.
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2

Divi sion ofi'qater Control Planning furnishes the current and forecast hydro-

logic information needed for the operation of the system. It translates the

required power load into equivalent water requirements at the various hydro

plants and makes adjustments as needed to carry out the current over-all

operating plan. It finally routes the resulting releases from the indi-

vidual plants through the reservoir system and determines the resnt•ing

releases and elevations at downstream points.

HYDROLOGY OF THE BASIN

The Tennessee River drains an area of 41,000 square miles. Its

headwaters are in the mountains of eastern Tennessee, western Virginia and

North Carolina, and northern Georgia where elevations run to over 6000 feet.

The drainage basin varies from these mountainous areas to the rolling

country of middle Tennessee and the relatively flat reaches of northern

Alabama and Mississippi and western Tennessee and Kentucky. The mean annual

precipitation over- the area is approximately 52 inches, varying from about

38 inches in the driest years to 63 inchies in the wettest years. Correspond-

ing runoff' is about 22 inches, ranging between extremes of 11 and 33 inches.

The mean annual rainfall is relatively uniform over the western half of the

basin, but over the eastern half it varies from 40 inches in some sheltered

areas up to 80 or 90 inches in the higher mountains as shown on Plate 2.

During periods of prolonged drouth, smaller streams in the central and west-

ern portion of the basin run dry, whereas substantial areas in the mountains

never-fall below one-half cubic foot per second per square mile. Rainfall

is well distributed throughout the year, mean monthly values ranging between

h and 5 inches most months, with a maximum of 5.6 inches in March And a mini-

mum of 2.8 inches in October. Although snow cover may accumulate to several

feet in the higher mountain areas and to several inches generally over the

basin, it usually remains for only short periods and it generally of small

importance in the runoff' picture.

General flood-producing storms are usually limited to the period

from December 1.5 to April 1. However, maximum storms over more limited

areas of the southeastern and eastern portions result from the invasion

of occasional West Indian hurricanes in the late summer and fall.

Page 3 of 21
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HYDROLOGIC DATA

The forecasting of flows for operation of the system requires

reports from an extensive network of rainfall and streanflow stations. Each

_M- n-ng reports are received from 190 rainfall and 41 streamflow stations.

Their distribution over the Valley is shown on Plates 3 and 4. In addition,

elevations and discharges are received from each hydro plant. During

critical periods, additional reports during the day may be arranged for

from most-stations, and hydro plant elevations and discharges are avail-

able every two hours through the power dispatching office in Chattanooga.

Of the 190 rainfall stations reporting daily, 54 are at power

plants and substations and are observed by TVA personnel. The remainder

are distributed throughout the basin and located as well as oomunknication

facilities permit to give an accurate measure of rainfall. The majority

are standard nonrecording gages, but 12 recording gages distributed through..

out the Valley observe bihourly rainfall. Observers at these stations report

by telephone. At certain locations in the Valley from which reports are

desired, either comnmications or observers are not available and 22 auto-

matic radio rain gages are in use which broadcast amounts every two hours,

thus adding to the intensity network.

The -12 streamfioc stations are located either on principal .tribu-

taries or on small areas which are used as an index of flow, At the

majority of these, observers abstract stages from the recorder charts and

report by telephone. The remaining 19 are automatic radio gages which

transmit stages at two-hour intervals. Elevations are received from 10

additional stations on the main river for -hich daily elevation forecasbt

are made. Hourly discharges from 33 dams in the system complete the

streanflow picture.

THE ATA-COILECTING SYSTEM

The Hydraulic Data Branch maintains ten area offices covering the

Valley. These offices serve as collecting centers for the rainfall and

streamflow data for their part of the basin. Observers report to these

offices early each morning. Automatic radio recelvers in these offices

Page 4 of 21
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record the broadcasts from the radio rainfall and streamflow gages in their

area. At a fixed time each -morning the telephone company completes a re-

served call between the area office and the forecasting office in Knoxville.

On this call the area engineer transmits all of the data for his area in a

_period of_ 5to 10 minutes. Three engineers in the Knoxville office receive

the telephone calls and record them on data forms. Coinpete information

from this part of the data-c61lecting system is received in a 25-minute

period by 8:30 a.m.

The dispatching office of the Division of Power Operations in

Chattanooga collects hourly data on elevations and discharge at each reser-

voirin the system. Twice daily observations of rainfall at 54 dams and

substations are received. Each morning, personnel of the Hydraulic Data

Branch in Chattanooga transmit this information to Knoxville by teletype-

writer. Data to midnight of the preceding day are available in Knoxvi_.Je

by 8t00 a.m. and data for the first 6 hours of the current day are avail-

able by 8-30 a.m. During critical periods, current information on the

system is obtained by telephone from the Division of Power Operations.

Rainfall reports from U. S. Weather Bureau stations are received

by teletypewriter from -their Knoxvri1le office and stages on the Ohio River

at Paducab and Cairo are received from the U. S. Weather Bureau at Cairo.

R-ainfall and stage reports from the Cumberland Basin are received from the

Corps of Engineers at Nashville.

All data received in the Knoxville office are transcribed in ink

on appropriate forms, with most data arranged by areas to facilitate use

for forecasting. Each day's data fill eight ll" x 17" sheets. Stream

stages are converted to equivalent discharge on these sheets, a rainfall3

map is prepared, and then a sufficient number of prints are reproduced.

FOREC.STING MEHODS

Runoff Graphs

The determination of the amount and distribution of runoff to be

expected from a storm is based on extensive studies of back records of

rainfall and streamflow. Because of the diverse character of the drainage
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area, with resultant wide differences in runoff characteristics, it has been -

necessary to make studies, when data are available, of index areas for each

individual drainage for which forecasts are required. Streamflow studies

are made at M. S. Geological Survey or TVA. gaging stations, at least 10 years

........ olrd ingused when available. The corresponding rainfall studies are

based on all standard and recording rain gages within or adjacent to the area.

The streaiflow hydrograph is separated into surface-water runoff

and ground-water runoff for both study and forecast purposes. Separation on

the recession side is accomplished by the use of ground-water and surface-

water recession curves developed from isolated storms. On the rising side,

ground water is assumed to increase gradually from the start of runoff to

an intersection with -the ground-water recession near the point of inflection

of the total hydrograph. An idealized separation is shown on Plate 5.

The study of the distribution of surface runoff is made by unit

graph methods with correlation against storm duration. If separate fore-

casts are to be made for the station as part of the inflow to a reservoir,

the unit graph ordinates are time-lagged to arrive in the reservoir. In

some cases the unit graph developed f'or a station is used as a guide in

developing a total surface-mwater inflow graph for a reservoir. In develop-

iang runoff graphs for large ungaged areas, use is made of a snythetie method.

Rmin~of graphs for studied stations are correla.ted against the size and shape

of their drainage basins. From this correlation, runoff graphs can then be

developed for any size and shape of area.

For forecast purposes, ground water is also treated by unit graph

methods. An average ground-water runoff graph is developed for an area and

is converted into a graph for one inch of runoff.

In forecasting inflows to reservoirs, the instantaneous peak in-

flow is usually not significant eept in the case of extreme floods. What

is required is the -volume of water arriving in the reservoir by calendar

days. Unit graphs for both surface-water and ground-water runoff are there.-

fore converted into daily volumes in 1000 day-second-feet and time-lagged 'to

arrive in the reservoir by calendar days.
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6

Rainfall-runoff Relations

The estimation of the amount of runoff Which will result from a

given storm or series of storms is the primary problem of forecasting.

There are many factors which must be taken into account in any careful

.............. -anasi--of-wha-t-happens--to-pe itaton-afher_ h f_ The foreq-

castor for a reservoir system, however, is faced with certain deadlines.

His forecasts must be available as early as possible to ensure their maXimu=

usefulness for operation. This is particularly true during flood periods.

Information on the flows and stages resulting from the scheduled operation

must be made available as early as possible to persons affected. This re-

quires some compromise between accuracy and speed.

TVA is at present changing its method of estimating runoff from

rainfall. The original method used correlated runoff with base flow, or

the rate of ground-water flow at the beginning of a storm, as an index.

In some cases the number of days since the last rain was used as an auxil-

iary index. This method has proved reasonably satisfactory but it involves

current separation of the streamflow hydrograph to determine the rate of

ground-water flow. This is time-consuming and quite approximate during

complex storms.

- The method being adopted is the API, or antecedent precipitation

index method, which is now in general use by the U. S. Weather Bureau and

others. Rainfall and runoff' are correlated against rainfall which has fal-

len prior to a given storm, weighted in accordance with the number of days

since occurrence. In practice, it is a simple index to use since each

day's index is 10 percent smaller than that for the day before, When pre-

cipitation occurs, its amount is added to the current day's index and the

new total is reduced 10 percent for the next day. The other factor in the

correlation is season. The amount of runoff from a given rainfall varies

considerably between winter and summer for the same index. However, the

progression of the seasonal effect is fairly regular from year to year and

the introduction of a week number into the correlation makes- a reasonably

satisfactory adjustment. Additional correlation with intensity has gener-

ally not improved results in our studies, and adjustments for extremely

hhlgbor low ratersd prnec ation are left to the judgment of the fore-

castor. Plate 6 illustrates a two-quadrant rainfall-runoff relation in
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graphical form. Our studies indicate that the API correlation on the aver-

age will give slightly better results than base flow. In addition it is a

simpler, faster, and more positive method to use.

FORECAST-ING PROCEDURES ..........

Since speed is important in the making of a forecast, procedures

are set up to make forecasting operations as simple as possible. Forms for

incoming data are arranged to facilitate both the receipt and transcription

of the data and its use for forecasting. The use of a rapid reproducing

machine in the office makes data available quickly in as many copies as

needed. Average daily rainfall for a given reservoir drainage is computed

on a form which has weighting factors already inserted. Below this average,

the computation of the daily API value is made. The runoff relation is set

up in tabular form -and the forecastor enters with the API value, the week-of-

the-year number, and the average rainfall and obtains corresponding values

of surface-water and ground-water runoff in inches. The inflow forecasting

forms for the reservoirs have daily volume factors corresponding to one inch

of runoff for four to eight starting times. The runoff value, previously
obtaie~d~ is entered opposite the factors for the appropriate time, and

slide-Trle miultiplication gives the volume to be expected from :the current

storm. Vertical addition of these values for surface water, ground water,

and the previous recession gives the total inflow volumes by days to the

reservoir. Plate 7 is a copy of the form used in computing inflows to

Norris Reservoir. For routing purposes, flows and -elevations for the main-

river reservoirs are assembled on a single form by days, and in order as

they arrive into the system in a downstream sequence. This includes the

lagged arrivals from the tributary reservoirs in addition to the local

inflows to each main-stream reservoir.

Final figures for all reservoirs are assembled on appropriate

forms for transmission to the Division of Power Operations, for preparation

of the Daily River Bulletin, and for transmission to the U. S. Weather

Bureau and other interested agencies.
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a

Reservoir Routing

TVA's -tributary reservoirs are all of such depth compared to rate

of flow that for all practical purposes they can be considered flat pools

and routing is accomplished by using level storage tables. This is also

- -tru ••f our main-river eS~rvo•rs- l-ws-of--beut tur-bime---ca 4ty .-

less. For higher flow, however, the amount of storage between level pool

and the backwater curve becomes appreciable and must be accounted for. Tn

WTheeler Reservoir, for example, the controlled level storage space between

the normal minimum level of elevation 550 and the top of gates at elevation

556.3 is 34l7,000 acre-feet. With 250,000 cubic feet per second flowing

through the reservoir, the volume under the profile above elevation 556.3

is 410,000 acre-feet. This profile condition is illustrated On Plate 8.

The routing procedure must allow for this volume as it goes into storage

on rising flows and comes out of storage on falling flows.

The method used is dictated in part by the necessity for speed

and requires a simple procedure. Storage curves have been developed from

observed profiles for past floods. Storages are correlated against head-

water elevation at the dam and tailwater elevation at -the upstream dam with

a correction diagram to adjust for changing stage at the upstream taimwater.

These curves are used to determine observed storages. For routing Purposes,

discharge curves corresponding te -the average rating for the upstream tail-

water are superimposed on the storage diagram and the outflow from the up-

stream dam is then used as the parameter to determine volume under the

backwater curve. This parameter must be lagged in time to make allowance

for the loop in the rating curve. In routing, all quantities are known or

estimated except the ending headwater and average outflow. Fixing either

of these quantities fixes the other and gives a quick positive solution.

Plate 9 is a copy of the storage curves used for routing flows through

'Wheeler Reservoir.

Routing through the 184 miles of Kentucky Reservoir is a special

problem. Treating the reservoir as a simple reach does not give satis-

factory accuracy of results. In addition, forecasts at intervening points

in the reservoir are desired for navigation and other purposes. For rout-

ing purposes, therefore, the reservoir is divided into three reaches using

slope ratings at the two intermediate reach ends. Routing is then
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9

accomplished by a cut-and-try procedure until a satisfactory profile and

storage are achieved.

Forecasting and Water Dispatching

-F-recas-s-o-f--i-fl-ow--f-or--4-to-10-day-in-a dvA- -•-e -ae e-d__daily

for 31 reservoirs in the TVA-Akcoa system. In addition, inflows to three

Corps of Engineers reservoirs in the Cumberland River Basin, which TVA

operates for power, are also required. To make these forecasts, to aid in

the scheduling of water use at each of these plants, to issue :river bulletins

and flood warnings, and to perform the operation in a limited time requires

a moderate-sized staff and planned scheduling of work. At present, 14

engineers are engaged in the forecasting and water dispatching program.

Reservoirs are grouped by drainage basins and assigned to indit-

vidual engineers. For instance, part of one engineer's assignment is the

Holston River reservoirs. This includes inflow forecasts for South Holston,

Watauga, Boone, Fort Patrick Henry, and Cherokee Reservoirs. In addition,

he forecasts the effect of scheduled releases from each reservoir at the

downstream plants. Similar groups of tributary and main-stream reservoirs

are assigned to other engineers. Assignments are rotated from week to week

to keep the forecastors familiar with the entire system.

In addition to the dispatthing of water, one enginee-r 'handles the

correlation of the daily power load, which is received from the Divisd on of

Power Operations in Chattanooga, with the scheduling of releases from each

of the dams. During flood periods, the timing and amounts of spillway dis-

charge necessary to carry out the current water control operation are trxans-

mitted to the Division of Power Operations in Chattanooga for execution.

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATTON

Large numbers of persons, both within and without TVA, are directly-

concerned with, or at least interested in, the observed and predicted eleva-

tions and flows at our reservoirs or at othef pertinent locations in the

Valley. To meet this need, several means of dissemination are Utilized. A

Daily River Bulletdn is issued in cooperation with the U. S. Weather Bureau
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which gives observed data for the past 24 hours for 47 points in the Valley

and predictions for the following three days for 45 locations. -Included

are observed temperatures for selected stations and 24-hour weather and

temperature forecasts. Plate 10 shows a typical copy of this bulletin.

......... bserved-ad-pred ed-sagsfor about 40 locations are also furnished to

the U. S. Weather Bureau for publication by newspapers and for radio broad-

cast. Information on our operations which will affect the Ohio River are

also sent by teletypewriter to the U. S. Weather Bureau at Cairo and the

Corps of Engineers at Cincinnati.

QUANTITATIVE WEATHER FORECASTS

TVA has an agreement with the U. S. Weather Bureau under which it

is fiunished quantitative forecasts of precipitation over the various sub-

divisions of the basin either two or three times daily. A preliminary fore-

cast is received at 8:00 a.m. giving a specific forecast for the next 36

-hours plus an outlook for the following 24. The regular forecast based on

later data is received about IltOO a.m. and gives a specific forecast for

the next 36 hours and an outlook for the following 3 days. During critical

periods, a supplementary forecast is received at 9t00 p.m. covering the

next 24 hours. These forecasts are very valuable in setting up water ais-

patching schedules forx the system, particularly in making advance drawdown

of main-river reservoirs for either flood control or power. During flood

periods, depending upon conditions at the time, the forecast amounts may

be used to predict additional runoff. This prediction is then used either

to determine its effect upon the operation in progress or possibly to set

up the actual operation.

CONCLUSION

The daily sequence of events is much the same throughout the year

except that activity is much intensified during storm periods. At 7130 in

the morning, the previous day's system information is received by teletype.

At 8OO comes the first weather forecast. At 8:05 the rainfall and stream-

flow data collected at area offices begin to come in by telephone. At 8.10,

.........- Am 4 made with the Division of Power Operations in
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Chattanooga to obtain hourly discharge schedules and, if it is the beginning

of a flood period, instructions are :given to them for discharge increases at

main-strean dams. Incoming data are entered on forms and a rainfall map is

prepared. Copies of data are distributed to the engineers making forecasts
............. _ t v , -- Pertinent observed information is tr-ans-o

ritted to the U. S. Weather Bureau at Knoxville and Cairo and during flood

periods to the Corps of Engineers, Cincinnati. The observed data portion

of the Daily River Bulletin is prepared for publication. At 9:15 a second

contact is made with the Division of Power Operations to discuss -the amount

and distribution of power requirements for the current and succeeding days,

Meanwhile, the incoming data are being analyzed and inflaw forecasts are

prepared for each reservoir. A tentative schedule of tributary releases

is set up to meet power and other requirements. The main-river routing

form is prepared showing local inflows to each reservoir and the arrival

of water from tributary reservoirs. If it is a period of normal flow, ele-

vations and discharges are set to carry out the current operating plan and

tributary releases are adjusted to balance out the over-all hydro power load.

If it is a perioý of excess or flood flows, a routing is made through the

reservoirs under the direction of the Chief of the River Control Branch to

carry out the desired operation for flood control. The arrival of the regular

weather forecast about llO a.m. may require some last-minute adjustments in

the operation. Schedules of required discharges at each plant are trans-

mitted to the Division of Power Operations in Chattanooga for execution. The

r edicted-data portion of the Daily River Bulletin is prepared and the bulletin

is issued. Pertinent data on the planned operation are transmitted 'to the

U. S. Weather Bureau at Knoxville and Cairo and to the Corps of Engineers at

Cincinnati. By this time-it is usually noon.

During a flood period, if rain is in progress, a rainfall check at

hydro plants and substations is made about noon. This may require an early

afternoon revision in the routing of flows through the main river. A com-

plete check of the rainfall and streamflaw network may be made around 6:0o

p.m. and this, combined with a supplementary weather forecast at 9:00 p.m.,

may require further revision in inflow estimates and a change in the opera-

tion. If it involves a change in the outflow into the Ohio River, the U. S.

Weather Bureau at Cairo and the Corps of Engineers at Cincinnati must be

notified.
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Forecasting and water dispatching for a system such as that of

TVA is a continuous process. Complete forecasts for the system are made

five days a week. Main-river inflows are revised on Saturdays. A check

on main-river inflows Is made on Sundays. During flood periods, it becomes

a seven-day jo-b tth--tight-y-revi-sions--whe--meneaessary- -....Re cause -prompt ______

forecasts are necessary, some accuracy must be sacrificed and accuracy must

be regained by subsequent revisions. Streamflow forecasting is not an exact

science. It is based on empirical relations which the forecastor must use

with some judgment. But reasonably accurate forecasts are a "must" in the

operation of a reservoir system.
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242 HYDROLOGY FOR ENGINEERS

the foregoing description should aid in understanding the relative time varia-
tions of hydrologic phenomena which are important in considering the runoff
relations discussed later in the chapter.

ESTIMATING THE VOLUME OF STORM RUNOFF

Despite the complex nature of the rainfall-runoff process, the practice of es-
timating runoff as a fixed percentage of rainfall is the most commonly used
method in design of urban storm-drainage facilities, highway culverts, and
many small water-control structures. The method can be correct only when
dealing, with a surface which is completely impervious so that the applicable
runoff coefficient is near 1.00.

Computer simulation techniques (Chap. 12) offer the most reliable method
of computing runoff from rainfall because they permit a relatively detailed
analysis using short time intervals. The type of analysis used in computer
simulation would be virtually impossible to carry through by hand because of
the detailed computations required. The constraints of hand calculation led to
methodsiusing longer time intervals and a correspondingly less rigorous model.
The following sections discuss some of the more successful approaches.

8-4 initial Moisture Conditions

The quantity of runoff from a storm depends on (i) the moisture conditions of
the ýcatchment at the onset of the storm and (2) the storm characteristics-
rainfall. amount, intensity, and duration. The storm characteristics: are defined
by the ;data from the precipitation-gage network, but no single observation
serves to d4efine the antecedent moisture conditions. Much of the investigation
ofrainfall-runoff relations was directed at finding a simple index of basin mois-
ture, conditions. iiin ' " ... t.

h~~Iumid~ ar~easvre streams ul" Atnously, Lgrouwaer:ds A#Tge

nmoiuq i ure .oidiiin a Instudy of the V:alley River, North Carolina, Linsley
S and'Ackermann [26] found that field-moisture deficiency at any time was approx-

imately ••qual to 90 percent of the total Class A pan evaporation since the
. .gound was last saturated less any additions made to field moisture by interven-biig :rains. Basin-accounting techniques (Sec. 5-15)applied on a daily sasis

provide "a reasonably, accurate estimate of moisture deficiency which can be
used as an index to runoff [27]. ,

e.p mc•Womnif 'mAe 'is, based ao atee e tp~eciritataion•.-The rate atWhcla moisture isdeý frledpawhich molistre is d.e.pleted ro aparticularýbasimundesmified meteorologi-
ca conditions, is roughly# op tib in>li itfh`&dof&4ec 1).I
other words, thesoil moisture should decrease logarithmically with time during
periods of no precipitation [28], ...

i..:'..":. I •t  (8-7)
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RELATIONS BETWEEN PRECIPITATION AND RUNOFF 243

where 10 is the initial value of the antecedent-precipitation index, It is the reduced
value t days later, and k is a recession factor ranging normally between 0.85 and
0.98. Letting t equal one gives

I, = kHo (8-8)

Thus, the index for any day is equal to that of the previous day multiplied by the
factor k. If rain occurs on any day, the amount of rain is added to the index (Fig.
8-4). Since storm runoff does not add to the residual moisture of the basin, an
index of precipitation minus runoff, i.e., basin recharge, should be more satis-
factory than the precipitation index alone. Commonly, however, the minor
improvements gained do not justify the added computation..

Equation (8-7) assumes that the daily depletion of soil moisture (primarily
evapotranspiration) is 61 : Lst."

I0 - 11Ii= 4(- k)(89

Since actual evapotranspiration is a function of the potential value and the
available moisture (Io),: k should be a function of potential evapotranspiration.
The variation in potential evapotranspiration is largely seasonal, and Eq. (8-7)
has been found to be reasonably satisfactory when used jointly withi'calendar
date (Sec. 8-6). There is an added advantage in using the date as apa rameter.
because it also reflects variations in surface conditions related to farming prac-
tices, stage of plant growth, etc.
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Figure 8-4 Variation of antecedent precipitation index with daily rainfall.
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The value of the index on any day theoretically depends on precipitation
over an infinite antecedent period, but if a reasonable initial value is assumed,
the computed index will closely approach the true value within a few weeks.
The index value applicable to a particular storm is taken as that at the beginning

* "of the first day of rain. Thus a value of 1.8 in would be used for the storm of the
ninth and tenth in Fig. 8-4.

8-5 Storm Analysis

In any statistical correlation, it is extremely important that the basic data be as
consistent and reliable as possible. The consistency tests for precipitation data
discussed in Sec. 3-10 should be applied whenever the normal annual precipita-
tion varies appreciably over the catchment._The streamflow records should be

,I carefully reviewed in each case (Sec. 4-16) and adjustments made if necessary.
Methods of storm analysis should be rigorous and objective. Only that

storm rainfall which produced the runoff being considered should be included.
Small showers occurring after the hydrograph had started to recede should not
be included if they had little effect upon the amount of runoff. Similarly, show-
ers occurring before the main storm should be excluded from the storm rainfall
and included in the antecedent-precipitation index. Long, complex storms
should be separated into as many short storm periods as possible by hydro-
graph analysis.

Runoff also depends upon rainfall intensity, but for basins of 250 km2 (160
mi2) or more, an average intensity as reflected by amount and duration is
usually adequate. In this case duration can be estimated with sufficient accu-
racy from 6-hr rainfall data. An objective rule is preferable, such as "the'sum in
hours of those 6-hr periods with morethan 5 mm (0.2 in) of rain plus one-half
the intervening periods with less than 5 mm (0.2 in)." Although experimental
infiltration data indicate rates commonly in excess of 2.5 mm/hr (0.1 in/hr),
relations such as Fig. 8-5 consistently show the effect of duration on storm
runoff to be of the order of 0.25 mm/hr (0.01 in/hr). The difference is largely
caused by intercorrelations and the inclusion of interflow with surface runoff.

8-6 Multivariate Relations for Total Storm Runoff

If storm characteristics and basin conditions are to be represented adequately
in a runoff relation, a number of independent variables must be included. The
relationship is not an additive one, and the usual multivariate linear correlation
is not satisfactory. The coaxial graphical methodt of correlation was first shown
to be particularly useful for this work [28]. Betson et al. [29] subsequently
:demonstrated an analytical correlation technique.

t Graphical correlation methods were presented in Appendix A of previous editions. Increasing
availability of computers has resulted in resfricted use of graphical techniques, and the detailed
presentation of such methods is now considered unjustified.

P....3 of 8.
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To illustrate the coaxial method assume that a relation for estimating storm
runoff is desired, using antecedent precipitation, date (or week number), and
rainfall amount and duration as variables. Values of these variables are com-
piled for 50 or more storms. With the exception of rainfall amount, the variables
should be more closely related to the fraction of rainfall which does not run off
than to the runoff volume. It is therefore convenient to calculate an auxiliary
variable equal to the storm rainfall minus the storm runoff. This variable is
called the recharge in the subsequent discussion. Once a satisfactory relation
for estimating recharge is completed, it is a simple matter to revise the precipi-
tation quadrant (chart C) so that the final answer is in terms of runoff since
rainfall minus. recharge should equal runoff. Equations (8-10) and (8-11) show
that the correlation can be made to yield runoff, even though the season quad-
rant is unchanged from that based on recharge.

A three-variable relation is developed first (Fig. 8-5, chartA) by (1) plotting
antecedent precipitation versus recharge, (2) labeling the points with week

I;
'U

I4
(3
LU

2

4

II

"ii

'j

Ii~

*.".. i...ii

Pr

Figure 8-5 Basin-recharge relation for Monocacy River at Jug Bridge, Maryland. (U.S. National
Weather Service.)
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number, and (3) fitting a smooth family of curves representing the various

weeks. Chart B is placed with its horizontal scale matching that of chart A to

facilitate plotting. Points are plotted in chart B with observed recharge as

ordinate and recharge computed from chartA as abscissa, and these points are

labeled with duration. A family of smooth curves is drawn to represent the.

effect of duration on recharge. Charts A and B together are a graphical relation

for estimating recharge from antecedent index, week, and duration. Storm

precipitation is then introduced (chart C) by (1) plotting recharge computed

from charts A and B against observed recharge, (2) labeling the points with

rainfall amount, and (3) fitting a family of curves. Charts A, B, and C constitute,

the first approximation to the desired relation. Chart D indicates the overall

accuracy of the derived charts.
Since the variables are intercorrelated and the first charts are developed

independently of factors subsequently introduced, revision of the charts may

improve the overall relation. The process is one of successive approximations.

To check the week curves, the other curve families are assumed to be correct

and the adjusted abscissa for a point in chartA is determined by entering charts

B and C in reverse order with observed recharge, rainfall amount, and duration.

The ordinate for the adjusted point is the observed antecedent-precipitation
index. In other words, the week curves should be revised to fit this adjusted

point if the relation is to yield a computed recharge equal to the observed

recharge. The second (and subsequent) approximations for duration and rainfall'

are made in the same manner. In each case the points are plotted by entering

the chart sequence from both ends with observed values to determine the

adjusted coordinates.
Although the method presented in the previous paragraphs is general and

can be used as described, certain modifications simplify the procedure and

require fewer approximations. Since storm rainfall is extremely important, the

first plotting of chart A may show little correlation and the construction of the.

curves will be difficult. However, an important advantage in having the rainfall

parameter in the last chart is that the possibility of computing runoff in excess

of rainfall or of computing negative values of runoff is eliminated. Moreover,:

I, : the arrangement of Fig. 8-5 results in the determination of a unified index of

moisture conditions in the first chart, which is a decided advantage in river

forecasting. If the plotting of chartA is limited to storms having rainfall within a

specified class interval (2 to 4 in, for example), the construction of the curves is

simplified, provided that there are sufficient data. Only limited data are required

since the general curvature and convergence are' always as shown in the exam-
ple. The relations are quite similar throughout a geographic region, and charts A

andB for one basin may be used as a first approximation for another basin in the

area.
One analytical technique [29] uses the equations

I,.c + (a + d18)e-bI (8-10)

•~ ' ... ."'"Q (Pn +J)1)111 ps ,: P.9 " (8-11)
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where I,, is a runoff index approximating the first quadrant of a coaxial plot, I,is a fixed function of week number ranging between +I and, - 1, 1 is the
antecedent-precipitation index, e is the base of napierian logarithms, P is storm
rainfall, Q is direct runoff, and a, b, c, d, and n are statistically derived coeffi-
cients. With only five constants the functions are quickly derived on a computer
but are more constrained in form than the graphical solution. In comparative
tests on catchments in the Tennessee River basin, the analytic method gave
results generally slightl better than the graphical method. McCallister [30]
describes another method of using the computer to develop a runoff relation
based on the variables used in the coaxial method.

Since it is impossible to segregate the water passing a gaging station accord-
Ing to the portion of the basin in which it fell, statistical runoff relations must be
based on basin averages of the variables. Unfortunately, a relation based on
storms of uniform areal distribution will yield runoff values which are too low
when applied to storms with extremely uneven distributions-.* This can be dem-
onstrated by computing the runoff for 4, 6, and 8 in of rainfall, assuming all,
other factors remain fixed. While 6 is the average of 4 and 8, the average
runoff from the 4- and 8-in rainfalls is not equal to that from a 6-in rain. An,uneven distribution of antecedent precipitation* produces similar results. Runoff
relations based on uniform areal conditions can be used to compute the runoff in
the vicinity of each rainfall station, and the average of these runoff values will,
in general, more nearly approach the observed runoff from the basin when
either the storm or the antecedent precipitation is quite variable.

8-7 Relations for Incremental Storm Runoff

In order to determine increments of runoff throughout a storm for application of
a unit hydrograph, Fig. 8-5 may be used with accumulated rainfall up to the end
of each period and the successive values of runoff subtracted to obtain incre-
ments. When applied to small catchments, however, there is a marked tendency
to underestimate the peak flows, because the relation does not properly account
for the time distribution of rainfall. Some of the errors for larger basins arecertainly caused by the same factor.

The principal problem in developing an incremental runoff relation lies mour inability to determine short-period increments of runoff by hydrograph
analysis. A process of successive iterations has been proposed [31], and an-
other approach [32] modifies the relation for total storm runoff by introducing a
second (short-term) antecedent precipitation index as illustrated in Fig. 8-6.
Since duration is constant for an incremental relation (6-hr, for example), this.factor can be eliminated by making suitable adjustments in one of the other'.
quadrants. In comparing Fig. 8-6 with Fig. 8-5, it will be seen that the duration
quadrant has been replaced by one for the short-term (retention) index, and that
the precipitation quadrant has been converted to one yielding runoff instead ofrecharge. It has been found that the: function for iiIe retention quadrant can beassumed as

Page 6 of 8
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I'm .r 1138(B)lr (8-12)

where B is a constant less than unity, I,, is the runoff index from the season

quadrant, and Ipr is the integrated index reflecting also the retention index I,.

Two coefficients must be evaluated for the retention index quadrant-the

recession factor for computing Ir [corresponding to k in Eq. (8-8)] and B in Eq.

(8-12). This is accomplished by a trial-and-error procedure. Using assumed

values of B, incremental runoff is computed and summed for each storm event

I

Ii1

Figure 8-6 Incremental runoff relation using a short-term retention index.
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under study. Comparing computed and observed total storm runoff for several
assumed values ofB leads to a solution for any selected recession factor. Values

of the short-term recession factor (daily) are the order of 0.4 to 0.5 andB ranges

from 0.6 to 0.8 (0.98 to 0.99 with precipitation in millimeters). The t-hr reces-

sion factor is equal to the daily factor to the t/24 power.

8-8 Infiltration Approach to Runoff Estimates

The infiltration approach assumes that the surface runoff from a given storm is

equal to that portion of the rainfall which is not disposed of through (1) intercep-

tion and depression storage, (2) evaporation during the storm, and (3) infiltra-
tion. If items 1 and 2 are invariable or insignificant or can: be assigned reason-

able values, one need be concerned only with rainfall, infiltration, and runoff. In

the simplest case, where the supply rate i. is at or in excess of the infiltration:
capacity, surface runoff is equivalent to the storm rainfall less surface retention
and the area under the capacity curve.

The procedure appears to be simple and to offer a solution to the estimation

of short period increments of runoff. Experience has shown otherwise. If the

rainfall intensity is always above the infiltration-capacity curve (Fig.; 8-1) the
problem is merely one of defining the infiltration curve which is a function of the

antecedent moisture conditions. If rainfall intensities fluctuate above and below
the infiltration curve, the matter is confused, since the curve inherently. as-

sumes that the infiltration capacity decreases because a fixed amount of water

was added to. the soil moisture during an interval. If iý < fr, the increment of

soil moisture is less than assumed and the drop in the infiltration curve corre-.

spondingly less.
The time-intensity pattern of rainfallis rarely uniform over the catchment,

and the applicable infiltration-capacity curve, varies from point. to point de-

pending on soils, vegetation, and antecedent moisture. Finally, the infiltration
approach ignores other storm-flow generation mechanisms (Sec. 8-2) which, in

addition to groundwater accretion, must be determined in some other way. For

these and other reasons the infiltration approach never proved satisfactory as a

tool for hydrograph prediction.

8-9 Infiltration Indexes

Difficulties with the theoretical approach to infiltration! led to the use of infiitra-
tion indexes [33]. The simplest of these is the ID index, defined as that rate of

rainfall above which the rainfall volume equals the runoff volume (Fig. 8-7).

The W index is the average infiltration rate during the time rainfall intensity

exceeds the capacity rate; i.e.,

* F I
W= -=-(P Q S (8-43)St t*

where F is total infiltration, t is time diring which rainfall intensity exceeds
infiltration capacity, P is total precipitation corresponding to t, Qs is surface

ment 19
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Continuous Hydiograph Synthesis with an
API-Type Hydrologic Model

WALTER T. SITTNER, CHARLES E. SCHAUSS, AND JOHlN C. M'ONRO

U. S. Weather Bureau, Silver Spring, Maryland 26910

Abstract. The U, S. ESSA Weather Bureau Hydrologic Research and Development laborn-
tory has developed a complete hydrologic model utilizing an antecedent precipitation index
(API) type rainfall-runoff relation to compute surface runoff. With increasing demand for
continuous river forecasts as well as flood, forecasts, it ismnecessary to have a model that will
predict all components of flow as functions of observable independent parameters on a, con-
tinuous basis. To formulate the model, existing and proved techniques were used where
possible and new techniques developed as necessary. The- model consists of four basic parts:
a relation for computing ground-water recession, a- method of computing the ground-water
flow hydrograph as a function of the direct runoff hydrograph, an API-type rainfall-runoff
relation, and a unit hydrogrpmph. The rainfall-runoff relation isof the incremental type, yield-
ing a runoff computation for each 6-hour period rather than computing the total storm
runoff. This has been accomplished through the inclusion of a new parameter, retention .index.
Two important features of the model are the ease of adjusting parameters to observdd flow
and the sequential development of the four basic parts with a minimum of interaction.

from
Ass.

U;b: INTRODUCTION

The U. S. ESSA Weather Bureau hlas fol
many years been engaged in a program of con.
tinuous river forecasting, utilizing a, wide variet3
of hydrologic techniques to produce variout
types of forecasts. In large rivers the instantane,
bus discharge hydrograph. is. usually predietec
by routing observed upstream flows and reser.
voir releases. Forecasts of total volumes of (is
charge during extended periods are based or
"analyses of anticipated- precipitation and/oi
snowmelt. The response of individual headwate

_,basins to storm events is predicted by the us(
Of rainfall-runoff relations and unit hydro.

`- .i graphs. Discharge of such basins during faih
Y-,weather periods is arrived at by extension ol

ground-water depletion curves. WVhat has beet
lacking is a purely objective means of predictint
the flow from individual basins during periodi
iwhen it consists of ground-water discharge comr
bined with relatively small amounts of direol
runoff.

The demands for 'river toi'ecasts are con-
tinually increasing. These demands ere for widei
areal coverage as well as for improved, precision
in the low and mediumn flow ranges. To aceom-
modate these demands the.U;.S. Weather Bureau
has been evaluating various techniques for mak-

ing continuous forecasts of the response of in-

r dividual basins. Such evaluation must include a
. comparison of forecasts of storm events produced

by existing procedureq and by the continuous
type model under consideration. To facilitate
this comparison, the existing techniques were
modified.to embrace the concept of a continuous
streamflow model. This modification, as effected,
includes a new method of expressing ground-
water discharge as a function of fidependent

r parameters. This combination of old and new

r techniqtuts constitutes a complete hydrologic
model that is the subject of this paper.

The results of the test of the model have been
r very encouraging. Although complete tests have

been, run. on only two basins, the Monocacy
River near Frederick, Maryland, and the French

-Broad River at Rosman, North Carolina, these
tests indicate that this model may become a

_ practical forecasting tool.

THEORY OP THE -MODEL

* General. All flow in any river channel 'is
* originmiUy derived from precipitation. Individual

particles of water, however,.'fall in different
- parts of the basin and reach the channel by a
L great number of routes. The travel may be
. above or below ground and may require months
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or years or no time at all. Consequently a de-
tailed effort to categorize flow components could
yield an almost unlimited number. The flow, S0ASONhopowevnrtis uuly
however, is usually thought to consist of four

1, Channel precipitation: Rain falling di-
rectly on the surfpce of the stream.

2. Surface runoff: Water that falls on the oDECT RuNoF
basin surface and finds its way into the -4 ANTECEN IND , DREC,, UOF

stream channel by means of overland . . ;7
flow.

3. Subsurface runoff (also called subsurface
flow, interflow, or seepage into the
stream): Precipitation that infiltrates the
surface soil and moves laterally through
the upper soil layers toward the stream
channel This may be pictured as a move-
ment of air and water (unsaturated flow)
above the groun'd!water level.

4. Ground-water runoff . or ground-water
flow: That part of discharge caused by
percolation into the ground-water aquifer
, (saturated flow),

In runoff analysis there is no rational tech-
nique for completely and accurately delineating
the various flow components that together definia
the hydrograph. Further, the derision as to bow.
many components to recognize is somewhat
arbitrary. It seems logical to define and treat
as few as are necessary to obtain acceptable
results. The procedure used in. this study is to
consider just two components, direct runoff and
ground-water flow. Direct runoff consists of
items 1, 2, and 3 above. Ground-water flow is
defined in item 4.
. The direct runoff component of the hydro-

graph is computed from precipitation by the use
of an antecedent precipitation index (API)
type rainfall-runoff relation and a unit hydro-
graph. As will be pointed out later, the rainfall-
runoff relation has been modified somewhat, but
the model computes this cortponent of flow by
basically standard teohniques. The ground-water
discharge hydrograph is represented as a func-
tion of the direct runoff hydrograph. The re-
lationship between the two described below in-
volves the use of the. ground-water recession:
coefficient for the basin. The complete model
then consists of four parts:

1. Rainfall-nioff relation.
2. 'Unit hydrograph.

Fig. l. Standard API type rainfall-runoff relation.

3. Relation for expressing ground-water
hydrograph as a function of the direct
runoff hydrograph.

4. Relation for evaluating the ground-water
recession coefficient.

Rainfall-runoff relation. Direct runoff vol-
ume is determined within the model by using
an API type rainfall-runoff relittion [Linsley
et al., 1949, pp. 418-424]. In this relation (Figure
1) the API is used as an index to upper level
soil moisture. It is a decay, function of pre-
cipitation and reflects the precipitation regime
for about due month prior to the event. In the
season quadrant the API is combined with a
seasonal parameter, week number, t6 produce
an antecedent index (Al), which is intended-to
represent antecedent conditions completely. The
duration quadrant applies a small adjustment
based on storm duration to the AI and results
in a final index (Fl). The duration quadrant is
usually assumed to be standard for all basins
and simply applies an adjustment of +0.Q1 per
hour' duration. The precipitation quadrant ex-
presses direct runoff as a function of Y1 and
storm precipitation.
. As descrilied the relation determines the total
direct runoff for an event of any duration in
terms of total precipitation. In operational
forecasting, however, six-hourly increments of
runoff are usually required. The most common
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method of obtaining these increments is to de- In Figure e ld tthment 20

termino an initial AI for the event, using the fifth period of a continuous storm whieh has

initial API and the week number. At the end of already deposited 3.70 inches 6n the basin. Ob-

each six-hour period, the AI is used with the viously basin retention capacity is largely satis-

duration and total accumulated precipitation at fled, and the runoff from this inch of precipita- 
0%

that time to compute the total accumulated rm- tion will be greater than from the corresponding

off. Successive figures of accumulated runoff are inch in the previous ease. Since the relation has

then subtracted to obtain runoff increments, no way of distinguishing between two such

Although such use of a total storm relation is situations, it cannot in this form be used incre-

quite consistent with the concept and with the mentally.

fact that the relation is developed from total The second problem is one of development.

event data, a.question occurs when an extended Fitting the relation to a particular basin con-

storm period is interrupted by one or more sists of correlating the independent variables for

periods of little or no precipitation. Should one a number of events with the dependent variable,

continue the computation as described above or observed runoff, for each event, While the total

break it and start over with new aiitecedent runoff resulting. from a precipitation event can

conditions, considering the subsequent precipita- be easily determined from the observed hydro-

tinn periods as a separate event? The Atwo graph,it is virtually impossible to apportion this

methods will not give the same result, and there quantity among the individual periods of the

may be a significant difference. Making' the event. Consequently the development of an in-

choice always involves a high degree of sub- cremental relation would be expected to involve

jeetivity, 
correlation with a dependent variable that is not

In using the API type of relation as part of observable.

a continuous model, this deficiency becomes of The method which has been devised over-

paramount importance. It is virtually necessary comes both of these problems. It involves the

to have an incremental type of relation, that is, introduction of, a new input parameter, reten-

t' one in which the precipitation for each unit time tion index (RI). This is similar to the API but h

period (six hours in this study) is converted to has a much lower recession factor and is there- I

Srunoff on the basis of its own updated ante- fore a short-term moisture index reflecting the !:

cedent conditions. The procedure for each Bix- presence of water in interception and depression 
!'

hour period must be identical to that for every storage. In Figure 2 the RI (dotted line), based

other period and result directly in a six-hour

runoff increment. Although the need for such a 
.

technique has long been felt, there are two prob- - 3C-tAo

lems connected with it. 
4

The first problem is that the type of relation • " .

shown in Figure 1, regardless of the configura- . / '

tion of the curves, cannot he used incremental

as described above. The reason is evident from f" l$(41OUR"y 
, 

g',
MIMI 1 Vi

discussion of Figure'2, which shows two pre- 
2 ..,

cipitation regimes and the resultant API pat- 
' 

(days

terns. The direct runoff resulting from the one -y.

inch of precipitation falling in the first period of

the fifth day is computed. In both cases the 4-"

API, based on a daily recession factor of 0.9; Z- .

is equal'to 3.91 inches. Since all input parameters 2-

to the relation are identical in. both cases, the 
-"

relation must compute the same runoff in both 
j.:.:

cases. In Figure 2a the precipitation in question 6 2 . 4

oceurs after a continuous dry spell of 54 hours. 
TIE-(,•°.)

Consequently before runoff starts, interception Fig. 2. Variation of antecedent procipitetion in-

and depression storage lossea must be satisfied: - de.C and retention index.
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on a daily recession factor of 0.4, has a value at

the beginning of the fifth day of 0.30 in the

first example and 3.00 in the second. Conse-
quently the RI can reflect the difference between
these two situations, and if properly introduced
into the relation, should make it possible to

compute the correct runoff in both cases. Figure
3 shows how the RI is used. Since all events
have been reduced to unit duration, the dura-
tion quadrAnt of Figure 1 is no longer needed
and has been replaced by the RI quadrant. The
total storm relation (Figure 1) is presumably
capable of predicting the runoff from say six-
hour event or from the first six hours of a longer
event. In either case the duration quadrant
would modify the Al by +0:06. The season
quadrant of Figure 3 is identical to that of
Figure 1 except that all of the curves have
been shifted 0.06 to the left. The configuration
of the curves in the precipitation quadrant has
not been changed. Thus the relation will cor-
rectly predict the first runoff increment of the
event if the RI quadrant equates the FN to the
Al. If it is assumed that the RI at the beginning
of any event is zero or close to it, then the zero
RI curve must be a 45 degree line through" the
origin as shown. Since all RI values greater than
zero must act to produce an FI smaller than the
Al, all of the curves must lie above the zero
curve. Since small amounts of precipitation can
often satisfy retentive capacity and since further
rainfall has little additional effect, the- curves
would bo expected to exhibit decreased spacing
for higher RI values as shown. If the curves are
assumed to be straight lines, then the RI quad-
rant can be expressed by the formula'

which originates as infiltrated -water, is repre-
sented as a function of the direct runoff hydro-
graph. The close relationship between direct
unmoff. and infiltration suggests such a function.
If the ground-water flow hydrograph is con-
sidered to represent outflow from the ground-
water aquifer, then it is reasonable to think in
terms of an 'inflow to ground water' hydro-
graph, a composite of the inflow taking place

throughout the basin. At any time when inflow
is zero, the outflow follows a simple depiction
pattern; that is

, (Kg t(a (2)

where G0 and G, are the ground-water discharge
values at time zero and time t and Kg is the
ground-water recession factor. As the direct
runoff approaches zero, the total discharge Q
approaches the ground-water dischairge 0. If
it is asstimed.that inflow to ground water I is
a function of concurrent direct runoff discharge
and that the ground-water and surface water
diides coincide, then inflow must become zero
at this point and equation. 2 will apply. An
expedient first assumption is that the relation
between inflow to groufid-water and direct run-
off discharge may be represented by the simplest
possible function, a. linear one
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S= Z(Q- G) (3)
where Z is the ratio of the instantaneous value Coll

to t

F- = AI(RA)"r (1)
,1 HI

where RA is a basin' constant less than unity.
Since the season and precipitation quadrants

can he developed on the basis of storm total
parameters, all that is required to define the'in-
cremental relation is evaluation of the basin
constant RA. The technique by which this is
accomplished is described in the following see-

* ties.
All curve'families in the.rainfall-runoff rela-

tion can- be expressed diialytically. A group of
formulas to. accomplish thiis is presented in the

*appendix.
Gromidwater discharge hydrograph.- As

noted earlier, this component of channel flow,

0

I9

Fig. 3. Incremental rainfall-runoff relation.
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instantaneous value of direct runoff discharge.

Whether or not Z is constant cannot be de- 1 1 (7)

termined at this time, but the following deriva- . - Q in K I

tion does not depend on its being so. Later " Applying limits

functional relationship for Z will be determined

empirically. If the value of Z is known, how- -9b S--

ever, then the inflow to ground-water hydro- ' -- L Q= L Kj -- h--'n-g A

graph may be computed with equation 3. This 
(8)

hydrograph, if suitably routed (simulating the Q - (Kg}•-61 + Q.

movement, of water through porous media), will In Kg In Kg

yield the desired ground-water outflow hydro- By applying equation 4 at time a and sub-

graph. If it is assumed that Muskingum routing stituting in equation 8

[Linsley et al, 1940, 502-503] with zero, X

(reservoir routing) will accomplish this, then all Qb Q.

coefficients in the routing equation may be -- -j--In ± Ia Kg

evaluated if the ground-water recession factor or

is known.
Referring to Figure 4 which shows a typical QI - - hi K (--In Kg) (9)

storage depletion curve, the discharge at any

time t may be expressed as a, function of that at The Muskingum storage equation with zero X

a previous time a and the recession factor Kg equates storage with the product of outflow

Q,-- Qo(Kg)('-*)
and the storage constant K. Since the outflow

(4) in this case is Q,

During the differential period from time t

to time t + dt, the change in storage - d3 is

equal to Q,dt. From this and equation 4
S = K(Q,) (10)

-dSý Q(Kg"I O dft-

Considering the change in storage from time a

to time b

L - dS Q. (K[ ).dt

As the routing involves only increments of

storage, absolute storage vyolumes are not needed

and are in fact intdeterminate with this type

of analysis. All that is required is the value

of storage in reference to some arbitrary' but

constant level. Referring to equation 9, the

quantity (- S. - Q./ln Kg) is constant with

respect to time and, although indeterminate,

may be considered the datum value. T'he quan-

tity (A - S. - Q./ln Ku) then becomes the

difference between the storage at time b and

the datum value. This corresponds to the

quantity S in equation 10. 1Equation 9 then

becomes

":' I

, t

1,.'

F::l

. k.ll

'i!'

i!=
,!i
i
•,i'l

,•1'•i

. f

Q = (S)(-In Kg) (11)

Substituting in equation 10

8 = Kg)

Solving for. K

I
K 

-=- -
In Kg

(12)

Fig. 4. Ground-water depletion curve. "
.For the routing problem at band, Kg is the

ground-water recession factor for the basin.

• .,.. ; ., . . ...
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Having the storage constant K; the routing
coefficientý for a routing period of six hours
(one-fourth day) are computed as follows.

probably result from different ground-water
level configurations, provision is made f6r a
seasonal variation in Kg.

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the com-
plete model. All computations involved in the
model can be performed by electronic corn-

0( = 0, = 1)
(K+ 1)

= (8K - 1)
(8K + 1)

puter.
(14)

DEVELOPMENT OF THIS MODM

The routing equation then becomes

G2= (z)(0o)(Q. - Gg + Q1 - GJ

+ (0)(G,) (15)
This gives an ordinate on the ground-water
flow hydrograph 02 in- terms of the preceding
ordinate G. and the differential quantity (Q-t),
which is an ordinate on the direct runoff bydro-
graph. Thus equation 15 may be used to
generate the groind-water flow hydrograph if
the direct runoff hydrograph is known. The
equation may also be written

Development of the model incorporates
independent determination of its four basic re-
lations prior to their combination into the com-
posite model for final verification and adjust-
ment. In this project all computations involved
in the development procedure and the opera-
tion of the complete model were performed by
a small scale electronic computer.

Ground-water recession coefficient. The first
part of the model to be evaluated is a relation
for expressing the ground-water recession co-
efficient as a function of ground-water discharge
and week munber. The daily coefficient is de-
fined by

2 = (7z)(Q)(Qý + Q2) + (G,)(C0 - Z(1 + zCoo) 7I$1

'Equation 16 gives tho ground-water hydrog
ordinate in terms of the preceding ord
G*, and points Q, and Q, on the total
hydrograph. Thus the equation can be us(
separate a hydrograph into its two domepon
'While it is not used in this form in the ix
itself, it is used in the developmpnt of
the rainfall--runoff relation and the unit h3
graph.

The above hypothesis does not recogniz(
condition of depletion .of ground-water su
to a point below that corresponding -to
channel inflow, and is consequently applih
only to continuous streams. To use this
preach with intermittent or ephemeral stri
may well require some modification of the 1
theory.-

Relation for evaluating ground-water r,
sion coefficient. The nature of the coml
tion described above 'is such that the -
of the- coefficient Kfg is critical. Consequ(
no attempt is made to use a constant Vw
Kg is considered to be primarily a funetio

: ' discharge, having a value, of unity at zero
charge and decreasing for higher flows.. F
equal discharge values in different sac

'Kg -Q= Q, (17)
(16) where Q1 and Q, are the discharges at some
raph time on two successive days when there is no
imate direct runoff. To derive the relationship a
flow visual inspection of several years of mean daily
Ad to hydrograph is made to select periods meeting
ants. this oriteriob.
lodel Equation 17 is then solved for a very large
both number of pairs of discharge values. In practice,
ydro- for the sake of expedience the mean daily
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values of discharge are used. Results are vir-

tually identical to those which would be ob-

tained by using instantaneous values. The

computed values of Kg are then grouped by dis-

charge and median values of Kg. and Q1 com-

puted for each group. For low values of dis-

charge, where Kg approaches unity, group

medians give results superior to group averages.

A curvethrough the points so defined represents

the average relation between Kg and discharge.
The seasonal parameter is then introduced by

correlating the deviations of the individual

events from the curve with week number.- The

resultant curve of week number versus devia-

tion is applied as a. linear function of discharge

in such a way as to simulate a family of curves

converging at zero discharge.
Ground-water flow hydrograph. Analyzing

several years of mean daily streamflow data and

applying equation 16, the ground-water flow

hydrograph for the period can be generated,

based on any assumed value of or relatiom for

Z.In this application the routing period is one

day, and the values of Q used in the equation

are mean daily rather than instantaneous. The

procedure results directly in a mean daily

ground-water flow hydrograph which is virtually
identical to. that which would be obtained by

working with instantaneous values of discharge.

The adequacy of the trial value of Z cannot

be fully evaluated since the actual ground-water
flow hydrograph is not known. However, the

manner in which it ties in with the recession

of the total flow hydrograph following, a rise

is a good indication. If the value of Z is too

small,' the ground-water flow will consistently

run below the total after it is obvious that

direct runoff has, ceased. If Z is too large,

ground-water flow values exceeding total flow

will result. Although it was found necessary

in the study to make some minor revisions to

the Z relation based on the output of the com-
plete model, the above technique yielded results

that, although tentative, closely approximated

the final value.
As noted earlier, there is no theoretic reason

for Z to be constant. To obtain a proper ground-

water flow hydrograph, it was in: fact necessary

to adopt a variable ratio. In the one used, Z

is a finction of total discharge of' the form

where ZA and ZB are basin constants and Q

is the total discharge. A third constant ,ZC

is a limit which Z may not exceed. Some ex-

perimentation with other forms of relations
took place, but "that described gave the best

overall results.
Rainfall-runofj relation, The development of

the rainfall-runoff part of the model consists
of developing a conventional total storm rela-

tion and then converting it to the incremental
type by evaluating the coefficient RA in equa-

tion 1. To. accomplish this, several trial values

of RA are used. With each value all precipita-
tioh events are run through the relation, and

the total of all computed increments for each

event is compared to the observed total run-

off. The errors for individual events are as-

sembled into a summary containing average
error, bias, maximum error, or any other mean-

ingful parameter. The several values of RA

are then plotted against each of the parameters
and the best value of RA selected. It was found

that all error analysis parameters tended to

minimize at the same value of RA, lending
credence to the general approach.

Theory dictates only that the B!1 recession
factor be considerably less than that for the
API (usually 0.0). It seems logical to expect
that in practice the factor could be standardized,
at least geographically, as the API factor has
been. In this project, however, it was neces-
sary to optimize both the recession factor, and

the constant RA, which is unique for a basin.
Values of the daily recession factor used were
038 for the French Broad basin and 0.50 for
the Monocacy.

It was found that in one of the test basins,
the Monocacy River near Frederick, Maryland,
results could be .improved by considering RA

a function of week number rather than a con-
stant, To determine therelation for a seasonally
variable coefficient, a value of RA is determined
for each event such that the error for that
event will be zero. These are. then correlated
graphically with week number. The application
of the resulting curve in actual computation is
accomplished by table look-up. The determina-
tionof the optimum RA for an.individual event
involves an., iterative procedure that is' complex
but not foimidable, During the process a sen-
sitivity figure, the ratio of differential error to
differential RA, is computed for each event.

ii,

J ;

':ii
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Z-= ZA + ZB(Q)
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These are used as weights in the correlation

with week number.
As stated above, verification is based on the

comparison of observed direct runoff for an

event with the summation of the computed in-

crements for that event. Such a comparison

assumes that if the relation will consistently
compute increments adding to the correct total,

then the increments themselves must be correct.
This assumption is quite logical. Since the in-

cremental relation will compute the runoff from

the first increment of any event equal to that

resulting from application of the total storm

relation, then an acceptably correct total for

any two-period storm verifies the second in-

crement. Similarly if the incremental relation

correctly predicts the runoff, for the first two

periods, then the third period of any three-

period storm is verified if the correct total is

obtained. The reasoning may be extended in

this manner to events of any duration. This

logic assumes no bias in events of any particular

duration category. Correlation of forecast error
with duration is one of the tests which should

be made in developing any rainfall-runoff rela-

tion. This procedure was followed with the re-

lations for each of the test basins, and there

-was in factno bias.
An interesting phenomenon was. noted during

the development process. Because it is possible

for an increment of rainfall occurring late in

a storm to produce virtually 100% runoff, the

precipitation quadrant must be drawn in such

a way as to indicate 100% runoff at zero Ff.
Since 100% runoff or any condition closely

. approaching it is not usually possible on a

total storm basis, the season quadrant paired

with such a precipitation quadrant will not be

capable of producing an At closd to zero. The

result is that the precipitation quadrant has

an area'(low NI) not used by. the total storm

relation and hence not defined in its develop-•
.-ment. The area is used in the incremental rela.

tion, however. A revision of the curves in'this

area, actually the definition of them, must take

place during the* conversion of the reoation to

the incremental type. This revision is -easily

accomplished once the need for it is recognized
and understood. The important aspect: of this

is that the resulting relation' more nearly ap-
proaches the ideal condition of being difined

in all areas of all quadrants than a total storm

relation. For this reason such a relation is

expected to forecast properly a future event

having initial conditions not encountered in the

.development and test data.
In both basins for which incremental rela-

tiolis were developed, these computed total
storm direct runoff at least as well as the

total storm relations.
Unit hydrograph. The best fit unit hydro-

graph for a basin would be one derived from
all storms -in the period of record. Such an

analysis has never been practical because' of the
great' amount of labor involved. In this study,
comparable results were achieved by the use
of a two-step process. A unit hydrograph was
derived in the conventional manner, using 'sev-
eral selected events. This was considered a first
approximation. Once all model parts were 'de-
fined, the model itself was used as 'the tool
for adjusting the unit hydrograph. Using either

* the trial hydr'graph' referred to above or a
subsequent approximation, several years of
precipitation data were run through the com-
plete model, and the results compared with the

observed -streamflow data. Such a comparison
involves qualitative inspection of hundreds of

storm events, large and small, and indicates
unit bydrograph revisions reflecting a truly
comprehensive sampling of the data.
. Such a trial is fast and easy and can !be
repeated as many times as necessary to obtain
the best fit. The authors do not know of any
other technique for unit hydrograph develop-
ment which per•its as complete use of the
data.

Sequential development. It wit be noted
from the foregoing discussion that. the four
basic parts of the model can be developed in-
dividually for a basin in the order specified.
In the process the independent and dependent
variables involved 'with each part can be
identified and evaluated from hydrometeoro-
logic records. Furthermore the development of
each part is dependent upon values assigned
to parts previously developed but not upon
those to be developed. This permits a direct
and definite development procedure. While iter-
ative. or trial and error processes are used to
optihize some of the parts, there is no iteration
among' Parts.' This 'sequential development'
capability is one of the model's pronounced
advantages.
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One minor deviation from this concept is the
fact that the Z relation cannot be firmly de-
termined before the complete model has been
assembled. In the work so far, it has been
found- necessary to base some revisions to this
formula on the final model output. Although
this is coincident with the final revisions to the
unit hydrograph, it is fairly easy to associate
output errors with one part or the'other. Re-
finements to the Z relation made at this time
are small enough not to invalidate the rain-
fall-runoff relation already developed.

DIaCUSsON AND MRSULTS

The tests of the model involved two river
basins. One is the Monocacy River near Freder-
ick, Maryland.. This is an 817 square mile
basin located in the foothills of the Appalachians
and in the North Central portion of the state.
The elevation ranges from 230 to 10 feet
above sea level. The area is largely agricultural,
and land cover is principally pasturage and
deciduous trees. The mean annual precipitation
is 40 to 45 inches, and the mean annual runoff
14.5 inches.

The other basin is the French Broad River
at Rosman, North Carolina. The basin covers
68 square' miles and is located in the southwest
corner of the state, well up on the eastern slope
of the Blue Ridge Mountains. The elevation
ranges from 2200 to 0000 feet abov;e sea level.
Most of the area is unused and covered with
stands of deciduous trees. The soil zone is
shallow and highly permeable. The mean annual
precipitation is 70 to 80 inches, 'and the mean
annual runoff is 43.9 inches.

Instrumentation in the test basins is some-
what better than that usually encountered in

,operational forecasting. It is felt that for pur-
poses of research and model testing, atypical
instrumentation is desirable, although the re-
suits of the tests are to some extent superior
to those obtained operationally.

During the winter, snow is quite common in
the Monocacy basin and falls occasionally in the
French Broad basin. This project was not con-
cerned with the computation of anowmelt or
with metho'ds of treating the resultant water.
Whero snow existed, however, it -could not be
ignored,- and it was dealt with in a rational but-
very rudimentary manner. The procedure was
to adjust the. precipitation record on the basis

1rograph Synthesis -1015

of temperature. Each period of precipitation
was categorized as liquid or solid. If solid, it
was deleted from the record and added to
snow cover. This cover was melted on the basis
of temperature and the melt figures inserted
into the precipitation record. The result was a
record which carried solid precipitation at the
time it melted rather than at the time it fell.
This record was used as model input. The
Monoceacy record was treated in this manner,
but that of the French Broad basin was not.
The object was not to reproduce accurately all
winter rises but simply to keel) the moisture
accounting :computations from getting badly
out of phase.

As noted the model provides acceptable
output using only one input parameter, pre-
cipitation. This is important since other hydro-
meteorologic data, such as potential evapotran-
spiration, are usually not available from sites
representative of basins being forecast.

Any hydrologic model contains a great many
coefficients and parameters. The concept of the
model can be such that these are actual meas-
ures of physical quantities, or they may be
indices to those quantities. The API model is
of the latter type. The distinctioln involves a
rather important aspect. Any model, to serve a
useful purpose, must be fitted to a -basin by
determining the values of the various coeffi-
cients. There are two basic methods lor doing
this. One involves use of measured values of
the basin input-output quantities and a proce-
dure for adjusting coefficients to fit. The other
consists of a theoretic determination of the co-
efficients based on measurable physical charac-
teristics of the basin itself. With a highly ra-
tional model where the coefficients are of the
actual measure type, the fitting process usually
involves parts of both methods. The ,index.
type model, however, is restricted to the first
method. The* ability to acquire information
about the coefficients of a rational model with-
out using hydrometeorologio records is a great
advantage in some applications. If significant
changes in the physical characteristics of a
basin have been made recently or are being
anticipated, the manner in which these affect
the hydrologio characteristics can be quantita-
tively estimated. In .certain types of planning

..-activities, this capability is needed. The basin
changes being referred to are hydrologic (land

II
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use and urbanization) as opposed to hydraulic

(dams aid storage reservoirs).
In operational river forecasting, the ability

to alter a model theoreticailly to reflect'such
changes is seldom 'needed. In natural basins

of the size commonly forecast, these changes
usually come about so slowly that their effect
can be gleaned from hydrologic records. The

model's ability to make use of existing forecast

procedure is a. great advantage in adapting it

td areas of present forecast responsibility.
A necessary feature of any forecast model

is the ability to adjust model parameters at

any time to correspond to observed streaniflow.
In this model, because of the simplicity of its
concepts, this adjustment can be made quite

easily.
A number of observations made during the

study are of interest. The concept of ground-

water discharge as a function of direct runoff
apparently gives adequate results. Correct
evaluation of total discharge verifies -the ac-

curacy of the two components of which it con-
sists. In addition, however, the computed
ground-water flow. hydrograph itself agrees

nicely with a logical concept of how this com-
ponent should appear. Figure 6 shows a portion
of the French Broad instantaneous hydrograph

separated into the two components; Scales have

been left off since what is of interest is the
relative shape of the two curves during a typical
rise.

The foregoing discussion discloses a number
of features of the model which, in a forecasting
tool, are distinct advantages. One of the most
important qualities in. a forecast model, how-
ever, is the ability to reproduce accurately an
observed hydrograph. In this, the model com-
pares very favorably with all other known
methods of stimulating strecinflow. Figures 7-10
show one year of discharge record for each of
the test basins with both observed and simulated
discharge plotted. Here, as in the evaluation
data which follow, verification is based on mean
daily values of both observed discharge ind
model output.

Visual examination of plotted hydrographs is
a highly reliable method of evaluating the ac-
curacy of model output, although it is almost,
completely subjective. Consequently an attempt
was made to compute some meaningful statis-
tical summaries; Unfortunately, .there is no
single. statistical test or group of tests which is
truly comprehensive. Nor are there any stan-
dards with which statistical results might be
compared. The two tests described below are
thought'to be informative, but no rigid inter-
pretation of the results can be made.
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The first test involves computation of the
error in the computed mean daily discharge
figure for each .day in the period of study. The
summary of the errors is presented in Figure 11
in the f orm of a frequency distribution graph.
This is a plotting of error as abscissas against
the percent of events having less than that
error as ordinates.

The second test is designed to simulate aotual
forecast conditions; The change in discharge
from a given date to some date in the future is

compared with the change forecast by the
model. The difference is the error. It is expressed

both in ofa and in percent of the true discharge.
All discharge figures are mean daily. The error

is computed for periods of 24, 48, and 72 hours.
The following example illustrates the method:

-Date Observed discharge Model Output
10 .50 59
11 46 49

... 12 , 1 72 70
18 78 83'.

.14 67 05

To simu•aie forecasts made on the tenth for
24, 48i and 72.hour periods, the model forecasts
changes of -10 efs, +11 ofs, and +24 ofs. The
observed changes are -.4 cfS, +22 efs, and

+28 eA, resulting in errors of -0 ofs, -11 cfs,
and -4 efs. Expressing these errors as per-
centnge6 of the observed discharge at the end of
each forecast period results in -13%, -15%,
fand -5%. In actual forecasting as opposed to
continuous modeliing, the discharge at the begin-
ning :of the forecast period would be known and

* the mnodol output adjusted to agree with it. The
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forecasts therefore would be in error by pre-
cisely the amounts shown. Starting on the
eleventh, the errors are -5 efs, +2 efs, and
-5 ofs,. or -7%, +3%, and -7%.

Computations of the type described have been
made for every day in the period of record for
both basins. A stumnary of the results is pre-
sented in Tables 1 and 2. Figure 12 is a fre-
quency distribution plot similar to that of
Figure 11 but based on the errors in tle 24-hour
forecast. The graph is restricted to one forecast
period in the interest of clarity. Since basins of
the size used in the study reach their crests
about one day after the beginning of direct
run6ff, the moost important portion of the hydro-
graph is the first day following the forecast or
a revision to it. Consequently, the 24-hour fore-
cast figures are the most meaningful of the three
computed.

stances. The results presented above were ob-
tained by starting with the observed discharge
on the first (lay of the period of record and thdn
running for nine or eleven years with no tie-ins
and no input other than precipitation. Inter-
estingly, there was no tendency toward long
term divergence from the observed hydrograph.
That is, the eleventh year was no better, or
worse than the fifth or the first, and the quality
of each year was not significantly different from

what it would have been had there been a tie-in
at the beginning of that irear. Although it is the
nature of the computation to impose upper and
lower limits on the output, it was still somewhat
surprising to see it faithfully following not only
storm peaks but also the long term variation in
base flow after ten years of 'free wheeling.'

III

III

1l fý

II:

III

Twenty years of strearflow data were simu-
lated in the study, nine in one basin and eleven
in the other. At selected times, the model output

was adjusted to 'tie' it to observed streamflow.
This was done experimentally, and the effect of
such a 'tie-in' was found to extend for varying
periods into the future, depending on eireum-

SUMMARY

A hydrologic model' has been devised that
simulates basin response on a continuous basis.
The model consists of four basic parts: a ground-
water recession coefficient relatioi; a relation
for computing Z, which is a. coefficient in. a
formula expressing ground-water flow as a funo-

11

I
,/

4'

7'.

(1'

TABLE 1. French Broad River at Rosman, North Carolina. Statistical Summary of Errors in Forecast of
r/----.3

• ..-un ug.". .L,'U s argU kerrom. expl•,ssouln cia)

class Interval Standard Error Average Error Bias'

Range No. of Percent
(ofs) Events of Total 24-hr. 48-hr. 72-hr. 24-hr. 48-hr. 72-hr. 24-hr. 48-hr. 72-%'.

0-40 42 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0
41-80 444 11 6 12 14 3 5 0 .0 -1 -1
81-160 1313 33 18 25 29 8 12 14 -1 • -2 -3

101-320 1580 '39 34 47 51 16 24 27 --- 1 -1 -1
321-640 550 14 69 89 90. 42 57. 60 +3. +13 +13
above 640 106 2 ",221 207 235 ' 163 143 158 +30 0 +18

E rrors Expressed in Percent of Observed Discharge at iq4 9f Forecast Period

Glass Interval Standard Error Average Error Bias

Rfange No. of Percent
(efs) Events of Total 24-hr. 48-hr.' 72-hr; 24-hr. 48-hr. 72-hr. 24-hr. 48-hr. 72-br.

0-40 .42 1 3 :4 7 2 3 5 0 0 -1

41-80 444 11 10 -.' 7. 20 4 .; 8 10 0 . -2 -2

81-160 .1313 33 15 21 '25 7 10 11 --1 -2 -2

161-320 1560 39 14- 19 20 7 10 .11 ' 0 0 ,, . 0
321-640 550 14 15 -19. .20 9 13 14 0 +2 +2

above 640 106 2 22 09. 24 16 14 16 +5 +2 ±3

I!

i•'

.It

ii.

qL

k•
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TABLE 2. Monocacy River near nrederick, Maryland. Statistical Sumnmary of Errors in Forecast of

Change in Discharge (errors expressed in efe)

b
a
f,

1.

Class Interval Standard Error Average Error Bias

Range No. of Percent
(oef) Events of Total 24-hr. 48-hr. 72-Iun. 244-r. 48-hr. 72-hr. 24-hr. 48-hr. 72-hr.

0-100 113 3 24 46 34' 8 17 18 2" -1 0

101-200 766 23 59 87 163 25 so 58 1 -2 -12
201-400 812 25 126 220 208 01' 105 111 0 -6 +8
401-800 685 21 322 390 441 151 206 228 3 +12 +17
801-1600 510 16 420 711 944 242 390 491 -64 -30 -8

1601-3200 265 8 986 1392 1319 639 880 903 +73 +243 +2333
3201-0400 07 3 2321 2695 2761 1791 2010 .2102 +99 -35 -141

above 6400 30 1 2926 3199 .3674 2320 2524 2839 +25 -1177 -1486

Errors Expressed in Percent of Observed Discharge at End of Forecast Period

Class Interval Standard Error Average Error Bias

Range No. of Percent
(Cfs) Events of Total 24-hr. 48-hr. 72-hr. 24-hr. 48-hr. 72-hr. 24-hr. 48-hu.. 72-hr.

0-100 113 3 .26 50 88 10 19 21 +3' 0 0
101-200 766 23 87 53 .96 16 25 37 0 -1 -8
201-400 812 25 44 76 72 21 36 39 0 " -2 -+-2
401-800 685 21 55 66 74 26 35 39 0 +2 +3
801-1600 510 16 35 59 78 21 83 42 -5 -3 -1

1601-3200 265 8 44 66 61 29 40 41 +1 +10 +10
3201-6400 97 3 57 65 67 42 47 50 +4 +2. 0

above 6400 36 1 32 34 38 26 28 30 -1 -13 -17

I

4

1:

'U[

I'

tion of direct runoff discharge; a rainfall-innoff
relation; and a unit bydrograph.

The coefficient Z' referred to above enables the
ground-water component of channel flow to be
computed as a function of the direct runoff
hydrograph, using a linear routing procedure
that simulates the natural lag characteristics of
ground-water movement. During periods of
pure ground water, the computation yields a
recession curve mathematically identical to the
ground-water recession.

The antecedent preeipitation index (API)
type rainfall-ruxioff.relation as used by the U. S.
Weather Bureau in operational river forecasting
has been modified to operate on an incremental
basis. A retention index RI has been adddd to
reflect the degree of satUration of interception
and depression storage. It decays rapidly in
comparison to the antecedent precipitation
index.

A unique method for unit hydrograph optimi-
zation was used in the Atudy; Usingthe model
itself as a tool, the computation of hundreds of

storms 6n a continuous bnasis provided the data
for evaluation of the trial unit hydrographs.

The model generates two flow components,
grolnd-water flow and direct runoff discharge,
and uses only precipitation as an input param-
eter. Standard types of forecast procedure are
used for a. portion of the analysis. Although the
modQl was devised for the purpose of compar-
ing this procedure with conceptual models, it
appears that it may be a practical forecasting
tool itself. Other applications are likely.

The model is completely digital and all com-
ýutations can be performed by machine.

APPENDIX,

* U. S. Weather Bureau river forecast centers
have for a number of years been using electronic
computing equipment for solving API type
jrainfall-runoff relations, and a number of digi-
tiziing approaches have been devised. The for-
mules presented below comprise the method
which was used in this study.

To formulate the season quadrant, the two

as'
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Continuous Hydrograph Synthesis

boundary curves are defined by polynomials 1
and 2, there being differing degree expressions
for the segments above and below unity API.

If the API is equal to or less than unity

SE = SO, cos (W7) + S02 cos (2WK)

+ SOa coa (3 WK) + SG, 0os (4WK)

+ SO. eos (5 WK) + S06 cos (BVWK)

AX = 1 - APIT SF = SH, sin (WK) + SH1 sin (2 1VrC)

AMX - SA, + SA,(AX) + 8A3 (AX)2

+ SI1 sin (BIVK) + SH. sin (4WK)

AMN = SB, ± SB2(AX) + SBa(AX)
2

+ SHT sin (6WK)
(Al)

I =Si + 9B + SF (A3)
If API is greater than unity

W'K is the week number divided by (52/2ir)
and is defined by equation 4 below.

AX = 6 - APT,

but is equated to zero if negative. WK = 0.0172[30.36(M - 1) + D] (A4) I ~
Ii

it
I.

*1

11

iII '

AMX = SC, + SC2(AX) + SC1(AX) 2

+ SC4(AX) 3 + SUG(AX)"

-1 and D are the month and day corresponding
to the event. The adjustment (52/27r) causes
the parameter 81 above to exhibit exactly pne

cycle as the week number varies from 1 to 52
and expresses the position of the particular
week curve between the two boundary curves.

**~II.

AMA" = SD , + SD2(AX) + SD,(AT)2

.+ SD 4(AX) 3 -+ SDs(AX) 4

(A2) Al is computed using equation 5 below

AMX add AMN are the maximtun and mini-
mum Al values that may result from a particu-
lar value of API.

A twelve ordinate harmonic equation 3 is then

used to express the actual AT as a function of
the computed boundary values and the date of
the event.

Al = AMN + Sl(AMX - AMN) (AS)

The season quadrant is therefore represented by
28 basin constants. They are: MAS -$ A,,
SB, - SB,, SC1 - SCS, SD, - SD,, S0 . SG,,
S1H, - 1H1, and SJ.
The RI quadrant, as noted in the text, is ex- MI1

IL
FRENCH BROAD RIVER-BASED ON WATER YEARS 1954-1964

A-----,A MONOCACY R)VRIR-ASEO ON WATER YEARS 1953-1961

ii

PERCEMI ERROR IN FORECAST Of 24 HOUR CHANGE IN DISCHARGE

Fig. 12. FFrequenoy distribution of errors in forecast of 24-hour change in discharge.
U
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pressed by equation 6

P1 - AI(RA).'

The incremental runoff RO is then given in
terms of the incremental precipitation P by

(A6) formula 8.

RO [PPP + PGPP']Idp - PG (Ag)involving one basin constant RA.
In the precipitation quadrant, two

mediate parameterg PF and PG are expi
(7). as funotions of the FI and five basin
stants PA, PB, PC, PD, and PE.

,ssed
eon-

REFERENCE

PF - PA + PB(FI)

Linsley, R. K., M. A. Kohler, and J. L. H. Paullhus,
Applied Hydrology, McGraw-Hill, New York,
1949a.

(Manuscript received October 23,196i;
revised May 19, 1969.)

(A7)
PG = PC + PD(F1)"B'
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f3ASIC RIVER-FOREICASTING PROCDTURES 25-101
ie:awith basin topography and meteorological factors. Areas where precipitation

ettrmely spotty (e.g., where showery-type precipitation predominates) require a

tr density than areas where the precipitation is of a more uniform nature. . 1
Ifpossible, rated gaging stations operated by the U.S. Geological Survey and others :JR

1%elected as the forecast points. Occasionally, it is necessary to issue forecasts

iAgage which is not rated. ''1
p d i r y e o o ,

.Reporting Network for River Forecasting
hei primary data required operationally are precipitation (rain or sno'w), snow on

&roundi (water equivalent, if possible), air temperature, and river stage or dis- 2

kge. The number of reporting stations depends upon hydrologic need and avail-

ity of observers and communications. Criteria for reporting are standardized

uiiUch as possible, but may vary somewhat from one area to another. Sample

Ictions to observers appear in Fig. 25-IV-1.
Te frequency of reports is a function of basin characteristics. In some areas once-

.lk reports of rainfall and river stages may be adequate. Forecasts for small basins
t~apdconcentration times may require reports at intervals of 6 hr, or even less,";,.ii

ig high-water situations.
t•I'would be desirable to have observers report daily, but economic considerations

[Ily dictate that the observer report only on certain predetermined criteria of :

vipitation amount or. river stage.
•.Erecent years, there has been a significant advance in the hydrologic applications 71]
rdar [4, 5]. Information obtained from the radar scope can be used to estimate

in rainfall with a measure of success. Radar indicates the existence of centers of

Vi4ntensity rainfall and aids in interpreting the time and areal distribution of rain- I

Jl`ver the basin. Such information is of particular value in dealing with floods over

5k: small watersheds and analyzing thunderstorm-type rainfall. A radar-beacon
,bipitation gage has been developed which makes it possible to obtain reports from

'-cessible areas where there is a lack of observers and communication facilities [6].

III. BASIC RIVER-FORECASTING PROCEDURES

•Vhere adequate data are available and forecasts of the complete bydrograph are

iiuiired, a reasonably standardized approach to river forecasting has been developed.

4inffall-runoff relations (Fig. 25-IV-2) are used to estimate the amount of water

I. Week of

/381 d

t m orm yea
precipitation, aStorm 24\ 4

'. 2 2 V

X1 \ \

Fia. 25-TV-2. Rainfall-runoff reLatioii.
T..

Page 2 of 9
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25-102 RIVER FORECASTING

expected to appear in the streams, while unit hydrographs (Fig. 25-IV.
flow-routing procedures (Fig. 25-IV-4), in one form or another, are ut
mine the time distribution of this water at a forecast point. Stage.
tions (Fig. 25-IV-5) are then utilized to convert these flows, to stag
forecast procedures required are discussed only briefly since they have
in detail in other sections of the handbook. (See See. 25-I1.)

20-Ii . -.. 0-V , I ,"
II, I ' ,

iU I- /! , I t 1U, 1,/•,06 TArea above t• 14---•. t
8 / \ sttion A , i2_

- Localarea I 6 - ' / I/ ,,

-3) and stre,,
ilized to det
-discharge r
es. The
been descri b0d

'I/

/
,7-

/:

-7#

/7 I -

Ill'~ J V1'1II'AIf

0 24 48 72 96
Time from beginning of runoff period,

46 8 10 12 14 16 18 22220
02, ,ooo cfs .

Fio. 25-IV-4. Musldngum routing diagrai
K = 18 hr; X - 0; routing period AtT

FIG. -25-IV-3. Twelve-hour unit hydro-
graphs.

12: hr

A. Rainfall-Runoff Relations (see Sec. 14)

The rainfall-runoff relation correlates storm rainfall, antecedent basin Conditi'nB
storm duration, and the resulting storm runoff (usually expressed as an average dept
in inches, over the basin). The basic technique in use by the U.S. Weather Bureaui

the coaxial graphical method [7-9] (sces e
45 - -Sec. 8-I). An example is shown in Fi

4 25-IV-2. Such a relation is develop'"40 - using data from one or more headwat$
35 -- areas in the basin for which forecasts •30Station required. Studies must be limited to ares0

-- for which the runoff can be evaluated (from
- the hydrograph) for each individual stor

-7 - -20- - event. In larger basins where more thag2C- / Station A one area can be analyzed (e.g., the draiagn
15 -_"areas above stations A and C in F-

c-_ -0 [ -4-- 25-IV-6), it is necessary to determine whiol/ i j -. relation is applicable to the downstream

0 5 0 0- 3 areas where detailed studies are usually
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 not practical. Storm runoff can be esf

Discharge, 1,000 cfs mated for the local inflow areas, such as
to B and B and C to D, and tested in th1i';. 25&IV-5. Stage-discharge relations, relation. Factors such as soil type, 1I
use, ground cover, etc., are also consideredi

In this rainfall-runoff relation the antecedent basin conditions are represented b
two variables. The first is an antecedent precipitation index (API), which is essential
the summation of the precipitation amounts occurring prior to the storm weighte.
according to time of occurrence. The API for today is equal to k times the API fQ6
yesterday plus the average basin precipitation observed for the intervening day. T
value of k used by most Weather Bureau River Forecast Centers is 0.90. An example
of the computations is shown in Table 25-IV-1. The second variable is week of th
year in which the storm occurs (e.g., the first week in January being 1, etc.). Week f

Page 3 of 9
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3BASIC RIVER-FORECASTING PROCEDURES 25-103

he year introduces the average interception and evapotranspiration characteristics of

$ch season, which, when combined with the antecedent precipitation index, provides

'ikndex of antecedent soil conditions.

Table 25-IV-1. Computation of Antecedent Precipitation Index

it
it

•onth April
year Date 10 11 12 13 14 15 1617 18192021

I Yesterday's API
X 0.9 1.931.741.971.771.591.432.011.811.632.564.90

P- 2 Average basin

i precipitation 0.45 0.80 1.202.90

jA 3 API [(1) + (2)] 1.932.191.97 1.77 1.59 2.232.011.812.83s.45

4 Yesterday's API
X 0.9 1.71 1,54 1.82 1.64 1.48 1.33 1.87 1.68 1.512.17 4.74

*2 5 Average basin
.4 precipitation 0.48 0.75 0.903.10

6 API = [(4) + (5)1 1.712.021.8211,64 1.48 2.08 1.871.68 2.415,27

4?.The value of storm duration used in the runoff relation is not critical and can be
equately derived from 6-hourly precipitation records. One method defines the

iration as the sum of those 6-hourly periods with morethan 0.2 in. of rain plus one-

.f the periods with less than 0.2 in. (e.g., four periods each with more than 0.2 in. and

Iwo periods with less than 0.2 in. would be considered a storm duration of 4 X 6 +

X 3, or 30 hr).
tine storm precipitation is the average over the basin. If a sufficient number of

pecipitation stations are available, an arithmetic mean is usually sufficient, although

ie Thiessen weighting method or isohyetal maps can belused [7, 81.

SThe storm runoff in most river-forecasting relations is direct runoff.. Direct runoff

4ssumed to be the water which reaches the stream by traveling over the soil surface

through the upper soil horizons and has a rapid tiine of concentration. It is com-

•'ed of surface runoff, channel precipitation, and interflow. The groundwater flow

.discharged to the stream over a much longer period of time. Any of several methods

fiydrograph analysis may be employed, but care must be taken to use the same

*hod operationally as was used in development.

$Unit Hydrograplis (see Sec. 14)

TPhe rainfall-runoff relation provides an estimate of the volume of water which will

off for a given storm situation. It is then necessary to determine the distribution

&,this water with respect to time at the forecast point. The unit hydrograph is a sim-

.:.and generally effective method for accomplishing this [10]. In order to deal effec-

yi .ly with uneven distribution of runoff in time, unit hydrograplis for short periods

.used, very often for 6- or 12-hr durations. The increment of runoff is estimated

or each time period, with the contributions from each interval superimposed upon the

previous contributions.

C Streamfiow Routing (see See. 25-I1)

Te next basic problem is to predict the movement and change in shape of a flood
as it moves downstream. Specifically, the river forecaster is interested in deter-

tp.

'7
I'd

It

4~,fl

It

I

~cp

I
'4'
~i4
ltdrid

RIlii

14

'di
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25-104 RIVER FORECASTING

mining the shape of the flodd wave from station A as it arrives at station B after beinid

modified by lag and storage in the reach from A to B (Fig] 25-IY-6). Numeroiil

routing methods are available, ranging from very complex storage functions to simpi4!

lagging procedures (See. 25-IT). The Muskingum type of routing was selected for e:

forecast example [11]. In preparing a forecast for station B it is also necessary'tr

determine the contribution of flow from the local drainage area between A and i

EI

Fia. 25-.IV-6. River-basin map.&

The procedure for handling the local drainage area is similar to that for a headwate

area, ise., estimate the runoff from the local area and distribute by means of a uirn

hydrograph.

IV. RINER-FQRECASTING EXAMPLE

An example of a basic river forecast will be described in detail. A hypothetical rivet

basin (Fig. 25-IV-6) has been selected in order to illustrate some of the special fore'ý

casting problems (discussed under Subset,. V). The rainfall-runoff relation, ut

hydrographs, and routing method are the operational procedures for an actual river

basin. However, because of use of a~hypothetical basin, the forecast points will ~

designated as stations. A and B;
It is assumed that the storm began about 7:00 P.m. on April 17, and a forecast s

being made on the basis of rainfall reported up to 7:00 A.M. on April 19.

A. Comiputation of Runoff

The computation of storm runoff is shown in Table 25-IV-2. The antecede n

precipitation index (API) selected is the value prior to the storm. The wek ofth

year is determined by the date of the beginning of the storm, April 17, whicfalm

the sixteenth calendar week. The average rainfall amounts above station A a

between stations A and B for 12-hr increments are entered on lines 3 and 10 .

Dashed lines on the runoff relation (Fig. 25-I V-2) indicate the computation of ruimcfl

for station A for 7:00 A.M. on April 18. Enter the relation with API, move left to tlif

week of year, vertically to storm duration, left to storm precipitation, and down:

obtain storm runoff. Enter this value on line 6' This process is repeated at the ean

of each 12-hr period, using precipitation accumulated to that time. The 12-hr ince

ments of runoff (line 7) are determined by subtracting each total storm-runoff val'

from the previous one and are entered on lines 1 and 12 of the forecast eomputatiom

sheet (Table 25-IV-3).

page 5 of 9
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RIVER-FORECASTING EXAMPLE 25-105

Table 25-IV-2. Computation of Storm Runoff

(Using runoff relation in Fig. 25-IV-2)

17 18 19

Month April Year

7 A.M. 7 p.m. 7A.m. 7p.m. 7 A.M.. 7 p.m.

1 Antecedent precipitation index 1.81

4V 2 Week of year 16

• 12-hr precipitation increment, in. 1.20 0.80 2.10

4 4 Total storm precipitation, in. 1.20 2.00 4.10

Z 5 Duration of storm, hr' 12 24 36

6 Total storm runoff, in. 0.30 0.70 2.25

7 12-hr runoff increment, in. 0.30, 0.40 1.55

W 8 Antecedent precipitation index 1 .68

q 9 Week of year 16

"10 12-hr precipitation in.. reent, in. 0.90 1.05 2.05

11 Total storm precipitation, in. 0.90 1.95 4.00

• 12 Duration of storm, hr 12 24 36

13 Total storm runoff, in. 0.15 0.65 2.10

14 12-hr runoff increment, in. 0.15 0.50 1.45

I
4

*1
'1

N

U

R'i

:I
FIG. 25-IV-7. Forecast hydrogriphe.
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25-106 RIVER FORECASTING

Table 25-IV-3. Forecast Computation Sheet
(All discharge values in units of 1,000 ofs)

Month April 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Year l 7 7' 7":
Y ----------------- 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M.,

I Forecast 12-hr RO,

in. 0.30 0.40 1.55

2 Distribution of RO 0A.9 1.9 2.3 1.7 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.1

3 " 1.2 2.5 3.0 2.2 1.3 0.7 0.4 0.1 ,

1 4 " 4.6 9.811.8 8.7 5.1 2.8 1.4 0.5 0.2 ..•

6 Total 0.9 3.1 9.4 14.5 15.0 10.5 6.1 3.3 1.5 0.5 0.2

7 Base flow 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 7:

8 Arithmetic forecast 1.0 1.0 1.8 4.0 10.2 15.3 16.7 11.2 6.8 4.0 ' ,

9 Adjusted forecast (1) 1.0 1.0 1.5 4.0 9.514.7 15.5 10.9 6.8 4.0

1 01 + 12 2.2 2.02.5 15 5 5 30.2 20.417.710.8
11 A routed to B (0) 1.3 1.2 1.2 2.0 L4. 8.3 11.7 12.410.6 8.0

12 Forecast 12-hr RO, :'
in. 0.15 0.50 1.45

13 Distribution of RO1 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.1

14 .. .2.0 3.4 3.8 1.8 0.8 0.3 0.1

15 " 5.8 9.9 9.6 5.4 2.5 0.9 0.1
0--

17 Total 0.6 3.0 10.2 13.8 11.7 6.3 2.8 1.0 0.1

18 Base flow 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.0 0.6 010 0.6 0.6

19 Arithmetic forecast 2.1 2.0 2.5 5.7 15.2 22.7 24.0 19.3 14.0 9.6

20 Adjusted forecast 2.1 2.0 2.3 5.5 13.521.023.318.7 13.0 9.0
L ____________________________________-________

.8'

B. Forecast for Headwater Point (Station A)

The 12-hr runoff increments are converted to discharge, using the 12-hr unit hydra

graph for station A (Fig. 25-IV-3). Each 12-hr ordinate of the unit hydrograph i,
multiplied by the first runoff (RO) increment (0.30 in.) and entered in line 2 (Tabk
25-IV-3) with the first value in the same column as the runoff increment (this is tli'
ending time of the 12-hr period when the runoff occurred). This process is repeated o.i
lines 3 and 4 for the other increments of runoff, and the total for each time entered as
line 6. Base flow (line 7) includes all flow from events preceding the storm.

The arithmetic forecast, the sum of total runoff (line 6) and base flow (line 7), 1
entered on line 8 and plotted on the hydrograph (Fig. 25-IV-7). This arithmetic
forecast is the unadjusted result of the forecasting procedures, and the forecaster mu
then draw an adjusted forecast, reconciling the arithmetic forecast with availabic
observed data. The adjusted forecast is shown as a solid line when based on observe
data and as a dashed line in the forecast period. The adjusted values are entered-oi
line 9 for routing to station B.
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COMPLICATING FACTORS 25-107

e final step in preparing the forecast is the conversion of forecast discharge to

ge using the stage-discharge relation (Fig. 25-IV-5). The forecast for station A

iuld be stated as "crest of 13.5 ft at 2:00 A.M. on April 20" or as "crest of 13 to 14 ft

•ly on April 20." Quoting a specific figure, such as 13.5 ft, might give the impression

S;the recipient of .the forecast that it is likely to verify within tenths of a foot, which

ay not be the case.

[CForecast for Downstream Point (Station B)

.The adjusted flows for station A (line 9) are routed to station B, using the routing

d am (Fig. 25-IV-4). Successive pairs of inflows (line 9) are added to obtain the

1• +2 values (line 10). The computation of the routed value for 7:00 P.m. on the

•th (8.3) is indicated by dashed lines on the routing diagram.
,'The forecast of flow from the local area is made in the same way as for station A.

e arithmetic forecast is the sum of the routed value (line 11), the total runoff

Se 17), and the base flow (line 18). These values are plotted on the hydrograph

4id adjusted on the basis of observed data.
,..The forecast for station B might be given as "crest of 29.5 ft at 4:00 A.M. on April 20"

-• as "crest of 29-30 ft early on the morning of April 20." It is a good practice to

iiter these forecasts on a tabulation sheet (Table 25-IV-4) as soon as completed to
2.nimize the possibility of mistakes in transmitting the forecast to the user.

)if Remarks

9It should be clearly understood that the above example demonstrates only one of

•any ways for deriving forecasts for stations A and B. Different methods could be

ed for estimating runoff, distributing runoff, and routing streamflow. The fore-

ster might also prefer to perforip all or part of these computations on the hydro-

raph. A variety of forecasting tebhniques are required to handle most effectively the

lifferent river conditions encountered in the United States.

V. COMPLICATING FACTORS

The example given describes the basic techniques needed to handle most river-fore-
iasting situations. Operationally there are often some complicating factors; a few

of the most common ones will be discussed briefly.

Areas Where Unit Hydrographs Are Inadequate

! The unit-hydrograph theory assumes uniform areal distribution of runoff. This is

-arely the case, but in a fan-shaped basin, as above station A (Fig. 25-IV-6), it is

usually not critical. In long, narrow basins as that above station C, the distribution
6f runoff may be very important. One solution is the development of special.unit

1ydrographs based on various areal concentrations such as upstream, uniform, and
downstream. Another solution is the division of the area into two zones, as indicated
.by a dotted line in Fig. 25-IV-6, and developing synthetic unit hydrographs for each
'If the subareas. The unit hydrograph for the upstream area can be prerouted to the

forecast point C [7]. This approach provides flexibility in the handling of nonuniform
areal distributions, but does appreciably increase the time required to prepare the

forecast. It is also possible to divide the basin into zones based on estimated travel

miies and develop a channel inflow which can be routed to the forecast point [8].

In some basins it has been necessary to use a different unit hydrograph, usually

cresting earlier and higher, for extreme floods from that for moderate floods [8, 12].

Another solution is to derive a unit hydrograph from moderate floods aud develop a

eorrection graph relating the computed peak discharge, using this unit hydrograph

against observed peak flow for a number of storms of record [8]. The volume of the

;hydrograph should be maintained in adjusting the peak flow.

I.'.
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ABSTRACT

PEAKFLOW PREDICTION USING AN ANTECEDENT PRECIPITATION INDEX
IN SMALL FORESTED WATERSHEDS OF THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

COAST RANGE

Gregg Bousfield

The vast majority of small watersheds in Northwest California lack stream gage

information. Understanding the high flow behavior of these watersheds is crucial for

guiding resource managers in project planning. The purpose of this thesis was to develop

a predictive relationship between precipitation and peakflow of streams draining small

forested watersheds of the Northern California Coast Range. An antecedent precipitation

index approach was developed for this purpose.

The five selected watersheds are covered by coastal coniferous forests with

drainage areas ranging from 0.4 to 34 km2. Streamflow and precipitation data from the

South Fork of Caspar Creek was used to create the calibration model. Data from the

North Fork of Caspar Creek, Hennington Creek, Little Lost Man Creek, and Freshwater

Creek were used for independent model testing.

The calibration linear regression model, predicting peakflow as a function of peak

antecedent precipitation index, resulted in a r2 of 0.83 and a residual standard error of

1.20 L s-1 ha-1. When peakflow was predicted, using precipitation data from test

watersheds, the results were fair to poor with average absolute prediction errors ranging

from 28.6 to 66.3 percent. When the ten largest peakflows were predicted separately, the

average absolute prediction errors were significantly lower at 10.2 to 44.9 percent. The
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model was positively biased at all test watersheds except Freshwater Creek' The root

mean square error was within 15 percent of the calibration residual standard error at all

test watersheds except Little Lost Man Creek.

The variability in prediction accuracy could be explained by changing unit-

discharge relationships, heterogeneous lithologies, different cumulative land management

effects, and spatial variation in precipitation intensity. Prediction errors were the greatest

for the smallest peakflows, which may be due to greater variation in interception rates

during small rainfall events. The antecedent precipitation index approach outlined in this

study is best suited for predicting larger rather than smaller peakflow events that may be

influenced more by factors other than short-term rainfall history.
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INTRODUCTION

The prediction of streamflow in response to precipitation is a recurring theme in

watershed management. Methodologies used to create rainfall-runoff models differ in

both complexity and data requirements. Modeling. strategies range from physically based

to empirical. Physically based models use theoretical equations to simulate all runoff

generation processes. Empirical models rely on statistical relationships between

precipitation inputs and streamflow outputs. Most rainfall-runoff models are not purely

physically based or empirical but lie somewhere in-between (Brooks et al. 1997).

Coefficients are required to adjust equations found in physical models due to the

stochastic nature of hydrologic processes (Haan 2002). The majority of coefficients are

derived using statistical techniques from experimental lab data. For example, infiltration

rate coefficients are developed for different soil types by measuring dye wetting front

movement rates on soil blocks in a lab. Even cultivated soils will show extreme

variability in infiltration rates across the wetting front (Beven 2001). For these reasons,

physically based models often have high costs and computational demands.

Empirical or black-box models rely on statistical relationships with little regard to

the inherent physical processes. Black-box models require recalibration when applied to

different climatic and geologic environments since they are strongly influenced by data.

Black-box models are good for re-sizing stream crossing culverts on vast parcels of

Federal lands where little data exists and economic incentives are low (Piehl et al. 1988,

Cafferata et al. 2004). Simplicity and low cost are the strengths of black-box models.
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Rainfall-runoff modeling remains an important tool in watershed management,

although there continues to be a lack of simple modeling approaches to estimate

peakflows in small forested catchments. Peakflow prediction in these watersheds is

crucial for designing bridges, culverts, or channel habitat restoration structures.

Unfortunately, natural resource practitioners may only have precipitation data available.

Using an antecedent precipitation index (API) as the key variable for streamflow

prediction has shown promise in environments with low data availability (Fedora 1987,

Beschta 1990).

API was originally conceived to represent current soil moisture conditions in

models predicting storm volume (Betson et al 1969, Kohler and Linsley 195 1, Lee and

Bray 1969, Sittner et al 1969). The universal form of an API equation is as follows:

APIt = APIt- I C + Pat (1)

where APIt is API at time t, PAI is. the precipitation occurring between times t- 1 and t, and

C is the recession coefficient. The theory of API is that earlier precipitation should have

less influence on present streamflow response than recent precipitation. The recession

coefficient represents the "memory" of a particular watershed by decaying the effect of

accumulated rainfall at each time step.

A long-term API reflects seasonal moisture conditions while a short-term API

reflects the most recent rainfall intensity governing peakflow response. The

determination of the recession coefficient dictates whether a particular API decays

rapidly or slowly. Besides a priori estimates, recession coefficients have been

determined through optimization techniques (Moreda et al. 2006, Reid and Lewis 2007)
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and physical parameters (Beschta 1990, Fedora 1987, Smakhtin and Masse 2000, Ziemer

and Albright 1987).

Fedora (1987) developed an API methodology to predict storm hydrographs in

small forested catchments of the Oregon Coast'Range. His API was assumed to decay at

the average rate of storm hydrograph recession. The relatively small watersheds used in

the study had steep recession limbs resulting in a short-term API. Fedora's method

resulted in average absolute peakflow and storm volume errors of 14.8 and 14.2 percent,

respectively.

Beschta (1990) tested Fedora's methodology in tropical environments using data

from a small catchment and a large river basin. Peakflow simulation of the four largest

storms from the small catchment resulted in an average absolute error of 14 percent

compared to 15.4 percent using a physically based model (Shade 1984). Peak stage of

the three largest flood events was predicted with an average absolute error of 14.8

percent. Fedora's method may be widely applicable when the model has been locally re-

calibrated. However, Beschta's study is the only published independent test of the

methodology.

An API model was recently developed to detect changes in peakflows following

experimental clearcut harvesting in the North Fork of Caspar Creek (Reid and Lewis

2007). Three different API components were used in a non-linear model (r2 = 0.84)

predicting daily peakflow. The components were assumed to represent quick, subsurface,

and groundwater flow. Each component had different recession coefficients derived

through optimization with quickflow having the fastest decay and groundwater flow the
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4

slowest. When compared with Fedora (1987) and Beschta (1990), the API approach

developed by Reid and Lewis (2007) was relatively complex.

The purpose of this study was to develop a simple API approach for modeling

peakflow in small forested watersheds located on the Humboldt and Mendocino County

Coasts of California. The recession coefficient used in this study was derived following

the methodology developed by Fedora (1987). The API model created in this study was

solely for peakflow prediction, unlike Fedora's (1987) method of simulating continuous

hydrographs for both peakflow and stormflow volume prediction. The research questions

were as follows:

1. Can streamflow and precipitation data from the South Fork of Caspar Creek

consistently and accurately predict peakflow as a linear function of peak

API?

2. Will an antecedent flow rate threshold improve model precision and

accuracy?

3. Can the model consistently and accurately predict peakflow elsewhere in the

Northern California Coast Range?

4. Does the model predict larger peakflows more accurately than smaller

peakflows?
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Sources

The following criteria were used to select watersheds for API model

development: forested watershed within 25 km of the Pacific Ocean, rain-dominated,

drainage area less than 50 km2, rain gage located within 5 km of the watershed centroid,

gaging stations maintained and calibrated on a regular basis, streamflow and precipitation

data resolution of one hour or finer, and five or more years of concurrent streamflow and

precipitation data.

The distance from the Pacific Ocean was important to keep the analysis focused

on coastal watersheds. Rain-dominated watersheds were sought to minimize the

influence of snowmelt on streamflow generation. Small watersheds were necessary to

study systems with less groundwater and channel routing influences (Gomi et al. 2002).

Precipitation gages near the watershed centroid should better estimate average rainfall for

the entire watershed. Poor stage-discharge relationships can have an error of 20 percent

or more, which makes accurate gages a necessity (Rantz 1982). One hour or finer

precipitation data is required since runoff in small watersheds responds rapidly to rainfall

inputs (Beven 2001).

Gaging stations on the North and South Forks of Caspar Creek, Little Lost Man

Creek, and Freshwater Creek met the criteria. There are other gaged watersheds in the

region, but they lack a nearby rain gage or the data are only available at a daily time step.

The South Fork of Caspar Creek was chosen as the calibrati6n watershed due to its
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moderate size and accurate data set. There was also a lack of forest harvesting at the

South Fork of Caspar Creek during the period of concurrent streamflow and precipitation

data. Table 1 compares basic gaging station characteristics.

All watersheds are dominated by mixed redwood (Sequoia sempervirens) and

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) forest. Soils are derived from the Franciscan

geologic formation. The Franciscan formation contains a variety of lithologies, creating

heterogeneous soils across the landscape (Woiska 1981). The Freshwater Creek

watershed also contains the Yager and Wildcat formations, which are more consolidated

than the Franciscan (Glass 2003). Figure 1 shows the relative location of the selected

watersheds. Individual watershed maps are located in Appendix A through C.

Data Quality

The stream gaging stations have similar equipment, but different control

structures. Unlike the other selected watersheds, Caspar Creek Experimental Watershed

uses flumes and weirs for artificial control. Artificial control structures have empirically

derived stage-discharge relationships that are relatively accurate (5 to 10 percent) and

stable. The Freshwater Creek and Little Lost Man Creek gage sites are natural channels

that aggrade and degrade though time.

Gage sites without artificial control require routine stage-discharge re-calibration.

Randy Klein, the primary hydrologist at Redwood National Park, does not have

confidence in peakflows above 3.0 L s1 ha1 at the Little Lost Man Creek gage site after

the 1997 water year due to a lack of rating curve measurements and changes in control
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Table 1 Gaging station characteristics.

Calibration
Watershed

Test Watersheds

South Fork
of Caspar

Creek
Hennington

North Fork
of Caspar

Creek

Freshwater
Creek

Little Lost
Man Creek

Distance
from Pacific
Ocean, km

Elevation
Range, m

Drainage
Area, km2

Rain Gage to
Watershed
Centroid,

km

Years of
Concurrent
Streamflow

and
Precipitation

6 7 6 15 5

50-330 130-320 85-320 25-850 60-650

4.2 0.4 4.7 34 9.1

2 0.8* / 2** 1.5* / 1.5** 5 3

18 18 18 6 5

* North Fork Caspar Creek (N408) tipping bucket rain gage.
** North Fork Caspar Creek (N620) tipping bucket rain gage.
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Figure 1 Watershed location map. The Hennington gage is a sub-watershed within
the North Fork of Caspar Creek.
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section geometry (Klein 2007, personal communication). Therefore, streamflow and

precipitation data recorded at the Little Lost Man Creek gage site after 1997 was not used

in this study.

Pressure transducers and tipping bucket rain gages have inherent error tolerances.

All of the selected watersheds use similar pressure transducers to measure stage with an

accuracy of 0.003 meters. Campbell Scientific tipping bucket gages are used at Little

Lost Man Creek, Freshwater Creek, and the South Fork of Caspar Creek. The North Fork

of Caspar Creek uses a Sierra Misco tipping bucket gage. Rain gage errors are five

percent for intensities less than 8.0 cm hr 1 (Lewis 2007, personal communication).

API Model Development

The following steps were taken to develop the API model: frequency analysis,

hydrograph recession analysis, API calculation, storm event analysis, and least squares

regression modeling. Frequency analysis was undertaken to select events with peakflows

whose return periods exceed one-year. The analysis used the annual maximum

peakflows recorded at the South Fork of Caspar Creek from 1964 to 2004. The one-year

peakflow (Qi) was determined using the Log Pearson III method (Haan 2002). Selective

harvesting that occurred during this period did not have a significant effect on annual

maximum peakflows (Ziemer 1998).

Corresponding discharge hydrographs and rainfall hyetographs from the South

Fork of Caspar Creek (1987 to 2004) were analyzed for their possible use in recession

analysis. Recession analysis refers to the systematic observation of hydrograph recession
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limbs in order to determine the average rate of discharge decline (Sujona et al. 2004).

This analysis used recession limbs of peakflows exceeding Q, with data of fair or better

quality. Hydrographs were eliminated if additional impulses of rainfall greater than 0.1

cm hrl1 or secondary peakflows occurred during the recession limb. These measures

were taken to select recession limbs that best represent the recession characteristics of the

South Fork of Caspar Creek to discrete rainfall events.

Recession limbs were defined as starting at the peak discharge and ending where

Hewlett and Hibbert's (1967) 0.0055 L s- ha-1 baseflow separation line intersected the

falling limb. Figure 2 provides an example of the recession limb selection process.

Discharge from the selected recession limbs was plotted against discharge lagged by one

hour. Following the methodology of Fedora (1987), the slope of the linear regression line

was assigned to 'the recession coefficient in Equation 1.

Hourly time series' of API's were calculated using data from the S620 rain gage

in South Fork of Caspar Creek (Equation 1). Calculations ran throughout the water year,

since the rapidly decaying API of a prior event should have an insignificant influence

after one or two days. For example, after rainfall ceases a recession coefficient of 0.90

will decay API to less than 10 percent of its peak value after 22 hours.

Matching hourly time series' of streamflows and API's from the South Fork of

Caspar Creek, (1987 to 2004) were closely investigated. The following storm event

attributes were investigated for peakflows exceeding QI: peakflow discharge rate,

antecedent flow rate, peak API, data quality codes (Figure 3). Successive peakflows

occurring on the same hydrograph had to be greater than 24 hours apart and recede by
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Figure 2 An example of a recession limb from a storm hydrograph recorded at the South
Fork of Caspar Creek. Recession limbs began at the peakflow discharge and ended at
the point where Hewlett and Hibbert's (1967) baseflow separation line intersects the
hydrograph.
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Figure 3 Hourly time series of discharge and API were plotted together to select
corresponding peak API (APIp) values and peakflows exceeding Q1. The previous
peaks in the hydrograph were not recorded since they did not recede to less than half
of their peak discharge and occurred within 24 hours of the largest peakflow.
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50 percent of their peak discharge. Peakflows must rise to double the antecedent flow

rate when they occur during hydrograph recession. These restrictions ensure relatively

independent peak API values.

Data quality codes for both discharge and rainfall were investigated for each

event. Storm events were excluded from this study when the codes indicated poor

calibration, large gaps, or data reconstruction of either rainfall or discharge. Data quality

codes for discharge were available only for Caspar Creek and Freshwater Creek. Caspar

Creek was the only watershed with rain gage quality codes.

Fedora's (1987) API method revealed a different relationship for storm events

occurring after extended periods without rain. It was thought that these "dry" events had

a lower peakflow response due to a low water table and unsaturated soils. In this study,

these conditions were investigated by recording a given storm event's antecedent flow

rate. Scatterplots of peakflow as a function of peak API were studied to set an antecedent

flow rate threshold that separated "wet" versus "dry" events.

The goal of least squares regression was to create a simple model of peakflow as a

function of peak API. A data set must meet a set of assumptions in order to use least

squares regression analysis for statistical inference. Since a best fit relationship for

peakflow predictions was the main goal of this study, these assumptions were not strictly

necessary, but were explored nonetheless. Outliers were first inspected using residual

diagnostic techniques, since they can greatly influence the regression modeling results.

Outliers could express missing independent variables or multiple populations (Haan

2002). Tests of normality ensured that the residuals were normally distributed.
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Autocorrelation was tested using the Durbin-Watson statistic (Hintze 2004).

Independent Model Testing

API calculation and storm event analysis were repeated on the test watersheds.

The one-year peakflow, hydrograph recession coefficient, and antecedent flow rate

threshold were the same in the test and calibration watersheds. This was necessary to test

the method as if rain gages were the only source of data available at the test watersheds.

All restrictions applied to the calibration data set were also applied to data sets from the

test watersheds for consistent evaluation of model performance.

Bias, precision, and accuracy were used to measure model prediction

performance. Statistics used to calculate relative bias, precision, and accuracy were

average prediction error, standard deviation of the prediction error, and average absolute

prediction error, respectively (Walther and Moore 2005). The prediction error for each

observation was calculated using the following equation (Green and Stephenson 1986):

E = (Qp - Qo / Qo) * 100 (2)

where E is the prediction error, Qp is the predicted peakflow in L s-1 ha-1 and Qo is the

observed peakflow in L s] ha-1. The average and average absolute prediction error were

calculated using the following equations (Green and Stephenson 1986):

Em=(ZE )/n (3)

Ea=(Y[IEl)/n (4)

where Em is the average prediction error, Ea is the average absolute prediction error, and n

is the sample size.
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15

An absolute measure of model accuracy compared the residual standard error

(RSE) of the calibration model to the root mean square error (RMSE) of the predicted

regression line. The only difference between these two terms is that the sum of the

squared residuals is divided by n-2 in the RSE compared to n in the RMSE. The n-2 is

used for the calibration model to account for the information used up in estimating the

slope and intercept. Model fit was evaluated using the r2 from the regression of observed

versus predicted peakflows. Model fit was also evaluated by testing whether the slope

was significantly different from one and the intercept was significantly different from

zero (95 percent confidence).
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RESULTS

API Model Development

Forty-one annual maximum peakflows were recorded for South Fork Casper

Creek with a mean and standard deviation of 10.3 and 5.08 L s-1 ha', respectively. The

largest peakflow on record had a maximum discharge rate of 21.5 L s-' ha-'. All

peakflows exceeding Q (2.0 L s-I ha-') were investigated for their use in hydrograph

recession and storm event analysis.

Nineteen recession limbs over the 18 years of record (1987 to 2004) for South

Fork of Casper Creek met the stated requirements for hydrograph recession analysis. The

associated peakflows had a mean and standard deviation of 6.35 and 5.13 L s-1 ha],

respectively. Segments exceeding 7.5 L s- ha-' were removed from five recession limbs,

since they accounted for 2.5 percent of the discharge observations. This may be

explained by an unusually rapid recession following the largest peakflows. Peakflow

generation with a greater proportion of saturation overland flow may explain the rapid

recession. A regression of discharge lagged by one-hour for 758 discharge observations

from the 19 recession limbs is shown in Figure 4. The slope of the linear regression line

(0.91) was assigned as the API recession coefficient.

With the estimated recession coefficient of 0.91, API decayed by 90 percent in 26

hours. The time between peakflow events averaged 15 days, but varied from one to 135

days. Only one storm event occurred within 26 hours of a prior event. Peak API would

have been reduced by 14 percent if the API time series were reset to zero between these
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Figure 4 One-hour lag plot of hourly discharge from the South Fork of Caspar Creek.
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two events. All peak API's were assumed to be independent since preceding

observations had little to no influence on subsequent observations.

A data set of 71 storm events was initially analyzed. A scatterplot of peakflow as

a function of peak API had a r2 equal to 0.60 with a RSE of 2.13 L s1 ha1 (Figure 5). A

subset of peakflows, with antecedent flow rates below 0.1 L s-1 ha-1, was substantially

smaller for a given peak API. Therefore, an antecedent flow rate threshold was set to

remove these 12 "dry" events from the original data set. The remaining 59 events had an

average peakflow of 5.67 L s- ha1 and an average peak API of 3.14 cm (Table 2).

A visual inspection of peakflow as a function of peak API reveals a positive

relationship. Residual diagnostics indicated that the largest peakflow, which occurred on

March 24, 1999, was an outlier (Appendix D through H). Field notes on March 24, 1999

indicate that the V-notch weir was submerged by 0.5 feet (Lewis 2007, personal

communication). Average event rainfall agreed to within 10 percent, and one-hour

maximum rainfall agreed to within 15 percent at the three Caspar Creek tipping bucket

gages. Yet the peakflow recorded at the North Fork of Caspar Creek had a 35 percent

lower unit-area discharge rate than that of the South Fork. The March 24 1999 event was

removed due to this large deviation in peakflow coupled with the residual diagnostic

results.

All residual tests indicated the assumptions of normality were reasonable

(alpha = 0.05). The Modified Levene test showed that the residual variance was not

constant. Least squares regression analysis was continued regardless of this failure since

a best fit for peakflow prediction was the main goal of this study. The Durbin-Watson
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Figure 5 Scatterplot of the 71 selected events with the twelve "dry" events labeled.
Storm events were considered "dry" when their antecedent flow rate was below
0.1 L s-' ha-1. The largest event was recorded on March 24 1999.
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Table 2 Summary statistics after twelve "dry" storms out of 71 selected events were
removed. Storm events were considered "dry" when their antecedent flow rate was
below 0.1 L s- ha-.

Peakflow,

L s- ha-1
Antecedent Flow

Rate, L s-I ha-1
APIp, cm

Standard
n Mean Deviation

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Deviation

59 5.67 3.56 0.54 0.46 3.14 1.02
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21

test for autocorrelation confirmed that peak API values were independent of one another.

All tests of regression assumptions are summarized in Appendix I. Summary of the final

storm event statistics are listed in Table 3.

The regression model used to predict peakflow as a function of peak API is:

Qp= -3.52 + 2.90 * (APIp) (5)

where Qp is predicted peakflow in L s-1 ha-1 and APIp is peak API in cm. The r2 was

equal to 0.83 with a RSE of 1.20 L s- ha-1. The slope term was highly significant

(p < 0.0001). Figure 6 shows the least squares regression line along with the upper and

lower 95 percent Working-Hotelling simultaneous confidence bands (Hintze 2004).

These are the confidence bands for all possible values of peak API along the regression

line. Additional regression statistics are located in Appendix J. The resulting model may

only be applicable for peak API within a range of 1.71 to 5.25 cm. Peak API must be

greater than 1.21 cm since lower values will result in negative predicted peakflows.

Independent Model Testing

The results of the API Calculation and Storm Event Analysis on the test

watersheds are summarized in Table 4. The North Fork of Caspar Creek had the most

observations, while Freshwater Creek had the fewest. The North Fork of Caspar Creek

had the largest mean peakflow and peak API, while Freshwater Creek had the smallest.

Peakflow was initially predicted twice at the North Fork of Caspar Creek and

Hennington since two rain gages were available. The N408 tipping bucket rain gage was
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Table 3 Summary statistics after the March 24, 1999 outlier was removed.

Peakflow,
L s-' ha'

Antecedent Flow
Rate, L s1 ha-1

APIP, cm

StandardDeviation
StandardDeviation

Standard
Deviation

58 5.40 2.90 0.54 0.47 3.08 0.91
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Figure 6 Linear regression line fitted to the 58 selected events along with the upper and
lower 95 percent Working-Hotelling confidence bands (bold lines).
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Table 4 Summary statistics for selected storm events from the test watersheds.

Peakflow,

L s- ha1

Antecedent Flow
Rate,

L sl ha)

APIP,

cm

Test
Gaging
Station

StandardDeviation
Standard

Deviation
Standard
Deviation

Hennington

North Fork
of Caspar

Creek

Little Lost
Man Creek

Freshwater
Creek

39 5.09 2.72 1.22 1.01 3.24 0.98

49 5.70 2.98 0.79 0.55 3.49 0.97

35

32

4.82

4.77

4.95

3.20

0.74 0.59 3.46 1.44

0.69 0.33 2.47 0.89
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retained for analysis with Hennington since it produced the best results. Similarly, the

N620 tipping bucket rain gage was retained for analysis with the North Fork of Caspar

Creek.

Figures 7 through 10 show the prediction error (Equation 2) for each storm event

at the test watersheds. All test watersheds showed a decrease in prediction error with

increase in peakflow. Unlike the other test watersheds, the majority of the peakflows

were under predicted at Freshwater Creek. Little Lost Man Creek had the largest over

prediction with almost a third of the errors exceeding 100 percent. Eighty percent of the

prediction errors ranged from -50 to 50 percent at all test watersheds, except Little Lost

Man Creek.

Bias, precision, and accuracy are summarized in Table 5. The model was

positively biased at all test watersheds except Freshwater Creek. Little Lost Man Creek

had the lowest precision at 54.2 percent compared to Hennington at 31.5 percent. Little

Lost Man Creek had the lowest accuracy at 66.3 percent compared to Hennington at 28.6

percent.

Bias, precision, and accuracy for the ten largest peakflows are summarized in

Table 6. The model was positively biased for the ten largest peakflows at all test

watersheds except Freshwater Creek. Precision ranged from 12.7 percent at the North

Fork of Caspar Creek to 42.8 percent at Little Lost Man Creek. Accuracy ranged from

10.2 percent at the North Fork of Caspar Creek to 44.9 percent at Little Lost Man Creek.
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Figure 7 Model prediction errors at the Hennington test watershed show a decrease in
variability as peakflows increase in magnitude.
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Figure 8 Model prediction errors at the North Fork of Caspar Creek shows a decrease in
variability as peakflows increase in magnitude.
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Figure 9 Model prediction errors at Little Lost Man Creek show a decrease in variability
as peak flows increase in magnitude.
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Figure 10 Model prediction errors at Freshwater Creek show a decrease in variability as
peakflows increase in magnitude.
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Table 5 Bias, precision and accuracy of predicted peakflows at the test watersheds.

Bias Precision Accuracy

E

Station Standardn Avrage Deviation
Ea

(%)

Hennington

North Fork
of Caspar

Creek

Little Lost
Man Creek

Freshwater
Creek

39

49

35

32

20.7

24.5

62.4

-20.1

31.5

35.1

54.2

34.4

28.6

29.0

66.3

34.0
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Table 6 Bias, precision and accuracy for the ten largest peakflows at the test watersheds.

Bias Precision Accuracy

Observed Peakflow E

Standard Standard
Deviation Deviation

Ea

Station L s-' ha-' L s-' ha-' (%)

Hennington 10.2 1.38 4.79 20.2 15.3

North Fork
of Caspar 10.5 1.57 3.11 12.7 10.2

Creek

Little Lost 9.80 7.30 35.5 42.8 44.9
Man Creek

Freshwater 8.50 3.45 -24.6 15.8 24.6
Creek
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Figure 11 through 14 show regressions of observed versus predicted peakflow at

the test watersheds. These contrast with Figures 7 through 10 by showing absolute rather

than percentage error. Most peaks were over predicted at the test watersheds except

Freshwater Creek. Only the two largest peakflows were under predicted at Little Lost

Man Creek. An exponential relationship was observed in Figure 13. This suggests a

non-linear relationship between peakflow and peak API at Little Lost Man Creek.

Table 7 lists the least squares regression statistics of the observed versus predicted

from the test watersheds. The slope terms were not different from zero and the intercept

terms were not different from one (alpha = 0.05). The North Fork of Caspar Creek had

the strongest correlation (r2 = 0.82). Hennington and the North Fork of Caspar Creek had

the lowest RMSE at 1.27 and 1.26, respectively. Little Lost Man Creek had the lowest r2

and highest RMSE due to a non-linear relationship.
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Figure 11 Observed versus predicted peakflow of the 39 events selected from
Hennington. The one to one line of perfect agreement is displayed to compare with
the linear regression line.
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Figure 12 Observed versus predicted peakflow of the 49 events selected from the North
Fork Caspar Creek. The one to one line of perfect agreement is displayed to compare
with the linear regression line.
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Figure 13 Observed versus predicted peakflow of the 35 events selected from Little Lost
Man Creek. The one to one line of perfect agreement is displayed to compare with
the linear regression line.
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Figure 14 Observed versus predicted peakflow of the 32 events selected from Freshwater
Creek. The one to one line of perfect agreement is displayed to compare with the
linear regression line.
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Table 7 Least squares regression statistics of the observed versus predicted peakflow
from the test watersheds.

Station n Slope Intercept RMSE

Hennington

North Fork
of Caspar

Creek

Little Lost
Man Creek

Freshwater
Creek

39 0.85

49 0.95

0.13

-0.58

-1.92

0.73

0.78

0.82

0.76

0.80

1.27

1.26

2.38

1.42

35

32

1.04

1.11
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DISCUSSION

A positive correlation exists between peakflow and peak API at the calibration

watershed. The intercept is negative making the model only valid for peak API's above

1.21 cm. Variability in the relationship between peakflow and peak API was

characterized by several measures. The r2 value indicated that peak API explained 83

percent of the variability in peakflow. The residual standard error was 21 percent of the

average peakflow. Nineteen percent of the observations fell outside of the confidence

bands. Variability can be attributed to a simple linear regression model being used to

predict complex non-linear rainfall-runoff processes. These processes, which include

rainfall intensity, interception, evapotranspiration, soil hydraulic conductivity, pipeflow,

and local saturation overland flow, vary spatially and temporally over a watershed

throughout a storm event (Beven 2001).

The relationship between peakflow and peak API showed that "dry" events with

antecedent flow rates below 0.1 L s- ha- produced substantially smaller peakflows for a

given peak API. The calibration model had a 28 percent lower r2 and a 44 percent higher

RSE prior to the removal of the twelve "dry" events. The results are similar to those of

Fedora (1987) in that a recession coefficient based on hydrograph recession analysis

caused peak API to decay so quickly that long-term antecedent moisture conditions were

not properly addressed.

The muted streamflow response with low antecedent flow was most likely due to

soil moisture and shallow groundwater deficits occurring after prolonged periods of
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drought. Greater antecedent flow indicates higher soil moisture and an elevated water

table, creating a larger saturation overland flow response to rain. However, exploratory

multiple regression analysis revealed that antecedent flow rate was not a reliable variable

throughout the range of peakflows analyzed in this study.

Antecedent flow rate was not related to peakflow or peak API, but proved a

reliable threshold indicator of catchment wetness. Lynch and Corbett (1982) explored

the relationship between antecedent flow rate, antecedent soil moisture and hydrograph

parameters. Antecedent soil moisture was a steep function of antecedent flow rate that

flattened to a slope of zero above 0.05 L s-1 ha-, which is relatively close to the threshold

set in this study. The small watersheds in this study, like those studied by Lynch and

Corbett (1982), have relatively "flashy" and more ephemeral streamflow response than

larger watersheds due to less groundwater interaction in holding and releasing flows.

Both consistent under or over prediction at the test watersheds may be due to

variability in unit-area discharge relationships. Unit-area discharge had less variability in

watersheds larger than 10 km 2 in drainage area (Robinson et al. 1995). Ziemer and Rice

(1990) found that mean flow path had a significant positive association with lag-time and

an insignificant negative association with unit-area discharge of progressively larger sub-

watersheds within the North Fork of Caspar Creek. These results indicate that hillslope

processes strongly control streamflow response in the North Fork of Caspar Creek.

Unlike the other test watersheds, the API model was negatively biased for

Freshwater Creek. One would expect the API model to be biased to over predict, instead

of under predict at Freshwater Creek, since channel roughness and bank storage should
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increase lag-time and flatten peakflow response in larger watersheds (Gomi et al. 2002).

A combination of clearcut and selective harvesting from 1989 to 1999 removed roughly

82 percent of the timber volume above the stream gage (Glass 2003). Reid and Lewis

(2007) indicated a 29 percent increase in rainfall that reaches the forest floor after

clearcut timber harvesting. The under prediction of peakflows at Freshwater Creek is

most likely due to lower interception and evapotranspiration rates.

The consistent over prediction at the other three watersheds could be due to skid

trails in the South Fork of Caspar Creek. Soil compaction due to legacy skid trails could

cause overland flow, which artificially extends the natural drainage system. An overland

flow component may not have been captured in this API methodology. This

phenomenon is less prominent in the North Fork of Caspar Creek since cable yarding

produced less soil compaction when compared to selective tractor yarding (Ziemer 1998).

Fedora (1987) analyzed the largest annual events, which resulted in only six to 20

events from his study watersheds. Beschta's (1990) test of Fedora's methodology only

looked at four peakflows and three flood events. In contrast, my study looked at every

peakflow exceeding Q1, which resulted in 32 to 58 events from the selected watersheds.

Accuracy for peakflow prediction ranged from 10.4 to 30.4 percent in Fedora's (1987)

study and 14 to 14.8 percent in Beschta's (1990) study compared to 28.6 to 66.3 percent

in my study. Higher variability was expected in my study because the data set represents

peakflow response over a wider range of rainfall intensities, amounts, and antecedent soil

moisture conditions.
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The API model predicted peakflows at Hennington better than the other test

watersheds with 28.6 percent accuracy. The North Fork of Caspar Creek was equally

accurate at 29.0 percent. Predicted peakflow at Freshwater Creek was 32 percent more

accurate than at Little Lost Man Creek. As expected, the RMSE for prediction in the test

watersheds exceeded the calibration RSE. Prediction at the North Fork of Caspar Creek

(RMSE = 1.26 L s-1 ha-) and Hennington (RMSE = 1.27 L s-' ha-1) was only slightly less

accurate than in the calibration watershed, South Fork of Caspar Creek (RSE =

1.20 L s1 ha-). Little Lost Man Creeks RMSE was 98 percent greater than the

calibration RSE. Freshwater Creek had a RMSE 18 percent greater than the calibration

RSE, which was surprisingly better than Little Lost Man Creek.

The regression of observed versus predicted peakflow at Little Lost Man Creek

revealed a positive exponential transition from larger to smaller peaks. This suggests that

the linear relationship used in this study was not adequate for peakflow prediction at

Little Lost Man Creek. An exponential relationship between peakflow and peak API

should increase the predictive capability at Little Lost Man Creek. Although not

explored in this study, an exponential transformation of peak API may be useful to

increase prediction power in future applications of this methodology.

The South Fork of Caspar Creek may not truly represent the processes that control

streamflow generation at the test watersheds. Errors in peakflow prediction could be due

to localized geologic and pedologic variability. The South Fork of Caspar Creek may

have greater connectivity in soil macropores and pipes, creating a faster response and

generating larger peakflows. Even though the watersheds have relatively similar
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geology, heterogeneous lithology could restrict preferential flow paths. The geological

formations in the Oregon Coast Range watersheds used by Fedora (1987) may not have

as much variability in localized lithology as in the Northern California Coast Range.

Rainfall variability over a given watershed is very hard to quantify unless a dense

network of rain gages is present. Rain gages are sparse throughout the Northern

California Coast Range, although Caspar Creek Experimental Watershed is an exception.

Rainfall intensity can vary significantly within one km (Singh 1997). Individual storms

could have errors in rainfall measurements up to 75 percent due to the effects of wind and

location (Dingman 2002). Due to orographic influences on rainfall amounts and

intensities, rain gages misrepresent a watershed's actual mean rainfall. Erroneous rainfall

data may have been used to calculate peak API at the other test watersheds, since only

Caspar Creek had rain gage error codes.

The different gaging station control structures could have also influenced model

performance. Without artificial control, the location of a gaging station can greatly affect

the accuracy and consistency of streamflow measurements. None of the stream gages in

this study met all of the criteria for optimal stream gage location (Rantz 1982). It is very

hard to find a location in these small watersheds where the stream course is straight for

100 m upstream and downstream. Stage data quality was not available to remove

erroneous data at Little Lost Man Creek.

When the ten largest peakflows were analyzed separately, the API model had a

higher accuracy of 10.2 to 44.9 percent. The average accuracy of the predicted

peakflows at the test watersheds was increased by 40 percent. The test of the API
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methodology, like the findings of Fedora (1987) and Beschta (1990), revealed that the

largest peakflows on record had the lowest errors. These are promising results for flood

prediction since the largest peakflows in this study had return periods which ranged from

a 4-year to a 10-year event.

Better prediction of these large events was most likely due to a simplification of

physical processes once the soils are saturated and macropores reach their maximum flow

rate (Ziemer and Lisle 1998). This may also be explained by decreased variability of

interception rates as peakflows increased in magnitude (Link et al. 2004, Pypker et al.

2005, Reid and Lewis 2007). Smaller events could have greater variability in the

interactions between the processes that control streamflow generation. These interactions

were not addressed in this study.
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LIST OF VARIABLES AND ACRONYMS

API Antecedent precipitation index, cm

APIp = Peak API, cm

C = Recession coefficient, dimensionless

E = Prediction error for each observation, (%)

Ea = Average absolute prediction error, (%)

Em = Average prediction error, (%)

PAt = Precipitation occurring between times t- 1 and t, cm

RMSE = Root mean square error, L s-1 ha-1

RSE = Residual standard error, L s 'ha1

Q1 = Peakflow with a return period of one-year equal to 2.0 L s1 ha-1

Qo = Observed peakflow, L s-1 ha"1

Qp = Predicted peakflow, L s-1 ha'1
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Appendix A. South Fork of Caspar Creek, North Fork of Caspar Creek, and

Hennington watershed boundaries with gage sites and rain gage locations
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Appendix B. Little Lost Man Creek watershed boundary and gage site location.
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Appendix C. Freshwater Creek watershed boundary and gage site location.
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Appendix D. Outlier detection statistics from residual diagnostics before and after the
March 24, 1999 event was removed. The March 24, 1999 event failed all four tests.
The three remaining observations passed the DFFITS and Cook's D tests. Two out of
the three were considered high leverage outliers based on Rstudent and Hat Diagonal,
the other failed the Rstudent test. All statistics were calculated using NCSS (Hintze
2004).

Initial Outlier Detection Statistics

APIp Residual Rstudent* DFFITS**
Cook's Hat
D*** Diagonal****

4.13 -3.3886 -2.5746 -0.476 0.1016 0.0331

6.72 3.8943 3.5637 2.1085 1.7944 0.2593

Outlier Detection Statistics

after March 24, 1999 event removal

APIp Residual Rstudent DFFITS Cook's D Hat Diagonal

5.05 2.7111 2.3672 0.8255 0.3109 0.1084

3.63 2.684 2.2259 0.3476 0.0558 0.0238

4.13 -2.987 -2.5342 -0.5235 0.1231 0.0409

* An observation is considered an outlier if the absolute value of Rstudent (also known as

the studentized deleted residuals) is greater than two (Hintze 2004).
** An observation is considered influential concerning prediction if the absolute value of

DFFITS is greater than one. DFFITS measures the influence of a single observation on
its fitted value (Velleman and Welsch 1981).
*** Cook's D values greater than one indicate that the observations have a large
influence. It measures the influence of each observation on all fitted values
(Velleman and Welsch 1981).
**** Hat Diagonal measures the remoteness of the observations in the X-space. Hat
Diagonals greater than 2*degrees of freedom / n (2*2/59 = 0.068) are considered high-
leverage observations. Leverage refers to the amount of influence a given observation
has on the trend of the least squares regression estimate (Velleman and Welsch 1981).
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Appendix E. Rstudent as a function of peak API shows the March 24, 1999 event as an
outlier.
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Appendix F. Rstudent as a function of peak API with the March 24, 1999 event removed.
Two observations with an absolute value of Rstudent greater than two remain. These
observations were retained because they did not deviate significantly from the cloud.
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Appendix G. Rstudent as a function of Hat diagonal indicates that the March 24, 1999
event was a high leverage observation.
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Appendix H. Rstudent as a function of Hat diagonal with the March 24, 1999 event
removed. One of the observations remaining was considered an outlier, four were
considered high leverage, and one was considered a high leverage outlier. However,
they all passed the DFFITS and Cook's D test unlike the March 24, 1999 event.
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Appendix I. Tests of regression assumptions after the March 24, 1999 outlier was
removed. The Modified Levene Test indicates a lack of constant residual variance.
The other null hypotheses were not rejected at the 0.05 alpha level. The Durbin-
Watson test indicated a lack of positive and negative autocorrelation (alpha = 0.05).
All statistics were calculated using NCSS (Hintze 2004).

Do the residuals
follow a normal

distribution?

Test Value Probability
Level

Assumption
Reasonable
(6 = 0.05)

Shapiro Wilk

Anderson Darling

0.9736

0.6689

0.235103

0.080721

Yes

Yes

D'agnostino
Skewness

D'agnostino
Kurtosis

D'agnostino
Omnibus

-0.8441 0.398635

0.572

1.0397

0.5673

0.594621

Yes

Yes

Yes

Constant residual

variance?

Modified Levene 10.7631 0.001785 No

Durbin-Watson
test for lack of
autocorrelation

Positive 1.60 0.0626 Yes

Negative 1.60 0.9378 Yes
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Appendix J. API model coefficients and related statistics.

Parameter Intercept B(0) Slope B(1)

Coefficients -3.5222 2.8963

Lower 95%Lwr9%-4.6398 2.5482
Confidence Limit

Upper 95% -2.4046 3.2444
Confidence Limit

Standard Error 0.5579 0.1738

Standardized 0.0000 0.9123
Coefficient

T statistic -6.3134* 16.6668*

* Significant at 0.05 alpha (p < 0.0001)
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Rearch Needs and Applications to Reduce Erosion and Sedlmentation in Tropical Steplands (Pro-ei:tds.

oftheFiji SymposiurmJic 1990): IAHS-AISH PbL No.192 1990.

Peakflow estimation using an antecedent precipitation Index
(API) model in tropical environments

R.L. BESCHTA
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon
97330, USA

ABSTRACT An antecedent precipitation index
(API) model is presented which utilizes a
hydrograph recession coefficient in conjunction
with precipitation amounts and timing to
simulate streamflow during large storm events.
Application of the methodology is illustrated
for estimating peakflows on a 865 ha watershed
in Hawaii, USA, and simulating stream levels of
the Wainganga River in India.

INTRODUCTION

The prediction of peakflows associated with tropical
catchments represents an important problem in applied
hydrology. Historical rainfall and runoff data often
forms the basis for undertaking empirical frequency
analyses or to develop and calibrate hydrologic models
which may be used for flow simulations and predictions.
In most countries, precipitation data is generally more
commonly available (both the number of stations and
length of record) than is streamflow data. Thus, there
is a need for methodologies that utilize existing
precipitation-runoff information as a basis for
estimating peakflows and associated return periods.

A variety of hydrologic models exist for simulating
catchment hydrology and streamflow. These models range
from complex physically-based process models to simple
regression models that require little hydrologic
understanding of processes. Three general categories of
rainfall-runoff models are often identified (Wood &
O'Connell, 1985): (1) distributed physically-based models
which attempt to simulate the vast array of hydrologic
process and physical laws that govern runoff on natural
and disturbed watersheds (e.g., Beven, 1985), (2) lumped
parameter models which are quasi-physical in nature and
offer a simplified conceptual representation of the
various hydrologic processes (e.g., Blackie & Eeles,
1985), and (3) input-output or "black-box" models which
focus on relationships between rainfall and runoff
without necessarily identifying any of the internal
mechanisms whereby this transformation takes place.

A linear regression of total storm runoff as a
function of rainfall amount would represent a black-box
model in perhaps its simplest form. Incorporating
hydrologic concepts into an input-output model might
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allow one to characterize such a formulation as a "grey-
box" model. For example, a unit hydrograph approach
which postulates a linear relationship between effective
rainfall and storm runoff fits this category. A
rainfall-runoff model that utilizes antecedent
precipitation to adjust runoff responses could similarly
be categorized as a grey-box model. In comparison to
other modeling strategies for rainfall-runoff
simulations, input-output models are of simple
construction and tend to have minimal data and
computational requirements.

The purpose of this paper is to present an input-
output model for peakflow simulation that is based on
antecedent precipitation concepts. Application of the
methodology in the coastal mountains of the Pacific
Northwest, USA, indicated the methodology provided
reasonable estimates of peakflows (Fedora & Beschta, In
press). Similarly, Ziemer & Albright (1987) found that
an API approach was useful for evaluating pipe-flow
hydrology in steep mountainous terrain of the Pacific
Northwest, USA.

THE ANTECEDENT PRECIPITATION INDEX METHODOLOGY

High flows at the mouth of a catchment are primarily
dependent upon the occurrence of large amounts of
rainfall over a relatively short period of time. The API
model presented in this paper can be used to simulate
storm runoff and requires essentially three steps: (1)
recession analysis of storm hydrographs, (2) calculation
of API values, and (3) correlation of API values with
stream discharge.

Recession analysis

An underlying assumption of an API modeling approach is
that antecedent precipitation influences the runoff
efficiency from precipitation occurring at time t.
Precipitation that occurs several days prior to time t
has less effect on rainfall-runoff relationships than
precipitation that has occurred more recently. Thus, the
capability of antecedent precipitation to influence
rainfall-runoff relationships decreases or decays with
time.

For the API model presented herein, the temporal
decay of antecedent precipitation amounts is indexed by a
storm hydrograph recession coefficient C. The recession
coefficient integrates various effects of a catchment's
soils, geology, topography, vegetation, etc. In general,
catchments that are relatively small, and which have
steep topography and shallow soils, tend to have larger
recession coefficients than catchments which are large or
have gentle terrain and deep soils.
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Rainfall hyetographs and storm hydrographs are
required to undertake recession analysis. After peak
discharge occurs during a given storm, and flows continue
to recede, the recession coefficient is determined. This
coefficient is obtained by deriving the slope of the line
formed from plotting stream discharge at time t against
the discharge at time t-At (Figure 1). Information
regarding rainfall patterns is also needed because the
recession analysis is only undertaken for those periods
during which no rainfall was occurring. The recession
coefficient can also be approximated by the slope of the
recession hydrograph when plotted on semilogarithmic
paper (Linsley et al., 1982).

If the time interval for precipitation observations
and the time interval used to derive the recession
coefficient are not they same, the recession coefficient
needs to be adjusted to a time interval that is
consistent with that of the precipitation data. The
coefficient derived from recession analysis can be easily
adjusted to the time interval of precipitation
observations by the following relation:

C = c'(At/At') (1)

where C = recession coefficient for time interval At
(0<C<l), C' = recession coefficient derived from time
interval At' (O<C'<1), At = time interval of
precipitation observations (in hours), and At'= time
interval used to derive recession coefficient C' (in
hours).

Calculation of the antecedent precipitation index (API)

The API model is mathematically formulated as follows:

APIt = (APIT-At x C) + Pt (2)

where APIt = antecedent precipitation index at time t
(mm), At = time interval of precipitation observations
(h), C = storm hydrograph recession coefficient
(dimensionless), and Pt = precipitation that occurs from
t-Dt to t (mm). Although calculated values of APIt are
theoretically dependent upon all precipitation occurring
prior to'time t, precipitation that occurs during the
most recent time interval has a greater effect on APIt
than an equivalent amount of rainfall that fell during
any previous period. Precipitation during the time
interval immediately prior to time t contributes fully to
APIt, while the effect of previously fallen precipitation
(i.e., prior to t-At) is decayed through time. A simple
computer program can be used to calculate APIt values;
spreadsheet programs can also be used.

For a particular gaging station, several of the
largest runoff events of record are selected.
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FIG.l Comparison of flows at time t and t-2 hours for
an Oregon Coast Range stream, USA. The slope of
the regression line is 0.929 for data collected
at 2-hour intervals, hence C = 0.96 on an hourly
basis.

Corresponding precipitation data for the catchment are
also needed for each period of high flow and for several
days prior to each event. Hopefully, the precipitation
records will provide reasonably accurate indications of
catchment amounts and temporal distributions. Runoff
events used for analysis can be defined to begin and end
using the baseflow separation technique described by
Hewlett & Hibbert (1967). Precipitation amounts
associated with these runoff events are then used in
conjunction with Equation (2) to calculate APIt values
during the period of high flow.

Even though peakflow may be of primary interest,
simulations need to begin several days prior to the
occurrence of peak discharge. This is because the
effects of antecedent precipitation amounts upon APIt
decay through time and generally become insignificant
after a period of several days. For example, the effect
of precipitation which occurred 4 days prior to the time
t upon APIt will have decreased by 99%, assuming an
hourly recession coefficient of 0.95. In this manner,
the cumulative effectiveness of previous precipitation
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amounts for influencing APIt is decayed through time.
Determining the length of time prior to the occurrence of
peak discharge that APIt calculations should be
undertaken is somewhat arbitrary, but it should be
sufficiently long so that at least 90% of the relative
effectiveness of the earliest precipitation amount has
"decayed".

Correlation of API with stream discharge

Once API values have been calculated for each storm,
corresponding values of the antecedent precipitation
index APIt and stream discharge Qt are then correlated.
The coefficient of determination (i.e., rL) for this line
will provide an initial indication of the goodness-of-fit
between the two variables. It may be desirable to
transform either variable to obtain a straight-line
relationship. For example, in western Oregon, USA,
Fedora & Beschta (In press) found that the square root of
discharge provided a linear relationship with APIt
(Figure 2).

The slope S of the regression line in Figure 2
represents the rate of change in discharge with a unit
change in precipitation. The y-axis intercept I
represents the average base flow immediately before and
after high flow events.

For large catchments, precipitation that falls on a
distant portion of the catchment may require a
significant period of time for it to be routed to.the
catchment outlet, even during high flow conditions. The
API methodology, as currently formulated, does not
specifically adjust for time-of-travel. Thus, rising
limbs of storm hydrographs tend to be over-predicted by
the model and recession limbs under-predicted. Although
visually disconcerting, this effect may not greatly
influence peakflow estimates. A relatively simple
approach for overcoming this problem is to undertake
cross-correlation analyses of API and Qt values to
determine an appropriate timing offset for precipitation
amounts to account for time-of-travel effects.

Regionalization of coefficients

To use the API methodology for a specific catchment,
three coefficients (C, S, and I) need to be established.
Because storm hydrographs are generally less "flashy" as
catchment size increases, recession coefficients tend to
increase with catchment size. Thus, it may be possible
to develop a relation between C and catchment area (e.g.,
Fedora & Beschta, In press). Similarly, S and I may be
associated with watershed characteristics such as soil
depth, geologic rock type or depth of weathering, terrain
steepness, drainage density, etc. If regional estimates
of recession coefficients can be developed (or predicted
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FIG.2 Relationship of stream discharge and APIt during
high flow conditions for an Oregon Coast Range
stream, USA.

from regression analysis with other factors), the API
methodology could be used for predicting peakflows from
ungaged watersheds where precipitation records are
available. Furthermore, if regionalized
characterizations of large rainfall events (i.e., storm
amounts and temporal distributions) were developed from
historical precipitation records, peakflows could be
estimated using an API model for ungaged catchments.
Although initial results in western Oregon indicate that
the API coefficients can be regionalized (Fedora &
Beschta, In press), the API methodology has not been
widely applied or tested.

APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION

Peak flow estimation in tropical areas

A preliminary analysis of rainfall-runoff data was
undertaken for an 865 ha catchment in the Moanalua
Valley, on the Hawaiian island of Oahu, to evaluate the
potential applicability of the API procedure for tropical
catchments which experience high intensity rainfall
events. The four largest flow events within an eight-
year period of record were analyzed. APIt values were
calculated at five-minute intervals for each of three
precipitation gages on the catchment. Based on
hydrograph analysis, an hourly recession coefficient of
0.24 (i.e., C'= 0.888 for five-minute intervals) was used
for all APIt calculations. To account for time-of-
travel, the calculated values of APIt for each
precipitation gage were delayed in relation to distance
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from the streamgage (e.g., a 30-minute delay was used for
the farthestmost precipitation gage) and an aerially
weighted APIt was calculateo gt each time t. A
relationship between the Qt1*' and APIt was then
established by regression. The resulting C, S, and I
coefficients were then used as a basis to simulate
peakflow hydrographs.

The average absolute error of the four largest
storms was 14 percent (Table 1). In a more comprehensive
analysis of rainfall-runoff patterns on this catchment,
Shade (1984) obtained an average absolute error of 15.4%
for these same five events using the distributed routing
rainfall-runoff model of Dawdy, Schaake, and Alley (DSA).

Flood hazard forecasting in real time

The potential usefulness of API as a flood-stage
forecasting methodology is illustrated with stage data
for the Wainganga River in India. Data for three periods
of flooding (Chander et al., 1981) provide the basis for
this example. Recession curve analysis of stage
hydrographs indicated a hourly recession coefficient of
approximately 0.87. Regression analysis of stage versus
APIt was then undertaken to find the line of best fit.
The plotting of stage vs. APIt values indicated a
pronounced hysteresis effect whereby API greatly
overpredicted stage on the rising limb of the flood-stage
hydrograph and similarly underpredicted stage on the
recession limb of the flood-stage hydrograph. Cross-
correlation analysis between stage and API values
indicated that "delaying" the occurrence of precipitation
by 9 hours would tend to minimize this effect. Thus,
precipitation amounts were lagged by 9 hours and API
values calculated for the floods illustrated by Chander

TABLE 1 Observed and simulated peak discharges for the
four largest events, 1968-75, Moanalua Valley, Hawaii

Storm Date of Observed Simulated Errora
No. storm peak peak

(m3 s-1) (m3 s-1) M%

1 2/1/69 84.4 79.3 -6
2 7/25-26/70 77.6 70.8 -9
3 11/25-26/70 61.7 42.8 -31
4 4/5-6/71 51.5 56.6 10

a Error = ((Simulated - Observed) / Observed) x 100%
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et al. (1981). The following relationship betw en stage

(m) and AP~t was then obtained by regression (r = 0.83):

Staget = 2.04 + (0.219 x AP~t)

In this example, river stage is linearly related to APIt
so that each additional five millimeters of rainfall
causes, on average, a one-meter increase in the stage of
the Wainganga River.

Hydrographs of the observed and synthesized stages
for three storms are shown in Figure 3. Even though
precipitation was lagged 9 hours for these examples, the
predicted stage overpredicts the rising limb stages for
the 1st flood. This overprediction could be the result
of significant storm precipitation going into retention
storage. For the remaining floods, the API methodology
replicates the general shape and magnitude of the flood-
stage hydrographs reasonably well. Absolute errors in
peak discharges for the three floods illustrated in
Figure 3 averaged 0.4 meters. With each incremental
amount of precipitation, predicted flood-stage
hydrographs can be simulated up to 9 hours in advance.
Thus, API provides a relatively simple technique for
flood prediction that can be easily used in real time.

General comments

The API methodology implicitly assumes that abstractions
from rainfall amounts, such as increased soil moisture
storage, and evaporation or transpiration, are relatively
insignificant for large rainfall events. Perhaps the
inclusion of a long-term or seasonal antecedent factor
might be useful in areas where seasonal changes in soil
moisture levels have an important effect on storm
discharges.

The API model is based on the concept that the
relative efficiency of precipitation for generating storm
runoff depends on both the amount and the time
distribution of storm precipitation. Because the model
attempts to account for antecedent precipitation effects
on rainfall-runoff relationships, the method does not
require a priori assumptions about the temporal
distribution of storm precipitation. The utilization of
a storm hydrograph recession coefficient provides the
basis for "decaying" the hydrologic significance of
antecedent precipitation amounts through time. This
feature of the model provides a mechanism for linking the
model against a single, integrative catchment
characteristic that is easily and systematically derived.

The widely used SCS runoff curve model (e.g., US
Department of Agriculture, 1972) assumes a systematic
increase in runoff efficiency as a storm progresses. In
contrast, the basic premise of the API model and the
results of API simulations indicate that the relative
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efficiency of a catchment to produce streamflow from a
given unit of precipitation continuously varies. Hence,
the API method appears to have potential application for
geographical areas where the temporal distribution of
storm precipitation amounts is highly variable.

! ...i ... vY'•.... vy,, i.... ... i

12 (a) (b) (c)

10

SSimulated

E 6

a)

04

2-

S.......... . .... . . .....

0 50 100 0 50 0 50 100

Time (hours)

FIG.3 Comparison of observed and simulated flood-stage
hydrographs for the Wainganga River in India:
(a) 30 July to 6 August 1969, (b) 28 August 1972,
and (c) 28 August 1973.

Although the slope S and intercept I of the relation
between Qt and APIt may have a hydrologic interpretation,
little is known about how these parameters vary with
different catchments, or how they are affected by
topography or catchment characteristics.

Because of its relative simplicity and reasonably
accurate simulations, the API methodology may have
widespread application in tropical regions for simulating
storm discharges from large rainfall events. Once
calculated API values have been developed from existing
rainfall-runoff records, theoretically storms of any
temporal distribution can then be used to synthesize
storm discharge. However, additional simulations over a
wide range of hydrologic conditions in tropical
catchments are needed to further evaluate the potential'
applicability and accuracy of the API method.
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II.3-API-SLC SALT LAKE CITY (CBRFC) API-RUNOFF OPERATION

Introduction

This Chapter describes the Antecedent Precipitation Index (API) runoff
Operation (API-SLC) developed by the Colorado Basin River Forecast
Center (CBRFC) River Forecast Center.

API procedures were first defined in the 1940's by M. A. Kohler
(Reference 1). During this period of hydrology, scientists were
seeking techniques which would simplify the relationships of rainfall
and runoff. Various techniques which tried to conceptualize soil
characteristics, through the application of infiltration theory and
other models, were too complex especially when trying to apply them to
a very large basin. A more important consideration in forecasting is
the time required to produce the product. Without computers alternate
less time-consuming methods were needed (References 5 and 6).

Availability of input parameters was another consideration in model
selection. Generally storm characteristics can be determined from an
adequate network of precipitation stations but determining soil
moisture conditions throughout the basin is difficult. Variations in
soil and surface characteristics, vegetation differences and land use
add to the complexity. Many factors have been used to index the
moisture conditions such as:

o days since last rain
o discharge at the beginning of the storm
o antecedent precipitation

The first index is obviously insensitive because it only accounts for
the duration of the drought and does not take into effect recharge to
the basin. The second is seasonally sensitive and does not reflect
changes by previous rains. Antecedent precipitation generally
provides good results, provided it is properly derived and uses a
seasonal index or temperature.

The variable API, for which the procedure is named, is a rough
representation of the initial soil-moisture condition and can also be
easily determined. It tries, to utilize the accumulated precipitation
and, at the same time, take into account evaporation and infiltration.

By using API, week of the year and storm precipitation and duration as
parameters, Kohler and Linsley (Reference 2) developed a relationship
between storm runoff and precipitation by a graphical method of
coaxial relations. It is based on the premise that if any important
factor is omitted from a relation, then the scatter of points in a
plotting of observed values of the dependent variable versus those
computed by the relation will be at least partially explained. The
API procedure is really a set of three-variable relations arranged
with common axes to facilitate computation.

The Colorado Basin River Forecast Center (CBRFC) has adapted these
procedures and applied them to basins in Arizona. Modifications were

06/10/2003 II.3-API-SLC-l rfs:23apislc.wpd
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made to alter the lower limit of the API index, adjust the API
recession based on simulated percent areal snow cover and allow
duration to be affected by differing 6 hour significant precipitation
levels.

API Model (Reference 3)

The API model consists of 3 three-variable relations (Figure 1),
relating basin recharge as the dependent variable to the antecedent
precipitation (API), date (week number), the rainfall amount and the
rainfall duration as the independent variables. Basin recharge is
defined as the loss due to interception, infiltration and depression
storage or basically the dif-ference between precipitation and runoff.

Chart A in Figure 1 is the API versus basin recharge, with the points
labeled with the week numbers. A family of curves is fitted to the
points with one curve for each week. Chart B is the observed recharge
versus the computed recharge with the points labeled for rainfall
storm duration (hours). Again a family of curves is drawn defining
the effect of duration on recharge. Chart C is observed basin
recharge versus computed recharge with the points labeled with
rainfall amounts. Chart D displays the accuracy of the procedure of
the other three charts. It is a plot of observed recharge versus
computed recharge.

The calibration process is successive approximations of curve
selection to converge to the best graphical solution. The methods for
adjusting the relationships are made by alternating the entrance into
the procedure from Chart A through D and then D through A.

The API as used in the CBRFC model (Reference 4) is slightly modified
to facilitate its usage in computer applications (Figure 2). The
precipitation curves have been swapped with duration curves. The
duration quadrant has re-introduced the antecedent precipitation and
season indices as a parameter for effective duration. Also the output
has been changed to display runoff directly reducing the need to
subtract basin recharge from precipitation.

First Quadrant (Season) (Reference 4)

The first quadrant is a relation of API versus basin recharge. The
points are labeled with the week number and a family of curves drawn
to represent the date or seasonal effect on basin recharge. The
following equation defines these curves:

RIl = (A + B*Y) * (C)**API

B = (I-A)/2
G1 = (E2 - El)/2
G2 = (El - E2)/2

For weeks between WN and WX:
Y = 1 - (COS((W-WN) (Pi/(WX-WN))))**CP

06/10/2003 II.3-API-SLC-2 rfs:23apislc.wpd
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C = El + Gl*(((W-WN)/(WX-WN))/2)

For weeks between WX and 52:
Y = 1 + (COS((W-WX) (Pi/ (52 + WN-WX))))**CP
C = E2 + G2 * (((W-WX)/(52 + WN-WX))/2)

For weeks between 52 and WN:
Y = 1 + (COS(W+52 - WX) (Pi/(52 + WN-WX))))**CP
C = E2 + G2 * (((52 + W-WX)/(52 + WN-WX))/2)

where A
I
WN
WX
W
El
E2
G1
G2
CP
API

is the intercept of WN in the RI axis
is the intercept of WX in the RI axis
is the wettest week number
is the driest week number
is the week number of the current storm
is the curvature constant for WN
is the curvature constant for WX
determines the rate at which El approaches
determines the rate at which E2 approaches
determines the distribution of week curves
is the Antecedent Precipitation Index'

E2
El

A CP value of 1.0 distributes the week curves evenly between WX and
WN. As CP approaches zero, the week curves tend to pack around WX and
WN. When CP increases above 1, the week curves cluster midway between
WX and WN. See Figures 3 and 4 for relationship of parameters.

The antecedent precipitation index is generally defined by the
equation:

API = bP 1 + b 2 P 2 + b 3 P, +...+ b1 Pi

where Pi
bi

is the amount of precipitation i day prior to storm
is a constant as function of time 1/i

For this model the decrease with time has been assumed to follow a
logarithmic decay rather than a reciprocal. Thus during periods of no
precipitation:

APIj = k * APIj_,

For periods with precipitation:

APIj = (APIi-, + Precip) * k

The API index for any day is equal to that of the previous day
multiplied by the factor K. If any rain occurs it is added to the
index (Figure 5). The value k varies with physiographic basin
characteristics, evaporation, temperature and humidity. However
through the use of other factors, such as the week or seasonal term,
most variation has been accounted. Through experimentation (Reference
3), k is important, though not critical and ranges in value from 0.85
to 0.90 over most of the eastern and central portions of the United
States.

06/10/2003 II.3-API-SLC-3 rfs:23apislc.wpd
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The antecedent precipitation index is computed from mean areal
precipitation (MAP) provided as output from the snow accumulation and
ablation model. In areas of snowfall, the precipitation is applied to
the model on days it melts rather than when it falls. This prevents
over forecasting of events by applying water-equivalent of the snow at
occurrence.

Snow cover provides for a modification to the API calculation. As
percent areal snow cover approaches 100 percent, moisture loss is
reduced. The term k is modified by a snow term to reduce the API
reduction from day to day:

API, = API, - API, * (1.-k)*(1.-fraction of snow cover)

For areas in Arizona with long periods of drought, API is allowed to
decease below zero to minimum of -0.99 inches. If the lower limit of
API is selected to be negative, the method of reducing API changes.
Once API reaches .05 inches, a constant increment of .01 inches per
day is subtracted until the API value reaches the lower limit. The
value of API used in the model is set at .01 until API reaches a
positive value. This process simulates an increased soil moisture
capacity which must be satisfied before API is allowed to increase.

Second Quadrant (Storm Precipitation) (Reference 4)

This quadrant gives the relation of observed basin recharge versus
computed recharge. Points are labeled with precipitation in inches
and a family of curves of storm totals is drawn. This represents the
effect of precipitation on recharge under the conditions calculated
in the first quadrant. The following equation defines this curve:

R12 = P * (P/(P+l))**RIl

where P is observed precipitation

Precipitation is obtained from mean areal precipitation calculated
directly from one of the precipitation models. The MAP could be
modified by the snow accumulation and ablation model before being used
as input to the API model.

Third Quadrant (Storm Duration) (Reference 4)

This relation is observed basin recharge versus runoff with points
labeled on the basis of storm duration. Basin recharge as explained
through the first quadrant relationship is re-introduced as a
parameter of effective duration. The equation of the curves is
defined as follows:

RO = RI2 * (K)**FD

FD = (DUR*(RIl + 1))/(6 + M * (RIl)**POW

where DUR is storm duration in hours

06/10/2003 II.3-API-SLC-4 rfs:23apislc.wpd
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M, POW and K are constants (K is less than 1)

Average duration over the entire basin is difficult to determine but

it is not critical when limited to 6 hourly rainfall data. This model
keeps track of duration based on 6 hourly significant rainfall.
Results from experimental infiltration data show a value of 0.10
inches is a good default for significant rainfall level but the
significant level can be altered to take into account variations
across the United States.

Runoff

Runoff is produced through a series of equations approximating the
curves of the API coaxial graphical method. This runoff represents
surface flow for a specific period. For this operation, the period is
fixed at 24 hours in the 12Z to 12Z time frame.

In order to provide an output, runoff time series with a 6 hour data
time interval, 24 hour runoff is distributed in the same percentage as
precipitation for the same 24 hour period,. Thus it is assumed that
each 6 hour period of precipitation is an antecedent precipitation
index.

An alternative to this method would be computing runoff depths from
accumulated precipitation up to the end of a 6 hour period and
subtracting successive values of runoff.

The relative accuracies of the two techniques are dependent upon the
adequacy of the assumed weights for antecedent precipitation. The
first method is preferred because it gives more significance to time
variations of rainfall intensity and may, therefore, provide for more
accurate computations.

Conclusions

The effect amount and distribution of antecedent precipitation has
upon storm runoff depends upon the extent to which it has been
dissipated through evaporation, transpiration, etc. Through the API
coaxial relationships, a generally high correlating procedure can
provide a simple method of computing runoff.

There are some limitations which directly effect reliability or use of
such models. Most problems can be overcome utilizing input from the
professional hydrologist. The.following difficulties are considered
to be some of the major deficiencies:

" a relation based on storms of uniform areal distribution will
yield runoff values which are too low when applied to storms of
extremely uneven distribution

" rainfall intensity is omitted or is generally smoothed into 6
hour periods

" the procedure does not model frozen ground

06/10/2003 II.3-API-SLC-5 rfs:23apis1c.wpd
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Figure 1. Coaxial relationship - Antecedent Precipitation Index
(Chart A, Chart B, Chart C and Chart D)
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Figure 1. Coaxial relation - Antecedent Precipitation Index
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Figure 3. First quadrant (seasonal relation)
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Figure 4. First quadrant intercept function
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Figure 5. API relation
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II.3-API-CONT CONTINUOUS API MODEL

Introduction

Antecedent Precipitation Index (API) based procedures have been used
for many years by River Forecast Centers (RFCs) for producing flood
forecasts (Linsley et al, 1949). The API procedures developed by the
RFCs are applied on a storm basis. The API value at the beginning of
the storm is typically related to time of the year, storm duration and
storm rainfall to compute storm runoff (see Figure la). Incremental
runoff is computed by subtracting the total storm runoff at the end of
a period from that at the beginning. A unit hydrograph is then
applied to the incremental runoff values to produce a discharge
hydrograph. Since storm or event API procedures only compute surface
or storm runoff, baseflow needs to be added to the surface runoff
hydrograph to produce the total discharge. For short-term river or
flood forecasts (hours or days into the future) satisfactory estimates
of baseflow can usually be determined. During floods, errors in
baseflow estimates have a minimal impact. During recessions it is
relatively easy to make a several day projection of discharge. Many
RFCs have continued to use API based rainfall-ruhoff models because
they are simple to understand, easy to update when observed values
differ from computed estimates and generally do a good job forecasting.
floods when properly applied.

In recent years two problems have arisen related to the use of API
based rainfall-runoff models by the RFCs.

First, the need for water management forecasts is increasing
dramatically. For water management purposes predictions are often
needed for weeks or months into the future, plus in many cases low
flow values are of interest. Within NWSRFS, the Extended Streamflow
Prediction (ESP) System is used to generate such forecasts. For
general ESP purposes, a model must be able to accurately simulate all
flow levels for extended periods. Event API models cannot do this,
thus the RFC is faced with switching to a different type of model or
using one model for flood forecasting and another for ESP
applications. Neither of these options is appealing to some of the
RFCs.

Second, it is very difficult to calibrate event API models in
conjunction with other hydrologic models for a watershed. The data
used for calibration of an event API model typically includes the API
value at the beginning of the event and the storm rainfall, both
computed from precipitation data; the date and duration of the storm;
and the total surface runoff for the event. Total runoff is computed
by separating surface runoff from baseflow using one of the standard
techniques for baseflow separation. The calibration is then done by
either manually deriving the coaxial graphical relationship between
the variables (see Figure la) and/or using computer techniques to
minimize the error between computed and observed storm runoff. A unit
hydrograph to be used in conjunction with an event API model can be
derived based on events when all surface runoff is generated in a
single time period or when uniform runoff can be assumed for several
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periods. Unit hydrographs derived from other storms are not directly
compatible with the event API model because the distribution of runoff
used to derive the unit hydrograph is not the same as would be
produced by the API model if it was applied to the same event. For
other hydrologic models, such as a snowmelt model, that might be used
in conjunction with an API model, the output variables of the model
rarely can be isolated by analyzing a hydrograph. Thus, these other
models cannot be calibrated for the watershed. Currently when a snow
model is used with an event API model by the RFCs, the snow model
parameters are based on calibrations done somewhere in the area in
conjunction with a conceptual rainfall-runoff model or on point
calibrations of the snow model using observed water-equivalent data.
The calibration procedures provided within NWSRFS generally cannot be
used for an event API model.

Since several RFCs prefer to use an API based rainfall-runoff model
for flood forecasting, the Continuous API Model was developed so that
an API based model that could be used with the ESP and calibration
systems would be available within NWSRFS. The Continuous API Model
computes runoff on an incremental, not on a storm, basis and generates
both surface and baseflow runoff amounts.

Background

In the 1960's a continuous API-type model was developed for use within
the Office of Hydrology in order to compare emerging conceptual models
with API based rainfall-runoff procedures (Sittner et al, 1969). The
original model has since been revised to simplify some of the
equations and reduce the number of parameters (Nemec and Sittner,
1982). This continuous API model was developed on the premise that an
event API rainfall-runoff relationship could be converted to an
incremental relationship by replacing the duration quadrant with a
retention index (RI) quadrant. RI reflects whether surface conditions
are dry (typical state at the beginning of an event) or wet (condition
during an event when interception, depression and upper zone moisture
storages have been satisfied). The difference between surface runoff
computations in an event API model and Sittner's continuous model can
be described by using Figure lb. An event API model basically uses
one curve for the entire event based on antecedent conditions at the
beginning of the event. Sittner's model moves from curve to curve as
the API and retention index change during the event (typically moves
to curves reflecting wetter conditions as the event progresses).
However, incremental rather than storm precipitation is used to enter
the relationship so that only the beginning portion of the curves,
where the most curvature exists, are typically used. It is not clear
whether this curvature should exist for every time period during an
event. This creates some doubt as to whether the same precipitation-
runoff relationship or even the same form of equations, should be used
for an incremental API-type model as is used for an event model.

Rather than using the Sittner continuous API model the model this
model was developed because of:

o Doubt that the same equational form of the precipitation-runoff
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relationship can be used in both an incremental and event API
model.

o The belief that some of the model components could be simplified
and thus required fewer parameters and be more easily visualized
by the user.

o Personal preference.

Description of the Model

The Continuous API Model consists of 4 quadrants (see Figure 2),
equations to compute baseflow runoff and a few additional features
including an option to account for the effect of frozen ground on
runoff. The four quadrants perform the following functions:

o The first quadrant accounts for the seasonal relationship between
API and current soil-moisture conditions,

o The second quadrant accounts for surface moisture conditions,

o The third quadrant computes the incremental surface runoff based
on surface and overall soil-moisture conditions and

o The fourth quadrant computes what portion of the precipitation
that does not become surface runoff enters groundwater storage.

Baseflow runoff is computed based on the total water in groundwater
storage and the amount that has entered the storage in the recent
past. The model also allows for impervious area runoff and riparian
vegetation losses.

1st quadrant

The first quadrant serves the same function in all API based models.
This quadrant accounts for the seasonal variations between API and an
index to soil-moisture conditions. The index is usually referred to
as the Antecedent Index (AI).

Computation of AI: The equations used to compute AI from API are
basically the same as used in the West Gulf RFC API model
(Mc.Callister, 1963) and are the same as currently used by Sittner for
his continuous API model. The only differences are: 1) the variation
between wet and dry curves is represented differently and 2) optional
ways to express the seasonal variation are included. The equations
are:

AIw = AIXW*CW API (1)

AId = AIXD*CD API (2)

AI = AIw + y*(AId-AIw) (3)
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where AI is the Antecedent Index (inches)
AIXW is the intercept of wet curve (i.e. AI value when API

= 0 and y = 0) (inches)
CW is the wet curve curvature constant (0.0 < CW < 1.0)
AIXD is the intercept of dry curve (i.e. AI value when API

= 0 and y = 1) (inches)
CD is the dry curve curvature constant (0.0 < CD < 1.0)
y is the fractional distance between wet and dry

conditions
(y = 0 is wet, y = 1 is dry)

Computation of API: The equations use to compute API are:

API 2 =K *API 1 + P (4)

K = APIK (At/24) (5)

API 2 • APIX (6)

where API is the Antecedent Precipitation Index (inches),
(subscripts refer to beginning and end of the time
period)

P is the precipitation or rain + melt (inches)
APIK is the daily API recession rate (0 < APIK < 1.0-

normally assumed to be 0.9)
At is the length of the time period (hours)
KP is the API recession rate for the time period
APIX is the Maximum value that API can attain.

An upper limit is provided for API because with sufficient rainfall or
rain + melt, the soil will become saturated and any additional water
goes to runoff, not to increasing the level of soil saturation. The
maximum API value is only attained during major flood events.

When a snow cover exists, the API recession rate may need to be
reduced. The reduction in API and the subsequent increase in AI is
due to both evaporation from the soil and drainage of water in excess
of field capacity. AI is an index to the total wetness of the soil.
Since a snow cover will inhibit evaporation, the APIK recession rate
should be reduced. The amount of reduction is a function of the
typical climate conditions of the basin to which the model is being
applied. For example, in the upper Midwest a snow cover may exist for
most of the winter. If fall soil-moisture conditions are to influence
spring runoff, the API recession rate must be reduced to 1.0 or nearly
that amount to retain a memory of fall conditions. On the other hand,
in a more temperate area where periodic rain or melt periods may occur
when a snow cover exists, the snow cover may reduce evaporation, but
does not affect water draining through the soil. In such an area, a
much smaller reduction in the API recession rate is warranted when
snow exists. If the API recession rate were set to 1.0, very large
API values could build up during rain-on-snow or melt periods and
cause even small amounts of rain + melt to produce a large percent
surface runoff.

When the areal extent of the snow cover is known, APIK becomes:
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APIKS = APIK + (APIKS-APIK) *Sc (7)

where APIKs is the daily API recession rate when snow exists
SC is the areal extent of snow cover (decimal fraction)
APIKS is the daily API recession rate with 100 percent snow

cover (APIK < APIKS < 1.0)

When only the water-equivalent and not the areal extent of the snow
cover is known, S. is set to 1.0 whenever the water-equivalent exceeds
0.1 inches (Sc = 0.0 otherwise).

Seasonal variation: The most common method to account for seasonal
variation is to use time of the year. Time of the year is specified
by week number which is computed as:

Wn = Dj/7.0 (8)

where W. is the week number
Dj is the Julian day (January 1 = 1, December 31 = 365;

February 29 and March 1 have same value)

In order to use week number in the 1st quadrant, the week numbers when
the wettest and driest conditions typically exist need to be
specified. The seasonal variation between wet and dry conditions is
expressed as:

y [0.5 + cos[H * (1-f)]]cs2

where f is the fractional distance between WKD and WKW (f = 1
when W,= WKD and f = 0 when Wn = WKW)

WKW is the week number when the wettest conditions
typically exist

WKD is the week number when the driest conditions
typically exist

CS is the seasonal curvature exponent (CS > 0.0)

When going from wet to dry conditions (typically early spring to late
summer), the value of CS is fixed at 1.0, thus resulting in a
sinusoidal variation. When going from dry to wet conditions, the
parameter CS controls the shape of the seasonal variation. A value of
CS considerably greater than 1.0 is typically needed in areas where
there is a rapid transition from dry to wet conditions in the fall.
Rapid transitions from dry to wet conditions occur in basins where a
large soil moisture deficit typically develops over the summer due to
evapotranspiration significantly exceeding rainfall and the deficit is
reduced to zero over a relatively short period in the fall due to
increased rainfall and decreased evapotranspiration. In areas where
the trees lose their leaves over a relatively short period in the
fall, the decrease in evapotranspiration is accentuated. The seasonal
variation in y is shown in Figure 3.

One alternative method of accounting for the seasonal variation is the
use of an Antecedent Evaporation Index (AEI). This method has been
used by the Middle Atlantic RFC. AEI is computed on a daily basis as:
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AEI 2 = AEIK * AEI 1 + PE (10)

where AEI is the Antecedent Evaporation Index (inches)
AEIK is the daily AEI recession rate (0.0 < AEIK < 1.0)
PE is the daily potential evaporation or ET-demand

(inches); when snow exists PE is adjusted using
Equation 18

The minimum AEI value typically occurs a month or so after the time
when minimum PE values occur and the maximum AEI a month or so after
when maximum PE values occur. When using AEI, the seasonal variation
is expressed as:

AEI-AEIN
AEIX-AEIN

where AEIN is the minimum allowed AEI value (inches)-corresponds
to wettest time of year (if AEI < AEIN, AEI = AEIN)

AEIX is the maximum allowed AEI value (inches) -
corresponds to driest time of year (if AEI > AEIX,
AEI = AEIX).

The sinusoidal variation explicitly built into Equation 9 (CS = 1.0)
occurs naturally in Equation 11 because PE and thus AEI exhibits a
sinusoidal pattern.

The second alternative method of accounting for the seasonal variation
is through the use of an Antecedent Temperature Index (ATI) . The ATI
is a weighted mean temperature and is computed as:

ATI 2 = ATI 1 + ATIR*(Tm-ATIT) (12)

where ATI is the Antecedent Temperature Index (DEGF)
ATIR is the temperature weighing factor (0.0 < ATIR < 1.0)
Tm is the mean daily air temperature (DEGF)

When using ATI the seasonal variation is expressed as:

ATI-ATINY = (13)ATIX-ATIN

where ATIN is the minimum allowed ATI value (DEGF) - corresponds
to wettest time of year (if ATI < ATIN, ATI = ATIN)

ATIX is the maximum allowed ATI value (DEGF) - corresponds
to driest time of year (if ATI > ATIX, ATI = ATIX)

Similarly to AEI, ATI naturally exhibits a sinusoidal variation.

The possible advantage of using AEI or ATI rather than week number is
to better account for abnormal conditions. AEI or ATI should indicate
a abnormally cold spring or an abnormally warm fall which should cause
a shift in the API vs AI relationship for that time of year.

2nd quadrant
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The 2nd quadrant of the Continuous API Model adjusts the AI value
computed in the 1st quadrant for the effect of surface moisture. The
result is an adjusted or final AI value (Aif). It is assumed that when
surface moisture conditions are wet that AI, = AI. When surface
moisture is dry, AIf needs to be increased. This causes surface runoff
to be decreased in the 3rd quadrant to reflect interception,
depression storage and upper zone moisture losses that occur when the
surface is dry. The 2nd quadrant accounts for the initial abstraction
loss that occurs at the beginning of an event.

Computation of AIf: The form of the equation used to compute AI, as a
function of AI and the surface moisture conditions is similar to the
form of the equations used in the 1st quadrant except that the
curvature constant is fixed. The equation is expressed as:

SMI - 0.9 (14)

SMIX

where SMI is the Surface Moisture Index (inches)
SMIX is the maximum value of SMI (inches)
AI, is the Final Antecedent Index (inches)

When the ratio SMI/SMIX = 1, the surface is saturated (i.e.
interception, depression and surface moisture storages are full).

Solving Equation 14 for AI, gives:

ln ( SMI ) (15)
Alf =AI* SMIX +(

ln(O.9)

Equation 15 plots as a straight line for each SMI/SMIX ratio (see
Figure 2) The constant 0.9 causes the 2nd quadrant to act almost as a
threshold storage (i.e. very little surface runoff can be generated
until SMI = SMIX).

Computation of SMI: Surface moisture conditions dry out much faster
in the summer than in the winter because evaporation rates are much
higher in the summer. This needs to be reflected in the computation
of SMI. SMI is computed by the equation:

SMI 2 = SMI 1 - E*(SMII/SMIX) + P (16)

where E is the evaporation (inches)

If the AEI option is used in the first quadrant, then actual
evaporation values are used in Equation 16. When week number or ATI
are used to express seasonal variation, daily evaporation is computed
as:

Ed =0.5*(PEX+PEN) + 0.5*(PEX-PEN) *sin [2*r*(D.-105) (17)
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where Ed is the daily evaporation estimate (inches)
PEX is the maximum daily evaporation rate, assumed to

occur on July 15th (inches)
PEN is the minimum daily evaporation rate, assumed to

occur on January 15th (inches)

E is obtained from Ed by assuming uniform evaporation during the day.
Values for PEX and PEN can be obtained from an evaporation atlas such
as those produced by Farnsworth et al, 1982. In some cases the values
derived from the atlas should be adjusted for the effect of vegetation
(e.g. January values should be reduced in areas with deciduous forests
or cold climates). When a snow cover exists, the evaporation is
reduced by:

Es = E*(1-Sc) + E*Sc*EFC (18)

where E. is the evaporation when a snow cover exists (inches)
EFC is the effective forest cover (decimal fraction)

The effective forest cover can be estimated by taking the portion of
the area covered by conifers times the average canopy density.

When actual evaporation data are used
variation), the values in Equation 17
PEX and PEN become adjustment factors
becomes the vegetation adjustment for

(i.e., AEI defines seasonal
take on a different meaning.
for July and January 15th and Ed

the current day.

It should be noted that Equation 16 has the same form as the equation
used to compute upper zone tension water contents in the Sacramento
soil-moisture accounting model (Burnash et al, 1973). Also Equation
16 gives the same results as if it was written in the form of Equation
4 with the daily recession rate equal to 1.0 minus (Ed /SMIX) . Thus,
SMI could be calculated in the same way that API is computed only with
a seasonally varying recession rate. The form of Equation 16 and the
use of evaporation data makes it easier for the user to estimate the
parameter values.

3rd Quadrant

The 3rd quadrant of the Continuous API Model computes surface runoff
knowing Aif and the amount of precipitation. Earlier it was indicated
that some doubt exists as to whether the same relationship can be used
for this quadrant in a continuous API model as is used in an event
model. Also the typical equations used for this quadrant in previous
API models involve 4 or 5 parameters which are not easy to visualize.
Thus in this model a much simpler approach was taken.

Computation of Surface Runoff: The model assumes that the fraction of
the precipitation that becomes surface runoff increases as AI,
decreases and reaches a maximum when AI, = 0. This is expressed as:

F = FRSX*0. 7AI,
S

(19)

where F.

08/29/2002

is the fraction of precipitation that becomes surface
runoff (decimal fraction)
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FRSX is the maximum percent runoff (decimal fraction)

The curvature constant in Equation 19 has been fixed at 0.7. Because
of the common functional form of equations in the model (Equations 1,
2, 19 and 23) and because the second quadrant is linear, a curvature
parameter is not needed in Equation 19. If a different curvature
constant is selected, new values of AIXW, AIXD, AICR, CG and RVAI can
be computed such that the model will produce exactly the same results.
The value of 0.7 was selected so that F. does not vary too quickly or
too slowly as a function of AI,.

The amount of surface runoff is then computed as:

Rs = Fs*P (20)

where R. is the surface runoff (inches)

Some would think that the maximum fraction of surface runoff should be
1.0 (i.e. F. should equal 1.0 when AI, = 0.0). While this is the case
for many watersheds there are also many watersheds that never reach
100 percent surface runoff. Watersheds with high saturated soil
permeability never reach 100 percent runoff even near the end of a
very large event. For example, at the French Broad River at Rosman,
North Carolina from September 28 to 30, 1964 the remnants of a
hurricane dropped over 12 inches of rain on the watershed. An
additional 1.5 inches occurred over the next 3 days. On October 4th
and 5th, 9.8 inches of rain from another hurricane produced the flood
of record. The percent surface runoff for this record event was only
32 percent. For this reason the parameter FRSX is needed.

4th Quadrant

The 4th quadrant is used to compute what portion of the precipitation
that does not become surface runoff (i.e. P-R.) enters groundwater
storage and eventually becomes baseflow runoff. The water that does
not become surface runoff or groundwater inflow enters soil-moisture
storage or becomes recharge to deep aquifers. No accounting of this
water is made in an API model.

Computation of Groundwater Inflow: Based on soil-moisture conditions
either none, some or all of the P-R. quantity enters groundwater
storage. It is first assumed that when SMI is less than SMIX (i.e.
surface storages not full), that groundwater inflow (G,) is zero.
Second it is assumed that when SMI = SMIX and the soil is wet enough,
that Gi = P-R,. Since AI, is the available index to soil conditions,
there is a value of AI, below which all of the remaining water enters
groundwater storage. This value is referred to as the critical AIf
value (AICR). When AI, is greater than* AICR, the fraction of P-R.
entering groundwater storage is reduced and approaches zero as AI,
approaches infinity (see Figure 2). The equations used to compute Gi
are:

When SMI < SMIX:

F = 0.0 (21)
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where F9 is the fraction of P-R. that enters groundwater
storage (decimal fraction)

When SMI = SMIX and AIf < AICR:

F = 1.0
g (22)

where AICR is the critical AIf value (i.e. AI, value below which
Fg = 1. 0) (inches)

When SMI = SMIX and AI, > AICR:

F = CG (AIf-AICR)
g

(23)

where CG is the curvature constant for groundwater inflow (0.0
< CG < 1.0)

The actual amount of groundwater inflow is then:

Gi= Fg *(P-Rs) (24)

where Gi is the groundwater inflow (inches)

Baseflow Runoff

The baseflow runoff equations of the Stanford Watershed Model
(Crawford and Linsley, 1966) are used to compute runoff from
groundwater storage in the Continuous API Model. The Stanford Model
baseflow component is simple, but yet has proven to adequately
represent baseflow runoff in a wide variety of basins. The Stanford
and Sacramento Models represent baseflow runoff in a very similar
manner. Both models assume that there are two baseflow runoff
components. First, there are the aquifers that feed the stream during
long periods with no groundwater recharge. In the Sacramento Model
this is termed primary baseflow runoff. Second, there are aquifers
that drain more rapidly and only feed the stream for weeks or months
after a period of recharge. The Sacramento Model refers to this
drainage as supplemental baseflow runoff. When both sets of aquifers
are contributing, the resulting baseflow recession rate is a weighted
average of the individual recession rates for each aquifer.

Baseflow Runoff
API) is used to
occurred in the

Computations: A baseflow index (which is analogous to
indicate the amount of groundwater inflow that has
recent past. This index is computed as:

BFI 2 = Kg *BFI 1 + Gi

K = BFIK (At/24)
g

(25)

(26)

where BFI
Kg
BFIK

is the Baseflow Index (inches)
is the BFI recession rate for the time period.
is the daily BFI recession rate
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BFIK is similar to the supplemental baseflow recession rate in the
Sacramento Model (i.e. BFIK z 1.0 - LZSK where LZSK is the daily lower
zone supplemental withdrawal rate in the Sacramento Model).

Baseflow runoff is then computed as:

Rg = (1.0-Kb) *(1.0+BFIM*BFI)*Gs (27)

Kb = BFPK (At/24) (28)

where Rg is the baseflow or groundwater runoff (inches)
Kb is the primary baseflow recession rate for the time

period
BFPK is the daily primary baseflow recession rate
BFIM is the weighing factor (BFIM > 0.0)
Gs is the groundwater storage contents (inches)

BFPK is the same as the primary baseflow recession rate in the
Sacramento Model (i.e. BFPK = 1.0 - LZPK where LZPK is the daily lower
zone primary withdrawal rate in the Sacramento Model). BFIM
determines the relative magnitude of supplemental versus primary
baseflow runoff. If BFIM = 0.0 only primary runoff occurs.

The change in the groundwater storage contents are then computed as:

Gs2 Gs+Gi - R (29)

Additional Features

The Continuous API Model can account for constant impervious area
runoff and riparian vegetation losses. Also the computational method
used by the model needs to be described.

Impervious Runoff: The model computes impervious runoff as:

R. = PIMPV*P (30)

where R4  is the impervious area runoff (inches)
PIMPV is the fraction of the watershed that acts as an

impervious area (decimal fraction)

Riparian Vegetation Loss: When the soil is quite dry, riparian
vegetation will withdraw water from groundwater seeping into the
stream. The antecedent index (AI) is used to reflect moisture
conditions. Riparian losses can occur when AI exceeds a specified
value (RVAI). Riparian losses are computed as:

When AI < RVAI:

Lr = 0.0 (31)

where RVAI is the AI value above which riparian vegetation losses
can occur (inches)
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is the amount of riparian vegetation loss (inches)

When AI > RVAI:
L = RIVA,(I.0- SMI (AI-RVAI 32)

rISMIX AIX-RVAI

where RIVA is the fraction of the watershed covered by riparian
vegetation (decimal fraction)

AIX is the maximum AI value for the current day
[AIX = AIXW + y*(AIXD-AIXW)] (inches)

The term E*(I.0-SMI/SMIX) represents the residual evaporation demand
from the surface layers and ((AI-RVAI)/(AIX-RVAI)) crudely represents
that the residual evaporation demand from the rest of the soil
increases as AI increases.

Computation Method: The Continuous API Model uses an explicit
solution to the equations where the value of the variables at the
start of the time interval represent the conditions during the
interval. To avoid significant errors during periods with large
amounts of precipitation, no time interval is allowed to contain more
than 0.2 inches of precipitation. Thus, during periods with large
amounts of precipitation, the model increments along the curves by
subdividing the period into shorter intervals.

Total Runoff: The total runoff generated by the Continuous API Model
is computed as:

R = Ri + (Rs+R ) *(1-PIMPV) - Lr (33)

where R is the total runoff (inches)

Frozen Ground Effects

Frozen ground can have a significant effect on the amount of runoff
that results from rain or snowmelt. When the ground freezes, the
water that is in the soil pores will freeze causing a blockage and
thus a reduction in the infiltration rate. Unless the soil is quite
saturated when freezing occurs, there is initially very little
reduction in the rate of infiltration. This is because there is not
enough water in the pore spaces, especially in the larger spaces. The
infiltration rate is not reduced significantly until enough rain or
snowmelt enters the soil and freezes to restrict the entry of water
into the ground. As thawing occurs, the water frozen in the pores
melts allowing for water to again infiltrate at a rate unrestricted by
ice. The Continuous API Model attempts to account for the effect of
frozen ground by using a frost index and a frost efficiency index.
The frost index indicates the extent of frost in the soil (Anderson
and Neuman, 1984). The frost efficiency index indicates the degree to
which the soil pores have been filled with ice.

The frost index and frost efficiency index are intended to be
representative of the portion of the basin that can exhibit
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significant frozen ground effects on runoff. In general, open
agricultural areas experience much more significant frozen ground
effects than conifer forests with a thick litter layer. If a
watershed contains a mixture of open and forested areas, the indices
should be used to estimate frozen ground conditions in the open areas.
The overall effect of frozen ground on runoff for the basin is
computed using an effective frostarea parameter.

Frost Index

The empirical frost index is computed as:

FI 2 = FI1 + AFI (34)

where FI is the frost index (DEGF), (subscripts refer to the
beginning and end of the time period)

FI is always < 32 DEGF. The change .in FI is computed differently
depending on whether the air temperature is above or below freezing.
When the air temperature is below freezing (i.e. frost is typically
growing):

AFI = -C*v (Ta-32 ) 2 + (FI1-32) 2 - C*(FIT-32) + GHC*(24/At) (35)

where C is the frost coefficient for the time interval
Ta is the air temperature (DEGF)
GHC is the daily thaw rate due to ground heat (DEGF)

When the air temperature is above freezing (i.e. the frost is
thawing):

AFI = C*(Ta-32) + GHC*(24/At) (36)

Thawing can also occur due to heat transfer from rainwater, however,
since the amount of heat transferred is generally much less than from
the atmosphere, this factor is neglected.

Figure 4 depicts the change in the frost index when GHC is zero. The
frost index grows most rapidly when the air temperature is
considerably below the current FI value. The frost index will
continue to grow whenever the temperature is below freezing unless the
change due to temperature is less than GHC.

The frost coefficient that primarily controls the change in the frost
index is dependant on the heat transfer characteristics of the upper
soil layers. Frost will develop faster in an area with bare ground
than in an area covered by litter. When snow is on the ground, the
frost coefficient needs to be reduced due to the insulating effect of
the snow cover. The frost coefficient is computed as:

w
C = CSOTL*(At/6)*(l-Sc) + CSOTL*(Lt/6)*Sc*(l-CSNOW) (37)

where CSOIL is the frost coefficient for non-snow covered soil (6
HR-')

CSNOW is the reduction in CSOIL per inch of snow water-
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equivalent (decimal fraction)
We is the snow water-equivalent (inches)

Figure 5 shows the reduction in the frost coefficient as a function of
snow water-equivalent for typical values of the CSNOW parameter.

Frost Efficiency Index

The frost efficiency index varies between zero (frost has noeffect on
runoff) and 1.0 (concrete frost exists over the entire area, thus
there is a 100 percent runoff rate). When there is insufficient frost
in the soil to freeze the water in the pore spaces, the frost
efficiency index becomes zero.

The frost efficiency index is computed as:

FEI 2 = FEI 1 + AFEI (38).

where FEI is the frost efficiency index (subscripts refer to the
beginning and end of the time period)

Frozen ground has no effect on runoff when FI is greater than or equal
to a specified value, thus:

When FI > FICR:

FEI = 0.0 (39)

where FICR is the critical frost index (DEGF)

FEI can change due to water within the soil freezing when the frost
index grows, rain or melt water freezing when it enters frozen soil
and thawing when the air temperature is above freezing.

The change in FEI due to water in the soil freezing as frost develops
is computed as:

When FI > FICR or FT2 > FIt:

AFEIf = 0.0 (40)

When FI < FICR and FI 2 < FI:

AFEIf = (1-FEI 1 )*CF*(1-AIr) 2*(FIi-FI 2 ) (41)

where AFEIf is the change in FEI due to freezing
CF is the FEI freezing coefficient (DEGF-)
AIT is the ratio of current AI to AIX, the maximum value

for the date

The value of AI, is an indicator to the soil-moisture conditions.
Equation 40 indicates that the soil must be quite wet (i.e. most pore
spaces filled with water) before freezing temperatures will
significantly reduce infiltration and that the rate of water freezing
is reduced as more pores are filled with ice. The insulating effect
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of a snow cover is built into the computation of the FI values.

The change in FEI due to rain
frozen soil is computed as:

When FI > FICR or P = 0.0:

AFEI = 0.0
p

When FI < FICR and P > 0.0:

1
AFEIP C .*R*(1-A~r)*P

COS[ri*(l-FI)]
R = 0.5+- 2

or meltwater freezing when it enters

(42)

(43)

(44)

where AFEIP is the change in FEI due
the soil

CP is the FEI precipitation
FIr is the frost index ratio

FI) > 70, FI, = 1.0

to precipitation freezing in

coefficient (inches)
((FICR-FI)/70.0); when (FICR-

CP is the amount of precipitation needed to raise FEI from 0.0 to 1.0
with wet soil and maximum frost conditions. Equation 43 indicates
that more of the precipitation will freeze and clog the pores when the
soil is wet (precipitation is held in the soil and allowed to freeze)
and when there is significant frost (more chance of freezing before
water percolates below the frost level).

The change in FEI due to thawing is computed as:

When Ta < 32:

AFEIt = 0.0 (45)

When T. > 32:

AFEIt = -Ct*(Ta-32) (46)

Ct = CT*(At/6)*(1-Sc) + CT*(At/6)*Sc*(1-CSNOW)We (47)

where AFEIt
CT

is the change in FEI due to thawing
is the FEI thaw coefficient for non-snow covered

ground (DEGF-1*6HR-')

Just as with the frost coefficient used in FI computations, the FEI
thaw coefficient is reduced when snow covers the ground.

The total change in the frost efficiency index is:

AFEI = AFEIf + AFEI AFE +)It (48)
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The frost efficiency index is used to compute the additional surface
runoff that occurs due to ice filled soil pores. It is assumed that
the rate of increase of additional surface runoff increases as FEI
increases (i.e. the relationship between FEI and additional surface
runoff is not linear). The frost efficiency, as noted earlier, is
only applied to the portion of the watershed where frozenground has a
significant effect on runoff. The fraction of surface runoff when
frozen ground exists is computed as:

Fs' =Fs + (1-Fs) *FEI 2 *EFA (49)

where F.' is the fraction of precipitation that becomes surface
runoff when frozen ground exists (decimal fraction

EFA is the effective frost area (decimal fraction)

Fý' is then used in place of F. in Equation 20. Figure 6 shows what
the 3rd quadrant of the model looks like for an effective frost area
of 1.0.

Additional Frozen Ground Modifications

In addition to modifying the fraction of the precipitation that
becomes surface runoff, the computation of API and SMI need to be
modified when frozen ground exists. The API recession rate is assumed
to be 1.0 and the evaporation amount used to compute SMI is assumed to
be zero over the EFA when frozen ground is present. When significant
frozen ground exists (FI < FICR), the API recession rate becomes:

APIKf = 1.0*EFA + (I-EFA)*APIKs (50)

where APIKf = daily API recession rate when frozen ground exists

When frozen ground exists, the evaporation value used in SMI
computations (Equation 16) becomes:

Ef = (I.0-EFA)*Es (51)

where Ef is the evaporation when frozen ground exists (inches)

In addition to reducing the API recession rate, the precipitation
value used in computing API (Equation 4) is modified when frozen
ground exists. As the soil pores fill with ice (i.e. FEI increases),
more of the subsequent precipitation becomes surface runoff and less
goes to increasing soil moisture. Thus, the API value should not
increase by the full amount of new precipitation. If no reduction is
applied to the precipitation amount used to compute the change in API,
the soil will be too wet after the frost is gone. Thus, when frozen
ground exists, Equation 4 becomes:

API 2 = Kp *API1 + (I-(FEI*EFA))*P (52)

The recession rate, KP, is computed from APIKf using Equation 5.

Parameter Summary
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The parameters of the basic Continuous API Model and the parameters
associated with the frozen ground option are summarized in this
section.

Basic Model Parameters

The parameters of the basic Continuous API Model can be divided into 3
categories.

Category 1: This category contains the parameters that need to be
determined through trial-an-error and automatic calibration
procedures. These parameters typically can't be determined based on a
hydrograph analysis or physiographic factors. The category 1
parameters are:

o AIXW, CW, AIXD, CD - These 1st quadrant parameters define the wet
and dry curves relating API to AI and are probably the most critical
parameters to be determined by the calibration process.

o CS - Seasonal curvature exponent used to control the transition from
dry to wet curves in the 1st quadrant. A value of 1.0 results in a
sinusoidal transition from late summer to winter conditions. Values
considerably greater than 1.0 (e.g. 2.5-4) cause a rapid change in
the fall and are indicative of watersheds where the soil-moisture
deficit built-up during the summer is reduced to zero over a
relatively short period of a month or so in the fall.

o AICR and CG - These 4th quadrant parameters control how much of the
precipitation that does not become surface runoff enters groundwater
storage. The parameters control the magnitude of baseflow. Changes
to 1st quadrant parameters will affect groundwater inflow becabse
the AI values will change, however, changes to AICR and CG will not
affect surface runoff computations.

o BFIM - This weighing factor controls the magnitude of faster
responding or supplemental baseflow relative to slower responding or
primary baseflow. BFIM thus controls the timing of baseflow runoff
assuming the two recession rates are reasonably correct.

Category 2: This category contains the parameters that can generally
be derived from a hydrograph analysis or from physiographic
information about the watersheds. These parameters should require
little if any adjustment as part of the calibration process.

o WKW and WKD - The week number of the wettest and driest times of the
year can usually be obtained from a general knowledge of the area.
WKW generally occurs from late February through early May with the
later dates being associated with northern or mountain basins with
considerable snowmelt runoff. WKD usually occurs in August or early
September.

o APIKS - The daily API recession rate when the ground is completely
covered by snow. In areas with long periods of snow cover with
little rain or melt, use an APIKS of 1.0 so that soil moisture
conditions prior to the snow cover are remembered when snowmelt

08/29/2002 II.3-API-CONT-17 rfs:23apicont-l.wpd
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occurs in the spring. In temperate zones where significant rain or
melt can occur when a snow cover exists, APIKS should only be
slightly greater than APIK.

o SMIX - The maximum value of the surface moisture index represents,
the size of interception, depression and surface moisture storage.
In general, significant surface runoff does not occur until SMI =
SMIX. The correct general magnitude of this parameter is important,
but the results do not appear to be sensitive to small changes in
the value of SMIX. A reasonable estimate of SMIX can usually be
determined by finding the amount of precipitation needed to cause
surface runoff after a dry period in the summer.

o FRSX - This parameter represents the maximum percent surface runoff
that can ever occur. In many watersheds a good approximation of
FRSX can be derived by computing the percent surface runoff for a
very large event that occurs when the soil is wet. The value of
FRSX is somewhat greater than the percent runoff for the event since
the percent runoff at the end of the event is greater than for the
event as a whole. In the case of basins where the maximum percent
runoff occurs near the end of extended snowmelt periods, an initial
estimate of FRSX is much more difficult to derive.

o PEX and PEN - These are the maximum and minimum daily evaporation
rates and are assumed to occur on July 15th and January 15th,
respectively. These values are obtained from historical evaporation
data. Sometimes the values should be adjusted for the effect of
vegetation (e.g. in areas with deciduous forests, the value of PEN
should be adjusted downward or even set to zero in northern
climates).

o EFC - The effective forest cover is used to adjust evaporation rates
when snow exists. It is equal to the fraction of the area covered
by conifer forests times the average cover density.

o BFIK and BFPK - These are the daily recession rates for short-term
or supplemental baseflow and for long-term or primary baseflow.
These values can usually be derived from historical streamflow data.

o PIMPV - The percent impervious area also can usually be estimated
from historical data. Streamflow and concurrent precipitation data
are required.

o RVAI and RIVA - The values of these riparian vegetation parameters
can not be derived in advance, but the presence of riparian losses
can be detected. Sharp baseflow recessions during dry summer months
indicate that riparian losses exist. Sometimes the flow will go to
zero during these periods, but then recover in the fall without the
occurrence of significant recharge. When these losses exist, the
calibration is normally done with RVAI and RIVA set to zero and then
as a final step the riparian loss is included. At this point
estimates of RVAI and RIVA can be made by comparing the simulated
hydrograph without riparian losses with the observed hydrograph.

Category 3: This category contains the parameters that generally have

08/29/2002 II.3-API-CONT-18 rfs:23apicont-l.wpd
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the same or a similar value for all watersheds. Very seldom are
different values required.

o APIK - The daily API recession is normally set to 0.9.

o APIX - The maximum allowed API value is generally in the range of 8-
10 inches.

The parameters for the special seasonal variation options involving
AEI and ATI are not included in the parameter summary.

Frozen Ground Parameters

The Continuous API Model parameters involved in frozen ground
computations can be divided into those used to compute the frost index
and those used in calculating the frost efficiency index and its
effect on runoff.

Frost Index: There are 3 parameters used to compute the frost index.
These parameters are:

o CSOIL - The frost coefficient for bare ground conditions controls
both the growth of the frost index (freezing) and the decay of the
frost index (thawing). This is the most important parameter in the
calculation of the frost index. Open areas with bare soils should
exhibit the greatest amount of frost and the highest CSOIL values,
while areas with a litter layer will have less frost and the lower
values of the parameter.

o CSNOW - Accounts for the insulating effect of a snow cover. Even a
few inches of snow depth can reduce the frost coefficient by 80-90
percent.

o GHC - This parameter controls how the frost index is affected by
heat transfer from below the frost layer. Ground heat provides a
small, but steady reduction in the frost index. The primary need
for GHC is to reproduce the thawing of frozen ground that occurs
under a deep snow cover.

Frost Efficiency Index: There are 5 parameters used in computing the
frost efficiency index and its effect on runoff. In addition, the
CSOIL parameter is also used during FEI calculations. The parameters
are:

o FICR - The value of the frost index above which soil frost has no
effect on infiltration and the generation of runoff. A small amount
of soil frost will essentially have no effect.

" CP - The amount of precipitation that must freeze in order to fill
the soil pores with ice. Even when there is deep frost penetration,
there will not be much effect on runoff until there is sufficient
rain or snowmelt to fill the soil pores and freeze.

o CF - The FEI freezing coefficient controls the increase in FEI
during cold periods. Rain or snowmelt does not occur during these
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periods. The frost efficiency index will increase slowly due to
freezing of existing water in the soil pores. CF has a minor effect
on the increase in FEI unless there are very high soil-moisture
conditions when frost is formed.

o CT - The FEI thaw coefficient controls the decrease in FEI when
thawing of the soil occurs. CT will determine how long it will
take, once warm weather occurs and the snow melts, for the effect of
soil frost on runoff to disappear.

o EFA - The effective frost area controls the portion of the watershed
that runoff generation can be significantly affected by frozen
ground. The frost index and frost efficiency index values are
intended to be representative of this portion of the basin.
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Figure la. Typical event API Rainfall-runoff relationship:
graphical coaxial relationship
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Figure lb. Typical event API rainfall-runoff relationship:
precipitation versus runoff as a function of
antecedent conditions
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Figure 2. Graph of the 4 quadrants of the Continuous API Model
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Figure 3. Seasonal variation of y for typical values of WKW and WKD
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Figure 4. Graphical depiction of the change in the frost index (LFI)
versus air temperature (Ta) with no ground heat
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Figure 5. The reduction in the frost coefficient as a function of
the amount of snow for typical values of CSNOW
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Figure 6. 3rd quadrant of the model when frozen ground is included
(assumes an effective frost area of 1.0)
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for different S.I.C. categories. An accuracy of ±10 to ±.20 percent should easily

be attainable. The accuracy requirements will depend on the ratio of the mass

rate of flow of a constituent in the source to its mass flow in the receiving

waters.

The spatial and temporal resolution of a constituent depends on the half-

life of the constituentl variability of the source, response time of the

stream, and the averaging period. For D.O. it has been suggested that, (13)

diurnal variation ±-,0.5 mg/l

seasonal variation ±1-2

mean annual change ±1

The same reference gives the ability of a network to detect the long-term

trend as ±20 percent.

The desired precision of estimate is also related to the extrapolation

desired. The longer the extrapolation period used in predictive models, the

more stringent are the accuracy requirements of the rate of change.

The adequacy of error is'also related to the desired confidence level for

defining the instream water quality.

3.8. Sample Size

In monitoring design, a decision must be made as to the size of the sample.

Too large a sample results in wasteful use of resources, and too small a sample

diminishes the utility of results. The uncertainty inherent in an estimate is

related to the sample size. The larger the sample size, the more closely would

the sample statistics agree with population values. However, the standard

error does not decrease proportionately with the increase in sample size. One

has to balance the conflicting demands of cost and accuracy.

If the sample size is increased, a more precise estimate of the population

mean will be obtained for the same confidence level or the same precision will

be achieved with increased confidence.

Often the population variance is not known; this must somehow be estimated.

One cannot say for sure how good the selected sample size is.

The sample size will depend on the water quality parameter to be sampled.

In a multi-parameter monitoring network some method for reconciling these

values must be found. The chosen sample size should be evaluated to see

whether it is consistent with the resources available for the monitoring

program.

44
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The sample size for a specified degree of confidence and allowable error

is given by

tS 2 t2(CV)2
n -•2 2

(Iw- X) .p

where

t is the'•tudent's"value for the desired confidence level,

P is the allowable departure from true mean expressed as a

fraction,

P-x is the allowable error,

S is an estimate of the standard deviation of the population., and

CV is the coefficient of variation of the parameter.

The coefficient of variation can be estimated if the sample population distribu-

tion is known. For a normal distribution, CV = - where m is the mean. For a

log-normal probability distribution

CV* Antilog Sg - I

where Sg is the geometric standard deviation.

3.9 Seasonal Variation of Parameters

The first requirement for the validity of any statistical analysis is that

the data being analyzed come from a homogeneous population. An analysis of

Weiss' data (6) for Haw and New Hope Rivers shows that there are significant

seasonal differences in the concentration values of different parameters.

The mean and standard deviation of concentration values for winter season at

station HAW-5 are given in Table 15 and those for summer months in Table 16.

The t-test for the difference between sample means was used for significance.

The t-values show that there are significant differences for flow, tempera-

ture, pH, DoO., total carbon, total soluble carbon, ammonia-nitrogen, nitrite-

nitrate nitrogen. The difference was not significant at 5 percent level for

turbidity, suspended solids, conductivity, BOD, inorganic carbon, chlorophyll,

orthophosphate, total phosphorus, and kjeldahl nitrogen.

The variance-ratio test to investigate whether the summer and winter

sample variances are sufficiently alike showed that there were significant

differences for flow, temperature, conductivity, D.O., inorganic carbon,

chlorophyll, ammonia-nitrogen, nitrite-nitrate nitrogen, orthophosphorus, and

total phosphorus. So the only parameters for which there is no significant

45
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10133 Sherrill Boulevard, Suite 200 C BARGE
Knoxville, TN 37932 WAGGONEReSUMNER &
(865) 637-2810 BSC I CANNON, INg.

(865) 673-8554 Fax

MEETING NOTES

Date of Meeting: 02/11/09
Project: TVA Hydrology, BLN Units 3&4, API Calculation CDQ000020080052
Location of Meeting: TVA
Subject: RI values below 20

BWSC File No.: 3410702

PARTICIPANTS:

cc: Gary Hauser (TVA Retired), Ramon Lee (contractor), Greg Lowe (contractor),
David Hunt (NSAI), Stu Henry (BWSC)

ITEMS DISCUSSED:

1. RI values below 20 are included in the FLDHYDRO code, but no values in the API lookup
tables reference these values. In searching for the genesis of these values, a copy of tables
showing RI values below 20 was found in TVA files dated 10-7-76 and marked 'preliminary'
(see attachment). The initials of the author indicated that Gary Hauser, a TVA retiree, had
produced this document.

Discussions during a meeting with Mr. Hauser at the TVA Knoxville offices indicated that
he remembered extrapolating the tables down to RI = 16 based on the delta surface runoff
factor (SRF) between RI = 20 and RI = 21. Mr. Hauser was able to retrieve a copy of
extrapolated tables from his personal files (see attachment). He also had a sheet labeled 10-
27-76 that showed that the SRO = f(RI,SRF) curves had subsequently been curve fit using a
polynomial regression equation.

2. Mr. Hauser could not remember the specific reasons for extending the curves down to
RI = 16, but believed it was done to incorporate the extension of the RI and runoff values
through equations instead of the look up tables into a computer code (NARFE) which was
the predecessor to FLDHYDRO.

3. A review of the values in Mr. Hauser's preliminary table and the FLDHYDRO lookup table
showed that the values in FLDHYDRO did not match those in the preliminary table.
Apparently the values were adjusted or re-extrapolated prior to inclusion in the FLDHYDRO
code.
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Meeting Notes
TVA Hydrology
02/18/09
Page 2

4. Mr. Hauser did not assist in writing the FLDHYDRO code and had no knowledge about the
preliminary RI extrapolation below 20 being subsequently used or adjusted.

After the meeting, a review of tables used currently by TVA River Operations showed a maximum
API of 5 and minimum RI of 20 confirming that RI values below 20 are not currently in use.

Signed: Date: 02/18/09

* ond__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Lee__ 

D 2

Signed: • / Date: 02/18/09

Greg 'I-we, P.E.

Signed: Date: 02/18/09
David B. Hunt.

Signed: 21.' Date: 02/18/09
Stuart N. Henry, P.E.

cc: Gary Hauser (via e-mail)
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CDQ000620080052 - API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TVA Reservoirs - Attachment3O
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SE Rainfall Quadrant
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed - Attachment 36

L58 090325 800
Bellefonte Units 3 and 4

Hydrology Project
Request For Information (RFI)

Response Information Continuation Sheet

RFI Number: I BE21146056B028 J Rev. 0 I Page 1 of 2

This provides initial PMP data fox the 5 subbasins (French Broad River at Asheville, unit area
1; Nolichucky River; at Embreeville, unit area 4; Norris DaM, unit area: 26; South
Chiekamauga Creek near Chattanooga, unit area 46; and Sequatchie River, at Whitwell, unit
area 48) used in the comparison of' different rainfall runoff methods,. This initial PMP data.
was used in the original BLN study and was manually determined by planimetering. For' the
cur rent BLN study the PMP is being determined using GIS procedures and minor' differences
are expected.

The PMP rainfall defined in HMR-41 is a nine-day event consisting ofa 3-day antecedent
storm, a three-day dry period, and a 3-day main storm. The 3-day antecedent storm is 40
per-cent of the main storm and Is postulated to occur evenly over the watershed above
Guntet sville,,

T he attached table providesthe antecedent and main storm rainfall for the 5 subbasins
together with the adopted time distribution.

References: TVA calculation CDQ000020080052

Data Souice - TVA file book 254-10 2, Book 1, Bellefonte Design Floods,
March 21,400 Square Mile PMF located in Chattanooga, Nuclear Power Group.
(NPG) ., Document Control Records Management (DCRM),

Prepared.By / Date:

Checked By / Date:

Approved For Use

Page 1 of 3



CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed - Attachment 36

Bellefonte Units 3 and 4
Hydrology Project

Request For Information (RFI)
Response Information Continuation Sheet

RFI Number: IBE21146056B028 I Rev. 0 I Pape 2 of 2

Rainfall, Inches
6*Hour Antecedent Unit Area Unit Area Unit Area Unit Area Unit Area
Period Storm 1 4 26 46 48

1 .16
2 .18
3 .21
4 .22
5 1.05
6 2.02 Antecedent rainfall distributed evenly over the
7 .69 total watersbed above Guntersville
8. .56
9 .43
10 .36
11 .29
12 .27

13-24 3-day dry period
25 .40 .40 .40 .40 .30
26 .40 .40 .40 .40• .3027 ..60 .50 .50 .40 .4028 Main Storm .60 .60 .50 .50 .40

29 ----.. _ 2.80 2.60 2.40: 2.20 1.70
30 5.40 4.20 3.80 3.00 1.80
31 1O90 1.70 1.60 1Z. 1.30
32 1.50 1.30 1.20 1.10 -.. 1.00
33 1.20 1.10 1.00 .90 .80
34 1.00 .80 .80 .80 .70
35 .80 .80 .60 .60 .50
36 1 .80 .70 .60 .0o . .60

Page 2 of 3



CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed - Attachment 36

fREQUEST FOR INFORMATION (RFI)

lLi I BLN Hydrology Support

RFI NUMBER: BE21146056BO28 DATE: 19 March 2009

PREPARED BY: Stuart Henry/BWSC PHONEIFAX:

TO: Perry Maddlux, TVA rc:. Greg Lowe. Ramon Lee

REFERENCE DRAWING(S): IREV.:

PROJECT DOCUMENTS: /REV.:

INFORMATION REQUESTED:

Please provide the following for development of the API and Rain Runoff Relationship for the Tennessee
River Watershed (CDQ00020080052):

Preliminary PMP rainfall data for use in rainfall runoff calculation comparison. Data is not for use in
final controlling calculations Data shall include time step and rainfall in inches for the HMR-41 9-
day event.

RESPONSE REQUIRED BY: 25 March 2009

ASSUMPTIONS:

IMPACTS: Information is input to API calc Cannot release revised calc until
resolved.

WORK STATUS: CONTINUING: [ STOP:[-

APPROVED FOR ISSUANCE TO TVA:

--0J~ DATE: 03-19-2009

Page 3 of 3



CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed - Attachment 37

United States
Department of
Agriculture

Natural
Resources
Consexvation
Service

Part 630 Hydrology
National Engineering Handbook

Chapter 10 Estimation of Direct Runoff
from Storm Rainfall

(210-VI-NEH, July 2004)
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CDQ000020080052 API and Rain Runoff Relationship for TN River Watershed - Attachment 37

Chapter 10 Estimation of Direct Runoff
from Stoim Rainfall

Part 630
National Engineering Handbook

Table 10-1 Ctnve numbers (CN) and constants for the case Ia = 0 2S

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

CNfbli - - CN fbr ARC -- S values* Curve* starts CN for -- CN for ARC - - S values* Curve* starts
ARC .1 I M where P= ARC 1 I TM where P=

(in) (in) (in) (in)

100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
90
89
88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77.
76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
61

100 100
97 100
94 99
91 99
89 99
87 98
85 98
83 98
81 97
80 .97
78 96
76 96
75 95
73 95
72 .94
70 94
68 93
67 93
66 92
64 92
63 91
62 91
60 90
59 89
58 89
57 88
55 88
54 87
53 86
52 86
51 85
50 84
48 84
47 83
46 82
45 82
44 81
43 80
42 79
41 78

0
,101

.204

.309

.417
.526
.638
.753
.870
.989

111
1 24
1 36
1 49
1 63
1 76
190
2.05
2 20
2 34
2 50
2 66
2.82
299
3 16
333
351
370
389
408
428
4.49
4 70
4.92
5 15
5.38
5 62
5.87
6.13
6.39

0
.02
-.04
06
.08
.11
.13

15
.17
.20
.22
25
.27
.30
.33
.35
.38
.41
.44
.47
.50
.53
.56
.60
,63
67
70

..74

..78

..82
86
.90
.94
98

1.03
1.08
1.12
1.17
1,23
1 28

60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31

.31
30
29
28
27
26
25
25
24
23
22
21
21
20
19
18
18
17
16
16
15
12
9
6
4
2
0

78
77
76
75
75
74
73
72
71
70
70
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
43
37
30
22
13
0

667
695
.7.24
7.54
7.86
8.18
8.52
8.87
9.23
9.61

100
104
108
113
11 7
12 2
12 7
132
138
14.4
15 0
156
163.
170
178
186
194
203
212.
222
233
300.
40.0
56.7
900

190.0
infinity

1.33
1 39
1 45
151
157
164
170
1 77
1 85
1 92
2 00
2 08
2 16
2 26
234
244
2.54
264
2 76
2 88
3 00
3 12
326
340
3 56
372
388
4 06
4.24
444
466
6 00
8.00

1134
18.00
3800

infinity

* For CN in column I

10-6 (210-VI-NER, July 2004)
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